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This MSS 2022 Team Project work was conducted at the ISU Strasbourg Central Campus in
Illkirch-Graffenstaden, France.
The STELA name was inspired by lifting the initials of a series of keywords associated with the project.
• S: Starship
• TEL: Telecommunications
• A: Applications
STELA forms a name reminiscent of a number of themes: looking up into the sky, a line or footprint in
the sky, the wake of technological interconnection, connectivity, and constellations.
The STELA logo is embodied by straight lines: elegant, powerful, and clear. The election of a simple and
clear typeface (Toreks Regular) is supported by colors related to the Earth; blue (#19407D - Dark Cerulean) is the main color of the logo. To emphasize the importance of the impact on telecommunications,
and the overall intention of this project, it was decided to use the last letter, A, as the link between the
logo and the symbol. Indeed, the letter A is used as an identifying image.
The artwork of the project aims to emphasize moving into the future while keeping the
nostalgia of the past with a retro-futuristic aesthetic which alludes to the golden age
of space exploration and science fiction. The front cover of the project which is courtesy of the STELA design team, depicts the project’s main character, SpaceX’s Starship. The
cover also contains imagery of satellites sending data and information connecting the world.
This helps us emphasize where humanity has been and where we could go thanks to Starship.
The back cover presents a collage which depicts Starship arriving at Mars, fulfilling its destined goal to
make the human race an interplanetary species.
The Executive Summary and the Final Report may be found on the ISU Library web site at https://
isulibrary.isunet.edu in the “Explore collections/ISU Student Reports” section.
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Abstract
Starship, SpaceX’s latest reusable launch vehicle and the world’s most powerful rocket in development, is
expected to cause a significant impact on the satellite telecommunications industry. Reductions in launch
costs, higher payload masses to orbit, a larger payload fairing, and frequent launches are all factors that
would individually disrupt the SatCom industry. Starship is redefining all four factors simultaneously.
Industry impact assessments on space-based systems and launch vehicle developments as well as
historical analysis help form a knowledge base for SatCom industry participants, space agencies, and
regulators to assess future initiatives. The rapid development of Starship has given rise to a further
assessment. The Telecommunications and Integrated Applications (TIA) directorate of the European
Space Agency (ESA) has requested an investigation into the projected impacts of Starship’s development
on future SatCom business models and satellite design drivers. The investigation is conducted by a
team from the Master of Space Studies 2022 class of the International Space University (ISU), within
the frame of the annual Team Project. To develop recommendations on business opportunities for
SatCom players and identify changing trends on satellite design drivers, this report conducts a realtime technological assessment - a qualitative and quantitative analysis on Starship’s impact across
socio-economic, scientific, regulatory, and engineering domains. Findings suggest Starship’s operation,
carrying high volumes of payload with a regular launch cadence, will heavily impact the economics
of the SatCom industry. New market developments towards an integrated space computing network
leverage advancements in cross-link communication between terrestrial and non-terrestrial networks
– of which mega-constellations form the backbone for space architecture. Starship is also impacting
satellite design drivers for manufacturers. Larger mass-to-orbit capabilities are paving the way for
more capable satellites in LEO and MEO. An increased launch cadence is changing the mantra of
high-reliability GEO satellites to one of increased expendability. Our recommendations beyond the
industry, to agencies and regulators, highlight the need for sustainable utilization of this new launch
vehicle. Regulators must address the environmental and social impacts of frequent, powerful launches.
National space agencies must consider implications of global data connectivity advancements, deepspace communication, and intertwined relations between the private and public sectors.
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Faculty Preface
There is a big shift in the global space industry ecosystem with smaller and more efficient launchers and
spacecraft, reduction in cost of space mission, increase spacecraft constellation and collocations, and
more emphasis on “faster-better-cheaper” or its variations.
At the very heart of all these innovations are the so called “NewSpace” companies that are disrupting
the norm and focusing on efficiency with a pragmatic financial model that have resulted in enormous
reduction of launch cost per kg and scaled down in cost of satellite data and products. One of the
most disrupted sectors in the space industry is the predominantly state-owned launch market that has
become recently more controlled by private companies such as the Space Exploration Technologies
Corporation (SpaceX). It is hoped that the SpaceX flagship launcher: Starship, would not only change its
intended plan for deep space exploration but will have an unintended splash over effect on all areas of
the space sector especially the ever-expanding telecommunication industry. As the maiden launch of
Starship, which was planned in few years, is coming to reality, there is no better time for an international, interdisciplinary, and intercultural research on the impact of Starship on the satellite communication
(Satcom) industry.
We have had the honor to share this research idea with 19 graduate students from 16 countries at the
International Space University Masters of Space Studies program 2021/22 who have critically analyzed
the state of the art of current launchers and a futuristic perspective on the impact of Starship on satellite communication industry from the number, and capability of satellites to be launched up to the
innovative downstream applications. We hope that the report of this study will create a unique reference and pathway for the SatCom industry, national and regional space agencies, and the regulators.
On behalf of all the ISU faculty members, we would like to express our gratitude and thanks to the team
members for their sincere effort, commitment and hard work, and all the positive experiences and
knowledge exchange from our interactions with the team as well. We wish them the very best on this
and future works that will add enormous value to the space industry.
Prof. Nicolas Peter,
Prof. Gongling Sun,
Dr. Taiwo Tejumola.
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professionals with backgrounds in history, architecture, astrophysics, business and finance, engineering,
kinesiology, psychology, and political science, all connected by a deep passion for outer space. The
team worked together to address a pressing and open topic, providing guidance and recommendations
for the satellite communications industry.
A significant challenge that our team faced and overcame was the subject matter. Few of our team
members were familiar with the SatCom industry or SpaceX’s Starship launcher. This topic is also timesensitive since Starship is currently under development. Unfortunately, since Starship is so new, much of
its capabilities and specifications are unavailable to those outside SpaceX. This made it difficult to make
precise claims about the rocket, but even in the final days of our project timeline, we were updating our
information to continue to be relevant. Furthermore, sensitive business details of SatCom operators
are seldom publicly available, and we had to work with assumptions from the limited information
available.
In terms of the SatCom industry, our team researched heavily into the different aspects, but ultimately,
we had to narrow our scope to provide some more in-depth analysis. We had to start from the
beginning, looking all the way back at the birth of telecommunications to truly understand the impact
that satellites have had on the telecommunications sector. Once we had a better understanding of our
subjects, we had to understand how they would interact.
Since Starship has not yet flown commercially, much of its impact remains a mystery. We had to
decide where we believed the greatest impact would be as a team. This was difficult as we had many
conversations on this topic with opposing opinions. However, these conversations led to disagreements
which, in turn, spurred growth and new ideas. The ISU faculty were vital in helping our team narrow
down our scope and pointing us toward key ideas; they were often a part of our conversations, bringing
their expertise to the discussion.
There are three main outcomes of this paper: first, we wanted to make a real impact with our
recommendations to members of the SatCom industry. We looked to give useful suggestions and
insight to regulators, policymakers, members of the private sector, and governmental space agencies.
The second desired outcome was to contribute to the progress of the SatCom industry; we wanted
to add guidance and information of true use and value. Thirdly, we wanted to learn about the space
industry and gain valuable insight on our individual journeys into the sector.
Team STELA.
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Introduction

A fully reusable
launcher
threatens to
disrupt the entire
space landscape.

STELA, 2022

2

Telecommunications, interconnectivity, and data underpin
modern human society and global civilization. For decades,
satellite communications have connected remote regions and
enhanced the effectiveness of terrestrial-based networks but
with certain limitations. The utilization of space-based assets
for communication has developed in parallel with humanity’s
ability to deliver these payloads into orbit. Currently, a plethora
of satellites are in constant communication with each other,
terrestrial systems, and users across the globe. The satellite
telecommunications (SatCom) industry is defined in this paper as
any entity involved in the creation, launching, operation, handling,
dissemination, or governing of satellites and data obtained from
satellites. Traditionally, communications satellites are deployed in
geostationary Earth orbit (GEO), covering a specific, broad, and
fixed region on the surface. Indeed, near-global coverage can
be achieved with just three satellites in GEO. Putting satellites in
space is very expensive, and the lower the launch costs become,
the more satellites will be utilized for telecommunications. The
space sector understands this correlation, and this has led to new
trends of cheaper costs and increased launch cadence for more
modern launch vehicles (LVs). That has encouraged operators to
utilize novel orbits for communications applications. The rise of
mega-constellations in recent years in low Earth orbit (LEO) signals
a paradigm shift from traditional approaches in GEO to new, daring
exploits closer to home. While there were trends towards megaconstellations several years ago, there is a greater demand and
need for increased connectivity and the technologies that enable
them in today’s technologically- based society. Connectivity is
understood as the ability of people, computers, programs, devices,
or systems to connect with others.

The importance of launchers in delivering satellites to their final
orbits cannot be understated. As will be introduced shortly, the
ability of an LV to deliver larger and heavier payloads into orbit
heavily influences the design, location, and architecture of
telecommunications satellites and their missions. For Instance,
the utilization of the Russian Soyuz rocket and the introduction of
SpaceX’s Falcon 9 rocket led to the first mass deployments of many
OneWeb and Starlink satellites, respectively. While OneWeb came
first, Starlink exemplifies the shift towards mega-constellations in
LEO, with many operators following in the wake of SpaceX. The
reusability and capability of launchers opens a new avenue for
cheaper, more frequent launches even if established launchers
are at best partially reusable. The introduction of a fully reusable
Figure 1: A concept image of Starship.
launcher threatens to disrupt the entire space landscape, from
exploration to Earth observation, and undoubtedly satellite communications, as it reduces the launch
cost and time between launches and thereby affects the downstream services provided (SpaceX,
2022). Starship, the revolutionary launcher consisting of four key disruptive technologies from SpaceX,
is now entering the later stages of its development. A disruptive technology is defined in the Cambridge
Dictionary as a technology that overturns a traditional business model (Cambridge Dictionary, 2022).
Starship is projected to facilitate a higher payload mass and volume than ever before, and the fully
reusable launcher also promises to reduce launch costs by 10% and increase the frequency of launches
by four times as proposed by the European Space Agency (ESA) (Osborne, 2021).
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This report, developed in the context of the annual International Space University (ISU) Team Project
for the Masters in Space Studies 2022 program, aims to assess and evaluate Starship’s impact on the
SatCom industry. To do this, the STELA team developed a mission statement for the clear definition of
this vision.
Mission Statement:
This team project will provide researched guidance to industry, agencies, and policymakers on the
potential impact(s) Starship will have on the satellite and telecommunications industry, business
practices, end-user applications, and services.
This project utilizes a multi-disciplinary approach to consider Starship as a disruptive innovation for
trends in the SatCom sector consisting of satellite and launcher manufacturers, satellite operators, and
downstream service providers. Preceding this final report, the STELA team produced a comprehensive
literature review that outlined the context of the issue at hand, considering past, current and upcoming
developments in satellite communications. Additionally, the state-of-the-art capabilities of Starship
were introduced with a view to their applicability for innovation in telecommunications. After analyzing
a plethora of resources and studying different applications of space telecommunication systems, the
emergence of LEO constellations and the need to define clear guidance and laws were highlighted as
а key challenges. Another significant result is the impact of 5G on terrestrial networks and the crucial
role of satellites in enhancing technology to provide users and industries with high-quality service
and reliable universal connectivity. Moreover, multi-orbit communications and mobile backhauling
could bring new challenges and allow smart infrastructures and multipurpose satellite operation. This
will result from the next generation of the SatCom space infrastructure. However, equal access to
frequency resources in GEO, LEO, and medium Earth orbit (MEO) and the sustainability of this resource
should be duly considered as potential impacts.
To further define this project and the criteria used to evaluate Starship, a series of aims and objectives
were developed and are detailed below.

1.1. Aims and Objectives
This project aims to assess the impact on the telecommunications and satellite industry by breaking
it down into disruptive streams. These disruptors include an increase in available payload mass and
volume, an increased frequency of launches, and reduced launch costs. These key drivers are analyzed
from a combined top-down and bottom-up perspective to assess legal, economic, technical, societal,
and environmental concerns. A series of recommendations will be developed in the form of a business
model proposition and analysis. The project concludes with a critical analysis and recommendations for
policy makers gravitating around the disruption of Starship in the space sector and telecommunications
industry. Below there is a brief description of the objectives that team STELA wished to complete:
• Objective 1: Survey and understand the existing telecommunications satellite industry and
analyze how Starship’s projected capabilities will disrupt this industry, looking over the future of
telecommunications services and mission profiles.
• Objective 2: Assess the potential impact of Starship in terms of mission, business opportunities, and
satellite design. At a business and mission planning level, this analysis will include an assessment of
the current drivers in terms of capacity, orbits, key technical features, ground segment operation,
and end-of-life considerations. This will include predicting technological developments for future
designs enabled by Starship at a satellite design level.
Objective 3: Examine the pros and cons of system and satellite concepts related to law and policy• makers, economic implications, technical capabilities, and human/ societal/ environmental impact.
Objective 4: Predict future directions of the SatCom industry in terms of technological developments
• and develop a series of recommendations to optimize positive impacts and decrease negative
impact based on Starship’s capabilities.
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A new LV proposed by SpaceX, Starship, will disrupt four main aspects of a very relevant, fast-growing,
and largely commercial driven SatCom industry. Denoted as the four pillars of disruption, Starship is
projected to (Osborne, 2021):
1)
2)
3)
4)

Increase the payload mass to orbit by ten times,
Increase the payload volume by four times,
Increase the launch frequency by up to four times,
And offer a reduction in launch cost of 10% compared to the market standards.

The unique element of Starship is that it will bring all four of these disruptions. These projected
capabilities are expected to redefine the overall launch industry, sending a ripple effect in the SatCom
industry bringing change to business strategy and technical innovation.
Morgan Stanley cites SpaceX as one of the most valuable launch providers to date through its ability
to manufacture and produce reusable LVs (Jacobson, 2020). Starship will be the latest and largest
reusable LV produced by SpaceX, continuing to drive the trend of rocket reusability. In addition to
rocket reusability, Starship will be able to launch into both LEO and GEO. Furthermore, the projected
size of Starship will also have an increasing impact on the payload mass and volume. This is especially
important for the impact and future trends of telecommunications satellites. The combination of
Starship’s capabilities will allow SpaceX and other commercial space companies to be able to either
launch several smaller satellites into space or launch larger satellites more frequently. Essentially,
the ability to launch a greater number of satellites or larger and more complex satellites will become
possible with Starship’s capabilities.
Starship’s ability to launch more satellites could impact the speed at which mega-constellations are
developed and the size at which they could be developed and deployed. In comparison to Falcon 9,
Starship could have the capability of launching an even more significant number of satellites. This
is also aligned with the satellite companies being able to manufacture more reliable and cheaper
satellites into LEO. Moreover, this will have an impact on the delivery of communication services. The
development of larger LEO satellite constellations enabled by Starship’s capabilities could bring greater
coverage in remote areas and greater connectivity capacity at a faster rate. However, Starship will
not just influence the advancements of LEO satellites, but Starship will also drive changes in satellites
bound for GEO – a lucrative sector of the SatCom industry. A greater fairing volume of Starship could
facilitate larger and more complex GEO satellites, driving changes in solar panel size, higher power
computing components, and more robust antennas, amongst others. These design drivers will further
influence changes in the Research and Development sectors. For instance, the number of satellites
now able to exist and function in space could bring an increased amount of data, increases in space
debris, and envision opportunities for futuristic technologies such as interplanetary internet. Starship
offers not only provides a launch solution to SpaceX’s ambition to build their own mega-constellation
(Starlink) but is also a potentially attractive opportunity for other commercial space companies looking
to leverage the capabilities of Starship.

1.2. Methodology
A literature review by Tran and Daim in 2008 titled “A taxonomic review of methods and tools applied in
technology assessment” reviews major Technology Assessment (TA) tools found in leading management
and technology journals (Tran and Daim, 2008).
Out of tens of TA tools laid out by Tran and Daim in their review, three cover technological, business,
and social aspects in one way or another. Firstly, Decision Analysis, as used by Bard and Feinberg in
1989, assists managers and R&D developers in selecting two competing technologies. Decision Analysis
is designed to output optimal resource allocations on decision problems underpinned by technological
choice or changes. Demonstrably applied in the SatCom sector, it is a candidate to be used in this
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report. Secondly, Measures of Technology was analyzed. Scientists and engineers favor this TA tool
because it outputs performance characteristics, metrics, and analysis on products, other technologies,
or industries. In the journal of Technovation, Gancarco Barbiroli (1990) proposed a new method to
assess the socio-economic advantages provided by new technology. Regarding the technical aspects
of Starship, this TA tool too would be a suitable candidate for this report. However, the third and final
assessment tool was chosen – the Real-Time Technology Assessment (RTA), as developed in 2002 by
Guston and Sarewitz. The RTA tool combines social science and policy research with natural science
and engineering investigations to output clearly motivated recommendations on how to approach
changing technological trends or breakthroughs.
Covering all requirements laid out for this impact assessment report (these being an interdisciplinary
analysis of Starship’s impact to ultimately develop recommendations on new business opportunities
and engineering design drivers), this report will apply the RTA methodology by Guston and Sarewitz
(2002) to proceed with the analysis and ultimately recommendations on Starship and its impact on the
SatCom sector.
The RTA is applied via the following four-step process:

1.

Analogical Case Studies (ACS),

2.

Research Program Mapping (RPM)

3.

Communication and Early Warning (CEW),

4.

Technology Assessment and Choice (TAC).

Here, a framework for understanding and anticipating industry responses to technological change is
built in a historical context. Considered is: who responded, the types of technology leveraged, and
ultimate learnings form outcomes.
This section involves, monitoring and assessing current R&D activities, identifying key R&D trends,
major participants and roles, and major developments near and far future.
Evaluation of the socio-economic impacts of the technological trend. Here, an emphasis on current
news flow is applied to ensure the timeliness of findings stays current.
Definition of business opportunities and assessment of the technology drivers enabled by the
technology.
Each of these four steps contribute to the assessment of Starship’s impact on the SatCom industry.
Analogical cases provide contextually analogous cases of disruption to launchers and resulting industry
reactions. RPM identified key technological trends currently developed and under research by the
largest SatCom providers. These trends provide an insight into which areas Starship’s disruptive aspects
will affect. In CEW, the socio-economic effects of Starship’s development are analyzed, evaluating the
strength of Starship’s impact on users and stakeholders worldwide. Within Chapter 5, the drivers of
satellite design are assessed against new business opportunities identified in the previous sections.
Finally, all the previous stages feed into the roadmaps developed after the TAC. These roadmaps and
recommendations to industry, agency, and regulators related to the SatCom industry provide the
ultimate recommendations to which products and services may be provided in the future and how
satellite design drivers change with the introduction and operation of Starship.
This report collects both qualitative and quantitative data to establish the impacts the Starship LV
could have on the satellite communications industry. ISU library resources, faculty, scholarly texts,
scientific journals, news articles, corporate reports, press releases, court cases, databases, legislation
and interviews with professionals in associated fields were utilized in the synthesis of explanation and
analysis. This report tackles a novel subject at the state-of-the-art of various disciplines, therefore
access to, or even existence of, information was at times limited.
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1.3. Report structure
•

Chapter 2: The Existing State of the SatCom Industry and Starship

This chapter will give an overview of the telecommunications industry covering telecommunications
history, the current condition of the SatCom market, and satellite design drivers. Moreover, it will also
focus on SpaceX’s Starship, how reusable rockets are changing the space industry, and the changing
rocket and telecommunications markets.
•

Chapter 3: Lessons from the Past: Analogical Case Studies

This section will use a case-by-case methodology that will help conceptualize how Starship could affect
satellite design. The report has identified several case studies around LV developments and describes
how SatCom industry participants reacted to these changes.
•

Chapter 4: Current R&D Efforts by the SatCom industry: Research Program Mapping

This chapter focuses upon the newest aspects of SatCom-related research and development, taking
a broad approach to identifying both directly and indirectly impacted technologies. Trends in 5G, 6G,
constellation management, and deep-space communication have been identified and outlined.
•

Chapter 5: New Satellite Designs and Business Models: Technological Assessment and Choice

The New satellite Designs and Business models section aims to establish precisely which developments
may manifest in satellite design following the introduction of Starship into the SatCom industry. This
chapter is key to linking current occurrences in the sector to the capabilities of Starship, analyzing and
predicting future directions of satellite design and business models for the SatCom industry.
•

Chapter 6: Political and Socio-Economic Implications: Communication and Early Warning

This chapter uses the Policy, Economics, Social, Technology, Environment and Legal (PESTEL) tool to
highlight and evaluate specific areas of risk and benefit to the SatCom industry, as well as impacts
generated from Starship as an LV.
•

Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter gives a comprehensive summary of this report’s findings and recommendations to
members of the space industry, policy makers, and agencies. These recommendations are based upon
findings within the text and are generally based upon the impacts that the disruptive technologies of
Starship, which are referred to as the four pillars of disruption.
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This chapter lays the foundation of research for the paper, including
an overview of telecommunications from its terrestrial beginnings
to today’s SatCom market. This section also describes and examines
SpaceX’s Starship rocket in detail, along with a brief history of satellite
design choices driven by launcher design, as well as a rationale for
developing reusable rockets.

2.1. An Overview of the Telecommunications Industry
By examining the telecommunications industry in a historical context,
an overview is provided within the following section. Addressed are
the current condition of the SatCom market worldwide, discussing
several technologies that have developed in the SatCom industry
and the different licensing policies connected to them. Lastly, this
section will explore historical satellite design drivers.

Scott Madry, 2020

2.1.1. Telecommunications: From Terrestrial to Satellite
The word telecommunication refers to “any transmission, emission or reception of signs, signals,
writings, images, and sounds or intelligence of any nature by wire, radio, optical or other electromagnetic
systems” (Constitution and Convention of the International Telecommunication Union, 1992).
Telecommunication has been key to human development over the last two centuries and plays a crucial
role in modern infrastructure. The telephone grew in popularity, being established on centralized
networks in smaller geographical areas. This allowed individuals to communicate through the central
network by manually changing the telephone lines (BBC History, 2014).
A telecommunications system consists of three main elements, with an interface between each part.
The first is the transmitter, in which electronic information is converted into a signal. The second is the
free space channel, the medium through which the information is transmitted. The third part is the
receiver, which takes the signal and converts it into usable information. In a radio system, for example,
the interface between the free space and transceiver are the antennas, with a power amplifier taking
the place of the transmitter. This simple system is what helps connect the world today.
Telecommunication is simple in principle, but it has evolved into a complex system involving both
space and terrestrial segments. The terrestrial systems are still essential to humanity’s communications
infrastructure, but satellites have helped communication reach farther and wider, connecting countries,
cultures, businesses, and people worldwide. Satellites’ distance from Earth allows for connections from
one satellite to another that would not be possible with terrestrial systems alone. In SatCom, a mission
consists of three segments of space telecommunications: the space, ground, and user segments. A
ground segment consists of all the ground-based elements of a spacecraft system required for the
mission (Elbert, 2014). The ground segment enables control of a spacecraft and distribution of data
received and telemetry. Ground stations are surface-based facilities designed to provide real-time
communication with satellites. The location of a ground station could be fixed or mobile depending
on the requirement. The stations send radio signals to the satellite (uplink), receive data transmissions
from the satellite (downlink), and in some cases, serve as command-and-control centers for the satellite
network (multiple satellites). From the ground station, collected data can be analyzed. The orbit and
altitude of the satellite and information about its critical systems can be monitored and controlled.
Six major subsystems are present in any Earth station: the transmitter system, receiver system, antenna,
tracking subsystem, power system, and test equipment (Elbert, 2008). Other systems can be included
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depending on the mission requirement. The block diagram of the digital Earth station is shown below
in Figure 2.
Antenna
Modulator

Up-converter

Demodulator

Down-converter

Baseband
processing
circuits

Terrestrial
interface

Monitoring
&
control

Power
supply

User
Figure 2: Block diagram of Earth station. Adapted from (Maini and Agrawal, 2014).

The ground segment is crucial to the success of all telecommunications and the advancement of SatCom.
However, the addition of space telecommunications offered new advantages and opportunities.
Broadcasting is the root of all wireless telecommunication. Broadcasting has been prevalent using
terrestrial systems for decades for military purposes and public services. Visual media broadcasting has
been a large part of how the world consumes information since the invention of the television. Both
television and radio started out using terrestrial analog systems to broadcast channels to individual
regions around the globe. The adoption of television is linked to the development of first broadcast
standards using UHF/VHF frequencies worldwide. The first standard was introduced in 1941 by the
National Television System Committee. In 1972 TELESAT CANADA materialized the idea of ABC in
1965 to offer a domestic satellite system to distribute television signals (Whalen, 2010). In 1995, the
Advanced Communications Technology Satellite program and the US National Telecommunications and
Information Administration demonstrated satellite internet capabilities for citizens in rural areas. In
the same year, the Department of Defense (DoD) approved the Global Broadcast Service initiative,
which provided information, such as imagery, weather, and logistics, to war fighters. This is a true
combination of satellites and the internet. The internet is defined as an interconnected global network
that uses the Internet Protocol (ITU, 2005). This definition is supported by Figure 3, highlighting that
two-thirds of the global population will have Internet access by 2023 (Cisco, 2020). The first fully directto-home (DTH) satellite broadcasting service was the ATS-6 in the United States in 1974 (Evans et al.,
2011). ATS-6 used analog television to broadcast educational and health programs to communities.
This was the beginning of non-military uses of satellite communications.
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Figure 3: Global Internet user growth. Adapted from (Cisco, 2020).

One way satellites were connecting people was through the implementation of Mobile Satellite Services (MSS), which offers the possibility to provide personal telecommunications services from one
point to another anywhere on Earth. Commercial broadband satellite communications emerged in the
1970s and led to an enormous change and growth in the satellite industry. Commercial mobile satellite
communications began with Marisat services in the 1970s, providing cost-effective maritime, aeronautical, and land mobile services (Pelton, 2010). The constant development of commercial MSS has led
to a decrease in the spatial limitations of traditional forms of telecommunications, providing stronger
signals and more stable connections to remote places around the globe.
Technological advancements increase productivity and efficiency. This has undoubtedly been the case
for Internet broadband. The AT&T two medium-orbit satellites (TELSTAR) entered operation in 1962,
followed by COMSAT’s first satellite, EARLY BIRD, on April 6, 1965, highlighting the beginning of Global satellite communications (Whalen, 2010). The transition to global Internet with satellite as a key
component started at the end of 1969, connecting four host computers into the initial ARPANET, the
ancestry of the Internet (Barry et al., 1997). In the same vein, several innovations appeared from the
first email sent by Ray Tomlinson in 1971 to the World Wide Web created by Tim Berners-Lee in 1989.
In 2010, the worldwide usage coverage of the Internet was 29%, or around two billion users (ITU and
UNESCO, 2020). There was a significant disparity in terms of the least developed countries - with only
5.5% or 46 million users (ITU and UNESCO, 2020). Another indicator of this disparity is the wide bandwidth data transmission - broadband - with only limited exposure for the same target (ITU and UNESCO,
2020). Internet that uses open-architecture networking is based on the Transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol. According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) (2005), broadcast TV
is the leading telecommunication application from space. Broadband is defined as a technology allowing transmission capacity with sufficient bandwidth to permit the combined provision of voice, data,
and video.
SatCom is going through a transformation period refocusing the system design on data services. As
presented by Kodheli et al. (2020), the main reasons for this are the rapid adoption of media streaming
instead of linear media broadcasting and the urgent need to extend broadband coverage to underserved areas (e.g., developing countries, aero/maritime, rural). This marks just one instance where the
market has moved from provider-driven to user-driven.
Satellite systems often need to connect to multiple ground stations at once. Communication satellites
are needed to transmit data to multiple users simultaneously, meaning each user needs a way to access
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the data simultaneously. As a result, the risk of interference between these signals is very high, and this
impact must be mitigated. A way to make these connections smoother, remove interference, and reach
remote areas could be through mobile backhauling.
In a telecommunications network, backhauling is used as the intermediate system that connects the
main network to the smaller networks at the furthest parts of the network system. Backhauling seeds
its origins with the telephone. Initially, international telephone calls were processed by gateways (GW),
but they were managed via long-distance operators. Initially transmitted by satellite-based telecommunications, they now use fiber optics with Voice Over Internet Protocols. The most common network
type in which backhaul is implemented is the mobile network (AXESS Networks, 2021). A mobile backhaul connects a cell site to the core network. The two main methods of mobile backhaul implementations are fiber-based backhauling and wireless point-to-point backhauling. The mobile backhauling
operators from different countries have advanced rapidly to close the digital gap in remote populations
with difficult access. In addition, this solution permits the growth of wholesale operators and the creation of new Mobile Virtual Network Operators (AXESS Networks, 2021). Telecommunications continue
to evolve every day as more and more users and devices are added to the ever-growing market.

2.1.2. The Existing Telecommunications Market
This section discusses the existing and changing telecommunications market worldwide from an economics and policy point of view. This is relevant because understanding the current market is necessary
for predicting potential future changes.

2.1.2.1. The State of the Commercial SatCom Market Today
Satellite telecommunications has modified society irreversibly by providing communication connectivity capability anywhere on the planet. Many players, technologies, methods, and customers occupy the current space landscape. Euroconsult estimated that the total spending of all governments
directly involved in the space sector was US $92 billion in 2021 (Euroconsult, 2022). This list included
70 governments, up from 47 countries ten years prior. The report additionally estimates that some 80
countries will collectively spend around US $79 billion by 2026 (Madry, 2020). One can then
understand that the space sector is huge for the public economy and is expected to grow and gain in
importance in the coming years.
The commercial SatCom sector operating in GEO is dominated by a small group of international companies: Eutelsat, Inmarsat, Intelsat, SES, and Telesat. These providers deploy large fleets and benefit
from the reduced number of satellites necessary to provide global coverage for DTH broadcasting
(Madry, 2020). Many smaller operators exist in various countries, providing commercial satellite operations in other orbits.
Further advancements in satellite broadcast TV technical trends are evolving to more programmable
satellites with more reconfigurable steerable coverage spots and more bandwidth. Moreover,
connected TVs will receive both signals from the satellite and the Internet with replay capabilities. A
new era of broadcasting will begin with the 5G frameworks supporting satellites using Non-Terrestrial
Network (NTN) specifications. Sources that support the satellite broadcast TV system remain standard. They are composed of an uplink infrastructure and a simple downlink antenna at home.
The satellite telecommunication development and manufacturing market are changing as more and
more companies are now involved. It was historically dominated by a small number of aerospace corporations in the US, Europe, and Japan: namely, Boeing, Space Service Loral, Airbus Defence and Space,
Thales Alenia Space, and MELCO. They are specialized in building multi-million-dollar custom satellites
with highly high-reliability ratings, designed to stay in orbit for around 15 years. These installations
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have served as the backbone of the global SatCom industry. Smaller satellites are designed for
research in LEO are built by Airbus Defence and Space, Ball Aerospace, and Orbital ATK (Madry, 2020).
Today, private companies, consortiums, and universities build SmallSats and CubeSats.
The global satellite sector is anticipating the increased activity of the SmallSat segment to drive the sector to US $280 billion by 2030 (Jacobson, 2020). Thanks to new technological capabilities like the miniaturization of technological components, a paradigm shift is occurring in the industry, allowing smaller
companies to capitalize on reduced mass launch requirements. Traditionally, satellites were developed
as one-offs or in low volumes that provide navigation or weather services costing hundreds of millions
of dollars each. Today, satellites are changing to have faster development cycles, lowered complexity,
newer technology, and a lower cost per unit at high volumes (Jacobson, 2020).
The most significant economic segment, satellite telecommunications and its component satellite television segment generate around US $100 billion a year (Madry, 2020). Recently, the direct-to-customer
market has been providing data, television, radio, video, and internet to customers around the globe.
At US $100 billion value, the satellite positioning, navigation, and timing market form the second largest space application market. Via the use of highly accurate atomic clocks, the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) system is increasingly forming the backdrop for Global Positioning System-based
(GPS-based) commercial services such as Uber, Lyft, and Tesla’s autonomous vehicles and similar applications (Madry, 2020).
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However, not all NewSpace aspects are being accepted by traditional space actors. Most traditional
space actors have deep-rooted economic and political practices that are strictly risk-averse, in contrast
to the growing Silicon Valley “failures are expected and appreciated” approach (Madry, 2020). The
space sector and specifically the SatCom sector involves market, regulatory, and technological risks to
any venture looking to operate within its domain. Investors, typically risk-averse, only wish to deal with
one of these risks, yet the sector exposes them to all three. Currently, investor exit activities such as
initial public offerings or mergers and acquisitions (M&As) are infrequent. Due to its increased difficulty
and limited exposure to the private sector, the space segment is critically underfunded, under-discovered, and underinvested (Jacobson, 2020). As investment flow grows, the author expects significant increases in M&A activities. The biggest customer in the market remains the governments and agencies
through contracts.
Launching anything into space has always been prohibitively expensive. Only very recently have launch
costs dropped due to the development of partially reusable launchers. The early launchers were still
far more expensive than today’s options. The historically high launch cost, combined with the numerous benefits of GEO satellites, has led to the domination of GEO satellites in the telecommunication
market. Cost is not the only element to consider when dealing with telecommunications; policy must
be considered when planning missions. Policy around the world regarding telecommunications is different, which can lead to obstacles.

2.1.2.2. The International Telecommunications Union and National Licensing Policies
An important component of the modern telecommunications sector is the policy and standards enabling the activities. The ITU is the governing body to support the allocation and coordination of radio
frequencies (RF) for all radio activities worldwide. There are several principles of radio regulations.
Frequency bands must be allocated to radio services, using technical specifications to be monitored
and observed. The orbital slots allocated consider the specific satellite function, allowing for organized,
coordinated, and precise allotment of orbital slots (Cappella, 2018). There are also regulations around
procedures for safe communication, notification, and recording of RF and preventing harmful interference. The Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R), part of the ITU, allocates the RF spectrum and orbital
slots for satellites from all member states (Orji, 2018). They also oversee the registration of the allocated slots to Master Register. This includes the Table of Frequency Allocations, logging the frequencies
held by the different member states and sector members. Additionally, RF can either be classified as
Primary or Secondary. Primary is given for priority services, and secondary is for services protecting
primary services in the same band (WMO, 2015).
At a national level, countries and government agencies must correspond with one another to identify
potential interference and shared frequencies. In its Rules of Procedures publication (ITU, 2021), the ITU
does specify some technical regulations and values for ground-based systems. The international regime
governing satellite communications includes the Department for Political Affairs and The United Nations
Office for Outer Space Affairs. These governing bodies are responsible for implementing decisions in
the peaceful uses of outer space (Orji, 2018). Although ITU has developed some adapted tools for the
telecommunication sector to attribute orbital slots and frequencies, countries have developed their
own political and legal tools to suit the needs of their own telecommunications sector. Regulation plays
a hand in many things regarding SatCom. One of the aspects it indirectly affects is the design of the
satellite. Using different RF bands or orbits may call for a different satellite design. Regulation is one
aspect that could affect satellite design, but there are many others.

2.1.3. Satellite Design Drivers
There are several science drivers behind the design of telecommunications satellites and their associated missions. Any traditional space mission must minimize the cost but must not compromise the
effectiveness or reliability of the mission (Wertz, 2011). The cost of wired networks on land increases
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with distance, as the communication channel must be physically laid out, and the materials to do so
come with a price. Space-based solutions may cut costs. There are many drivers behind the design
of satellites: the mission requirements, cost, schedule, performance, risk, and reliability (McKinney,
2020). Indeed, the mission requirements have the single most significant impact on satellite design.
Geostationary satellites are the industry standard for telecommunications companies and services.
Because these satellites are at extremely high altitudes, they need high-powered antennas and highpower throughput to support their operations. Geostationary satellites require very large solar panels
to meet these mission requirements effectively. These parts are expensive and heavy, contributing to
the launch cost, research and development, and satellite manufacturing. According to the principal
satellite manufacturing advisor at Euroconsult, “The range capital expenditure for deploying a GEO satellite, including manufacturing, launch, insurance, and gateway stations, ranges from US $150 million
to US $500 million (Henry, 2020a).” Each geostationary satellite is custom-built and highly expensive to
produce and deploy but ultimately proves more cost-effective than launching many smaller satellites at
lower altitudes for the moment. This could change if design restrictions are more flexible.
Most of the satellites are in LEO, with only 16% in GEO. The use of MEO started only in 2018 with the
O3b constellations. The commercial sector is well represented, owning more than 88% of all satellites.
Furthermore, the weight of one satellite can vary between 1 kg and 7050 kg in the telecommunication
sector (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2021). Tables 1, 2, and 3 present the number of satellite launches per year into the different orbits, followed by the total and average weights.
Table 1: Number of satellites by launch/year/orbit (Union of Concerned Scientists,2021).

N/
Table 2: Total weight in kg by launch/year/orbit (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2021).

Avg Weight( kg)

2018

2019

2020

2021

LEO

435

268

222

215

MEO
GEO

700

700

N/A

N/A

4783

5022

N/A

4593

N/A

2500

2500

N/A

Table 3: Average weight/year/orbit (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2021).

The main difference between 2019 and 2020 is that the number of satellites launched in LEO increased
from 100 to 959. This could indicate interest from NewSpace companies to develop LEO activity for
telecommunications. Additionally, the average satellite mass reduced between 2018 and 2021. This
reflects the development of the market in terms of the increase in satellite number, but at the same time,
the number of satellites launched in GEO reduced from 2020. Table 4 details the existing constellations
and determines which launchers have been utilized (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2021).
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Table 4: Telecommunication constellation information/launch (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2021).

N/

In 2021, different constellations used only one launcher like Falcon 9 or the Soyuz family. Ariane 5 was
only used for GEO missions. Comparing the total mass per launch, Starlink has used the higher capacity
with 15 tons on Falcon 9, followed by Iridium with 8.6 tons, also aboard the Falcon 9. The importance
of Falcon 9 can be seen that without Starlink activity, the Soyuz family would dominate the market. In
GEO, Falcon 9 has a higher launch capacity and offers a much more attractive solution when compared
to Ariane 5 (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2021). At the time of writing, the Soyuz family has the
highest impact on the LEO market. The Falcon 9 seems to struggle to attract other companies at the
moment. However, with Falcon 9 having a larger capacity and more flight options, it may soon overtake
Ariane 5 in the GEO market. This market could completely change with the introduction of Starship.

2.2. Starship: The Game-Changer
This section focuses on SpaceX’s Starship rocket and how reusable rockets are changing the space
industry and the market. Starship can be a game-changer with its launch capabilities. No rocket can
compete with Starship regarding available payload mass and volume in the current market. It is the
most powerful rocket ever built, beating the mightiest Saturn 5. It can carry a payload mass of 100+
tons to LEO (SpaceX, 2020a). Also, it is a fully reusable rocket, meaning reducing the time between
launches and making Space more accessible.

2.2.1. Reusable Rockets: A New Trend
Outlined are its developmental history, current capabilities, and planned use case. This is relevant
because Starship could be the primary disrupting technology about to enter the space industry today.
Starship could impact many areas of the industry, including satellite telecommunications. Historically,
orbital-class rockets were expendable for a very long time. Since 1957, around 5200 rockets have been
launched worldwide (Space-track.org, 2020 cited in CSIS Aerospace Security, 2020), and for most of
these launches, the rocket was never used again.
The Space Transportation System, commonly known as the Space Shuttle, was designed to be the first
reusable, low-cost, high flight-cadence crewed orbital-class LV. When designing the Space Shuttle, the
NASA Budget Bureau sought justification for the Shuttle by applying a standard economic approach
(Heppenheimer, 2002). The Shuttle had to be economical for it to be a success. One of the factors that
would lead to its low cost was that it would be reusable. Only minor post-flight augmentations would
have to be made to fly it again. After two tragic accidents, the Space Shuttle was decommissioned in
2011, proving the concept was too far ahead of its supporting technology. Additionally, there were
market overestimations, higher than expected costs, and slower turnarounds. In the end, the idea of
the Shuttle was solid, but the technology was not advanced enough to achieve all of the goals of the
US. Today, the idea of a low-cost, reusable, high flight-cadence LV is re-emerging in the form of the
SpaceX Starship.
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Reusable LVs generally fall into two categories: fully reusable and partially reusable. All reusable rockets
flying missions to date are partially reusable. Starship is designed to be the first LV with full reusability.
Designed and destined for interplanetary travel, Starship – first named “Big Falcon Rocket” - underwent
many different design iterations to get to where it is today. The vehicle will be capable of vertical takeoff and vertical landing. By launching up to 10,000 meters into the air, the second stage stainless-steel
colossus performs a descent manoeuver akin to a “belly-flop” using its guidance fins and its set of gimbling Raptor engines. Starship Serial Number 15 (SN15) was the first unit to successfully perform the
manoeuver and land back on the pad in-tact on the 5th May 2021.
SpaceX is an important launch provider (Madry, 2020). Reusability has positively and dramatically affected the cost of launching satellites. Industry-wide launch costs for satellites have decreased drastically from US $200 million to US $60 million, with a potential to drop further to US $5 million per launch
in the future (Jacobson, 2020). The fully reusable vehicle is expected to “disturb the status quo of both
dominant technology platforms and competitive market layouts” (Van der Veen et al., 2012). Private
companies such as SpaceX are leading the way to balance between boosting creative initiatives within
a company and maintaining business performance.
The development of Starship in the US has spurred reactions in other sovereign states - particularly
in Asia. Japanese company Mitsubishi is developing a successor for its H-IIA/B series rocket in such a
way as to reduce costs and rely on more automation in the manufacturing process (Lund, 2020). The
Chinese rocket Chang-Zheng 8 has been modified to be partially reusable, taking notes from SpaceX’s
Falcon 9 rocket (Lund, 2020).
With the planned increased production rate, launch rate, and mass to orbit Starship could provide,
there may also be indirect impacts on ecosystems, wildlife, and the surrounding human populations.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) (2021a) report thoroughly outlines the risks in a biological
assessment. Space X is to be made responsible for negative effects to habituating species in Boca Chica
that inevitably result from frequent rocket launch activities. SpaceX will implement a Spill Prevention,
Control, and Countermeasures Plan and develop a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. The launch
company, is also responsible for actions around water treatment and must submit a permit application
to act in accordance with the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) (FAA, 2021b).

2.2.2. Starship, Constellations, and New SatCom Practices
With Starship introduced, this section outlines the current SatCom market environment and how the
development of Starship may, and already has, affected the market across the upstream, midstream,
and downstream sectors. It will also assess the current and future impact of the reusable mega-launcher and ultimately provide recommendations for future business plans for SatCom providers. Therefore,
it is relevant to outline the market dynamics and its participants to fully understand the market and
social context the disrupting technology will be affecting.
A paradigm shift in the space sector is signaled by the advent of highly capable, reusable enabling LVs
and new business applications previously considered economically unfeasible emerging in the market.
New satellite manufacturers are expected to enter the market in large numbers, driven by high production volume business models rather than one-off, long-term contracts (Jacobson, 2020).
Data is commonly referred to as the new oil (Bhageshpur, 2019). Existing players are showing interest in the economic potential of data in space, including Amazon Web Service and Microsoft Azure.
These groups have integrated these aspects into their strategic roadmap with both downstream and
upstream approaches. The SatCom industry aims to address these needs for increased data. A business
model where satellite companies spend a large sum of money on one LEO satellite design, focus on vertical integration, reduce manufacturing costs, and reduce their supply chain costs to take advantage of
economies of scale. The introduction of reusable rockets and Starship enables this new business model
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for the telecommunications sector. The new trend is to spend R&D money on developing one LEO satellite design and mass manufacturing it, expecting it to be replaceable. SatCom players aim to compete
with and complement terrestrial fiber networks in the future. The constellations will likely capture the
market in areas where fiber solutions are not possible, such as in aircraft, on maritime ships, remote
islands, and rural areas.
LEO constellations have their limits, specifically targeting remote areas. Whether customers are unable
to pay for the currently elevated prices or the fact that LEO satellites orbit at high speed - necessitating
switchovers that may affect the continuous service of the user. LEO constellations need many GWs
because of their poor coverage. GEO satellites are widely used in communication and broadcasting
systems, and the main objective of the telecommunication industry is to provide higher data rates with
higher throughput. When a satellite sends data to multiple destinations, it is a broadcast service and
must collect data from Earth. This describes the star topology. For video conferencing, point-to-point
connectivity is needed. Therefore, the mesh topology allows each peer node to connect to another
peer node and respects the end-to-end latency of the packet transmission. This topology requires the
satellite to perform routing of data. However, longer delays render realtime application use unfeasible,
and at angles closest to the poles, atmospheric interference causes excessive levels of bit error rate.
Satellites in orbits must be attentively launched, placed into respective orbits, planes, and distributions, and continually managed. John Walker developed a valuable type of constellation orbital plane
distribution in 1984, which, despite its conception at the time of a different orbital environment, remains applicable to this day (Walker, 1984). New algorithms use high-accuracy approximations and
predictive, adaptive methods which trace out the future trajectories of entire sets of satellites and
highlight close encounters. Algorithm creators at this time seem to be limited by computing power and
the poor quality of space object catalogs.

2.2.3. Starship Specifications and the Four Pillars of Disruption
To accurately assess the impact of Starship as an LV technology on the SatCom market, it is important
to gain a detailed understanding of its technical specifications and capabilities. The following sections
set out to define these two factors explicitly. Full reusability distributes manufacturing costs over the
lifetime of the vehicle. Elon Musk, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of SpaceX, uses an aircraft analogy
to justify this choice and strategy behind the vehicle. Fuel and refurbishment costs are the only economic factors left to analyze the economic efficiency of reusable vehicles. Starship offers a revolutionary upstream approach to the production of rockets. This includes optimized manufacturing processes,
shortened production times, standardization of production, use of reliable and inexpensive materials,
and reduced production infrastructure.

2.2.3.1. Starship Payload Capacity and Pricing
In LEO, Falcon 9 offers a high capacity in terms of flight frequency with less than four days between
launches. The commercial activity of Falcon 9 started with launch mass taking less than 40% of the
launch capacity (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2021). With Starlink activity, the launch capacity
reached 65% in 2021. Even the latest launches performed in the summer of 2021 show that pure commercial launches are still not fully in capacity, not exceeding 30%. Overall, the cost per mass reached
US $21,000 per kilogram instead of US $4,000 for 20 tons, as described in Table 7. Falcon 9 can justify a
payload capacity of over 60% on average for GEO (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2021). Going through
overall activity, it is one of the main competitors with Ariane 5. After two flights in 2019, Falcon Heavy
has no activity planned on the commercial side before 2022. Falcon Heavy can carry 60 tons in LEO
and 26.7 tons to Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO). This is attractive in its capacity to deliver different
orbits, and it is projected to have more capacity than Starship for GTO. It has many convincing points
to replace Falcon 9, but still, there is little demand. With these LVs not yet operating at total capacity,
there remains a possibility for more satellites to be launched into space, which actors are beginning to
realize.
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Table 5: Mass and price information for the SpaceX launchers (SpaceX, 2021a).

With a capability of caring 63.8 metric tons (into LEO), Falcon Heavy can carry three times more payload mass than other launchers currently in operation, as detailed in Table 6. Approximately five
times cheaper, when compared to a smaller launcher, SpaceX has a great deal of freedom in choosing
Starship’s price. The SFR refers to the SpaceFund Reality rating, ranking from 1 (low) to 9 (high). A high
score reveals a high level of confidence in the data. It reflects the level of the consistency of collected
information based on their analysis.
Table 6: Comparison of the launch price (SpaceFund, 2021).

Table 7: List of the Falcon 9 launch in LEO (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2021).
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Table 8: List of the Falcon 9 launch in GEO (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2021).

2.2.3.2. Starship Engineering Capabilities
Starship is made up of two stages. The first stage is called the Super Heavy, and the second stage
is Starship. Starship’s two stages are made from stainless steel 301/304 and designed to hold highpressure liquid oxygen and liquid methane (Wall, 2020). See Figure 5 for visual representation. Super
Heavy is expected to be equipped with up to 37 Raptor engines, and Starship will employ up to six Raptor
engines with three vacuum Raptor engines. With all 37 engines, Super Heavy will have a maximum
liftoff thrust of 74 meganewtons (MN), twice that of a Saturn V rocket. Starship, with six engines, will
have a maximum liftoff thrust of 12 MN, allowing for a maximum liftoff mass of approximately 100 tons
(FAA, 2021b). This is more payload mass capacity than any rocket ever built. Unlike the SpaceX Falcon
LV, Starship will not have separable fairings or parachutes (FAA, 2021b).
Starship is made of stainless steel, primarily for its ability to operate over various temperatures. Starship
is designed for atmospheric re-entry and the cold environment of outer space. Steel’s capability to
operate in these zones offers a sound argument for its use over other materials, which may be better
candidates in terms of weight or structural integrity. Most of the current launchers use carbon fiber
as the structural material. Carbon fiber is lighter and stronger than stainless steel, but it has specific
issues. Carbon fiber is brittle at low temperatures, especially at the cryogenic temperatures needed for
Liquid Oxygen and Liquid Methane. It also struggles at high temperatures. Just above about 750
Kelvin, the resins binding the carbon fibers together begin to break down and melt, losing all
strength. Finally, carbon fiber is expensive to manufacture, at US $150 per kilogram. Starship’s first
stage, the Super Heavy booster with all the extra supports and heat shielding, would result in a mass of
between 80 and 100 metric tons, which is very expensive even when using stainless steel.
Stainless steel costs only US $3 per kilogram, and it is easy to manufacture. Starship uses modified
stainless steel 301 (Wall, 2020), with a higher carbon content than other steel alloys. While stainless
steel 301 can generally withstand temperatures up to around 1070K (United Performance Metals,
n.d.), re-entry temperatures can exceed this (Becker, 1961). Therefore, stainless steel 301 may
be prone to oxidation during re-entry. This suggests that it may need to be replaced regularly if not
for Starship’s active cooling mechanisms during the landing phase (SpaceX, 2020a). Other components,
such as thermal panels, have different thermal properties that can help in re-entry.
Table 9: Starship statistics and data (SpaceX, 2021a).

Total Height
& Diameter

Starship
Height

StarShip
Propellant Weight

Super Heavy
Booster Height

Super Heavy Booster
Propellant Weight

Fairing Size

Payload
Volume

120 m & 9 m

50 m

1200 t

70 m

3400 t

18 m height
& 9 m dia.

1100 m3
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STARSHIP OXYGEN
HEADER TANK

Starship’s “belly-flop” maneuver shifts the
propellant to the belly of the vehicle. This FORWARD PASSENGER/
increases the atmospheric density and PAYLOAD SECTION
the atmospheric drag experienced by the
vehicle, thus reducing its terminal velocity.
After the maneuver, the vehicle moves
towards a vertical landing, performed at
the point of 1:1 thrust-to-weight ratio.

2.2.3.4. The Raptor Engine
The new Raptor engine developed by
SpaceX is a full-flow staged combustioncycle (FFSC) engine explicitly designed
for Starship and capable of creating high
thrust. Fueled by liquid methane and liquid
oxygen, the Raptor extracts the maximum
energy from its propellants (Nardi, 2019).
The propellants are burned in a full-flow
staged combustion cycle engine over
several stages. This system has a preburner used to generate gas for a turbine,
similar to the gas-generator cycle (Cho and
Kim, 2019). “Raptor engines began flight
testing on the Starship prototype rockets
in July 2019, becoming the first full-flow
staged cobustion rocket engine ever flown
(SpaceX, 2021a).

ACTUATED
FORWARD FINS

STARSHIP
METHANE TANK
STARSHIP METHANE
HEADER TANK
STARSHIP
OXYGEN TANK

ACTUATED AFT FINS
6 RAPTOR ENGINES

6 RETRACTABLE
LANDING LEGS
ACTUATING
GRID FINS

SUPERHEAVY
METHANE TANK

STAINLESS
STEEL BODY

The Falcon 9 has an open cycle engine in
which the exhaust from the pre-burner is
discarded as a by-product. The problem
SUPERHEAVY
OXYGEN TANK
that needed to be solved by using a preburner was to control the lower exhaust
temperature and waste products (Cho and
Kim, 2019). With two separate pumps for
oxidizer (oxygen-rich fuel) and fuel, along
with two turbines powered by their preburners, the FFSC engine seems a logical
solution. The fuel is burned twice: once at
a decreased energy, in the pre-burner, to
6 LANDING LEGS
spin the turbines and again at increased
37 RAPTOR ENGINES
energy in the combustion chamber (Nardi,
2019). One of the drivers for the use of
HUMAN FOR SCALE
liquid methane is its low mass relative to
Figure 5: Starship design illustration (Rocket Shop
other fuels. If the fuel density is higher, it
Creative, 2021).
influences the design to have smaller and
lighter tanks, reducing the rocket’s power (Dodd, 2019). FFSC engines tend to run cooler and at a lower
pressure than conventional rocket engines with single turbines. This results in lower stress on the
turbines, allowing them to run for a longer period (Nardi, 2019).
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2.2.4. Starship Payload Capability
This section discusses how a satellite can be integrated with the Starship and its payload
manifestation. Every satellite requires mission-specific adaptors known as Payload Adaptor Fitting and
satellite dispensers. Moreover, small satellites need to be put as a secondary payload along with the
primary payload. It is also essential to check the loading and acoustic conditions that the payload will
experience during the flight to determine whether the satellite design can withstand it.

2.2.4.1. Starship Payload Fairing
Starship has the largest available payload volume
of any current launcher, with an outer fairing
diameter of 9 m. It uses a clamshell-type fairing to
house the payload. Clamshell fairings are widely
used across SpaceX’s other launchers, the Falcon 9
and Falcon Heavy. Once installed, the clamshell
fairing remains closed until the payload is ready to
detach. The clamshell system consists of two steel
bands fixed with two bolts on one end. Figure 6
depicts an example payload deployment sequence
with the Starship fairing. The mission-specific
payload adaptor is then used to separate the
payload from the launcher. The fairing door is
closed once separation has been confirmed and the
payload(s) have cleared the fairing in preparation
for the Starship’s return to Earth (SpaceX, 2020a).

2.2.4.2. Starship Payload Volume
Figure 7 illustrates the payload envelope of
the Starship launcher. Because of the large
deployable envelope (9 m in diameter and 18 m
in height), it is possible to design and store novel
payloads, rideshare opportunities, and complete
constellations of satellites on a single launch.

2.2.4.3. Payload Manifestation
SpaceX provides both single and multi-manifestation
options to its customers. Customers can organize
their own rideshares for a single Starship launch
or collaborate with SpaceX to benefit from a
multimanifest launch (SpaceX, 2020a). The benefit
of this option is that customers do not need to wait
for co-passengers to be ready to fly.

Figure 6: Starship payload deployment
sequence (SpaceX, 2020a).
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The high volume of the Starship payload bay
Figure 7: Payload fairing (SpaceX, 2020a).
provides new opportunities for payload integration,
with the possibility of mounting extra supports along the sidewalls or nose to connect with trunnionstyle interfaces on the payloads. When large payloads are co-manifested on Starship, they are generally
mounted side-by-side on the payload adaptor. Compared to stacked configurations, this reduces
technical and schedule dependencies between rideshare participants (SpaceX, 2020a). Some example
single-mission manifests could include:
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1-3x geosynchronous telecommunication satellite(s)
Full constellation of satellites on a single mission
1-2x geosynchronous telecommunication satellites plus rideshare system of small satellites
In-space demonstration spacecraft that remains integrated with Starship and returns to Earth
Cargo and crew configurations.

2.2.4.4. Payload Adaptors
The adaptor is the main component to connect
the satellite with the launcher structure. The
Starship payload adaptor is designed to host
both single- and multi-manifest configurations
(SpaceX, 2020a). SpaceX will either provide an
adaptor and clamp band separation system or
will use the system provided by the customer.
Starship can be integrated with Falcon 9’s 937
mm, 1194 mm, 1575 mm, and 2624 mm clamp
band interface requirements, which can house
multiple payloads side-by-side given the large
available volume (SpaceX, 2020a). Starship’s

Figure 8: SpaceX 1575 mm payload adopter
(SpaceX, 2020a).

flexibility allows SpaceX to design payload-specific interfaces. Additionally, SpaceX has a wide range
of experience designing nonstandard adaptors and separation systems from its other launchers. It
can also procure any industry standard adaptor system as per the request. Figure 8 shows SpaceX’s
2624mm clamp ready to integrate with payload and launcher.

2.2.4.5. Payload Electrical Interfaces
Starship, like other launchers, will provide payload power and data interface standards in place of customer-provided electrical ground support equipment for final pre-launch operations. This will permit
the payload to be powered, monitored, and commanded after integration into the fairing without additional support. Some electrical systems will continue to use this power even during the flight (SpaceX,
2020a). Figure 9 (on page 23) represents the electrical interface of the payload on the launch pad with
the Falcon 9 (SpaceX, 2020b). Starship will also have the same interface.

2.2.4.6. Starship Launch Environment
and Loads
SpaceX is designing Starship and Super
Heavy to provide as modest a payload
environment as possible, drawing on its
strong heritage and lessons learned from
the development of the Falcon launch
systems. The payload will be subjected to
a span of axial and lateral accelerations
during the flight. Both the Super Heavy
and Starship engines can be throttled
to maintain the LV and payload within
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Figure 9: Payload maximum design load factor (SpaceX, 2020a).
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accepted acceleration limits (SpaceX, 2020a). Figure 10 illustrates the maximum expected design
load factors for a single payload mission. The dynamic coupling between Starship and the
payload determines the actual payload dynamic loads, accelerations, and deflections. These loads can
be accurately determined via a coupled loads analysis (SpaceX, 2020a). Acoustic and vibration shock
during the liftoff and payload separation respectively must be considered when selecting the launcher
or designing the structure of the payload.

Figure 10: On-pad electrical interfaces. Adapted from (SpaceX, 2020)

Figure 10: On-pad electrical interfaces. Adapted from (SpaceX, 2020).

2.2.4.7. Spacecraft Integration at Launch Site Plan
SpaceX is initially planning for two launch sites for the Starship vehicle: the Kennedy Space Center,
Florida and the Boca Chica Launch Pad, Texas, both in the US. Depending on the mission requirement,
landing sites can be coordinated with SpaceX. The payload will remain in vertical orientation
throughout the integration process. Initially, payloads are vertically integrated into the Starship fairing
in the lowest class of cleanroom. The integrated stack is then transferred to the launch pad and lifted
onto the Starship vehicle. Starship is vast in size, so vertical integration eliminates the need for powerful
motors and support structures while rotating. To maintain the internal environment of the fairing,
conditioned air is delivered throughout the ground handling process (SpaceX, 2020a).
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2.2.4.8. Payload separation
Payload separation is a system to detach a payload from the fairing. There are different types of
separation systems like clamp bands, motorized light bands, Marman clamps, or custom systems.
Starship provides in-flight commanding and monitoring of the payload separation system like other
SpaceX launchers. It can perform three-axis attitude controlled or spin-stabilized spacecraft
separation as required. It is important to note that certain spacecraft separation maneuvers may reduce
available payload volume due to the collision avoidance system (SpaceX, 2020a).

2.2.4.9. Starship Satellite Dispenser
The satellite dispenser is a system used to transfer spaceborne cargo from one orbit to another. It is
used to put secondary payloads into their required orbits when they are different from the primary
payload orbit. The dispenser is attached to the final stage of the launcher and sometimes equipped with
a small propulsion system for orbit transfer and maneuvering. This is especially suitable for spacecraft
constellations where several spacecraft need to be placed in orbit within a short timeframe. The major
parts of the dispenser system include the structure subsystem, separation system, electrical harness,
and thermal subsystem. Furthermore, the dispenser can hold multiple satellites. There are a variety of
dispensers depending on the application. For example, a 3U dispenser will hold three CubeSats of 1U
size. Similarly, a 6U dispenser will hold six CubeSats of the same size.

2.3. Conclusion
The introduction of new applications like broadcasting, broadband, MSS, the internet, and the Internet
of Things (IoT) have changed the world. The telecommunications industry is dynamic and continues
to grow. The introduction of new actors has changed the role of government, from solely a role of
leadership to fostering new development in the commercial sector. Policies around the world have
been developed and amended in response to the more rapid changes seen in technologies. Satellites
have been utilized for many different applications, improving the world in previously unimaginable
ways. Simultaneously, satellites have gone through a series of design changes to their launchers and
fulfill these new applications. Satellite telecommunications will continue to expand in the future, with
advancements in LEO constellations and the introduction of the potential game-changing launcher Starship.
If Starship is successful, it will significantly impact all aspects of the space sector. Traditionally rockets
have not been reusable, but the growing influence of NewSpace players is producing new technological
innovations pushing the industry. Starship is often mentioned for the drastic changes that will disrupt
the space sector, including its reusability, heightened launch frequency, reduced cost, and extra-large
fairing size. Starship’s development has gained increased attention in the space sector because of its
proposed cost reductions in every area of its design. This is attractive to government institutions and
political players to achieve access to space in the most economical way. Starship is a tool meant to take
things to faraway places, starting with Starlink. SpaceX plans to usher in a new era of constellations in
LEO with their Starlink constellation moving away from the traditional GEO constellations improving
the global internet. While these innovations may seem positive, the impact of increased LEO
constellations may lead to more space debris, complex frequency allocations, and undesirable effects
on the environment and humans. Satellites are deeply ingrained into the daily lives of all people. These
changes could affect things as small as or as common as broadcast TV to Internet access. Starship
can be equipped with Falcon 9’s standard payload adaptors to get more customers and maintain the
standards. Despite having such a high thrust, the vibration and acoustics loads are minimal. Also, an
advanced satellite dispenser design will be needed to connect and eject a substantial number of small
satellites with Starship. It is difficult to say how Starship will affect the market; one way is to look at a
technology that made a similar leap in its sector.
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If the fairing
space is available,
it will be filled.
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This chapter will use a case-by-case methodology to conceptualize
the ways Starship could affect satellite design. The key to making this
activity valuable is the capacity to identify appropriate analogous
cases. These patterns can strongly influence the outcomes of further
research and development, both positively and negatively. To fully
assess the impact, the future development of both the satellite
communications industry and Starship, and their interconnected
impact, should extend beyond R&D and rapid production.
Additionally, human and social impacts must also be considered.
These analogies can clarify connections between past industry
drivers based on innovation and future emerging trends of rapidly
advancing science and technology.

A historical approach will be taken to address the case studies. First,
a comparison of the Boeing 747 “Jumbo Jet” and the Starship is
made to show how volume can affect a comparable market. Then,
a study of GEO satellites is conducted along with an assessment of
BIEDERMANN, 2022
the Ariane family of launchers – a key element in the development
of GEO satellites. Additionally, a study of the new Boeing satellites is
performed. Next, a focus on LEO constellations is important due to their increasing prevalence and farreaching impact on the future. To explain the context of the constellations, this section also examines
the Iridium satellites, the first constellation in LEO. Additional studies are carried out on the emerging
constellations and mega-constellations in LEO, such as OneWeb, Starlink, and SatNet. Finally, the last
section examines Starship business strategies, including the satellite market.

3.1. Volume-Increasing Disruptors
This section will discuss the impact that the Boeing 747 aircraft had on the aviation sector and Space
Shuttle’s impact on satellite design. This is relevant because both the Boeing 747 and the Space Shuttle
Orbiters could inspire Starship’s design and validity.

3.1.1. The Jumbo Jets: The Boeing 747 and the Airbus A380
The Boeing 747 aircraft completely disrupted the aviation industry due to its drastic increase in volume
and engine power. This makes the 747 an excellent analog to Starship, which will have four times the
payload volume and over nine times more thrust power than Falcon 9. The 747-8 version is still flying
today, and the cargo version is still being built, but at a reduced rate compared to its popularity decades
ago (Hayward, 2020).

Figure 11: The first Boeing 747 next to
its predecessor, the Boeing 707 (Thomas,
2018).

The story of the Jumbo Jet started in 1963 when commercial
aviation was experiencing exponential growth, and Boeing
707 was very popular, having been in flight for a little over five
years by that point. Pan Am was working on the design of the
Boeing 707 closely. When Boeing lost a military contract to
design and build a huge cargo plane with a nose-loading cargo
door to Lockheed and General Electric, Pan Am once again
joined Boeing to collaborate. Pan Am, wanting to resolve the
crowds at the airports and better their customers’ experience,
pushed for a much bigger airplane than the Boeing 707. Figure

11 illustrates the size difference between the 707 and 747, and Table 10 shows how much bigger, faster,
and stronger the aircraft became (MilitaryFactory, 2021a). For the renewed collaboration, the initial
design for the military contract seemed to be a good starting point (MA, 2015).
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Table 10: Comparison of aircrafts (MilitaryFactory, 2021a; 2021b).

Joe Sutter, who previously worked on the 707, led the development of the 747. “Many of his initiatives,
such as dual design for freight use, were critical to the program’s success and longevity (Hayward,
2020).” Some of the design elements were kept, others were scrapped as the goal was to have a
freighter compliant with high-capacity requirements, frequently flying airlines. Originally the aircraft
should have had twin deck all the way, but an emergency evacuation could not have been done under
the 90-second limit was therefore scrapped (Modern Airliners, 2015).
The design was only part of the success; flying an aircraft double in size necessitated the development
of new technology. New high bypass turbofans with “twice the power of turbojets which were in use
at the time” used up a third less fuel. In 1966, Pan AM and Boeing partnered with Pratt and Whitney
to develop the JT9D engine as the powerhouse for the 747 (Modern Airliners, 2015). The 747-100 had
limited success, and only 205 units were sold, but the improved 747-200 provided the range to fly
transatlantic and transpacific routes. This iteration of the 747 also enabled mixed-use applications for
cargo and passengers alike. The popularity of the 747-300, with its stretched and longer upper deck,
paved the way for fast improvement, and the 747-400 was born. The stretched upper deck was kept
and added “wingtip modification and winglets, offering fuel efficiency improvements, new cockpit
design for a two-person flight crew of two, an additional fuel tank, and choice of improved engines
(Hayward, 2020).” It remained in production for 20 years.
Almost four decades after the development of the Boeing 747, Airbus developed an even bigger
aircraft, the A380. Its success, however, was significantly inhibited by the fact it was too big and arrived
too late. Starship has more similarities with Boeing 747 than with Airbus A380. By the time A380 was
designed, the Jumbo Jet had an established and successful design. The fourth series of the Boeing 747
was manufactured, and Airbus A380 caused more issues than it could solve: it was too wide for airports,
took too much time to manufacture, and could not be used as a freighter (Slutsken, 2019). Starship may
not face these problems due to its novel design. The Boeing 747 also impacted its native commercial
aeronautical industry by doubling the volume of the aircraft and the power of the engines. It remained
nearly unchallenged for five decades.
Starship, however, is a rocket, not a plane. Starship will not be permitted to fly in different countries
or launch from anywhere due to the lower number of launch sites. This makes the comparison of the
rocket and the jet imperfect but still valuable. Nevertheless, it is still uncertain whether or not Starship
will change the sector like the Boeing 747 or run into problems like the Airbus A380 because of how
disruptive it could be.
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3.1.2. The Space Shuttle Orbiter and Satellite Design: A Comparison for Starship?
The nature of the LV also constrains the satellite design. Historically, as rockets became larger, so did
satellites, but recently SmallSats and CubeSats numbers are growing. The Space Shuttle was built to
be a “workhorse” for NASA, carrying humans and payloads to space in its enormous payload bay.
Indeed, the Shuttle could completely revamp standard practices of satellite design and development
(Heppenheimer, 2002), but did it?
One way this can be seen is by examining the life of the Hubble Space Telescope. The Hubble Space
Telescope was the first telescope designed to be repaired in space. The Shuttle was instrumental in
these repairs because the telescope would be brought back into the Shuttle bay using the Shuttle
arm and then worked on by the astronauts (Garner, 2021). Hubble Space Telescope was the largest
telescope put into space, which was possible because of the fairing size of the Space Shuttle. The Space
Shuttle’s spacious payload bay promised to ease restrictions on weight and volume on satellites. While
a telescope is not the same as a telecommunication satellite, the same principle of enlargement and
repair could be possible in the future with Starship. The larger payload availability allowed for changes
in satellite configurations. Standardization of satellite parts would cut down on costs and complexity.
In theory, the Shuttle’s large payload could have allowed satellites to be bigger, bulkier, and less
meticulously tested, but it was not necessarily the case. The Shuttle allowed for payloads to be larger,
but the meticulous testing and complexity was driven by the traditional practices. These same types
of disruptors presented by the Space Shuttle could be seen again with SpaceX’s Starship, which has a
more voluminous fairing and is more powerful. This begs the question, is Starship rewriting history?
Starship will theoretically have the ability to take greater payloads to orbit. It could make satellites
simpler and provide in-space repairs, but will the industry utilize this capability more than they did with
the Space Shuttle? This is impossible to know.
The following section will make similar historical comparisons regarding launcher and satellite design
within the space sector. Using analogies will help make qualitative assessments of Starship’s effects on
the SatCom market due to its disruptive properties.

3.2. Launcher Availability on GEO Satellites Design
This section will discuss launchers as they are the basis for any space activities. Launchers must be
adapted to GEO satellite design characteristics while dealing with economic matters, such as the launch
cost and the ever-evolving customers’ expectations and needs. To provide a complete presentation of
the GEO satellite landscape, this section focuses on the evolution of the launch market, from Ariane
to Falcon 9, two of the most popular launchers into GEO, thus making them a key focus of this section.

3.2.1. From Ariane Family Market Hegemony
This case study examines the Ariane family of launchers and their influence on GEO satellite design. For
many years, satellite design was constrained by the need to be compatible with Arianespace designs.
The intertwined nature of launchers and satellites has a complex relationship, and careful consideration
of isolated factors is vital. Starship could disrupt the industry with its increased fairing size, power, cost,
and launch frequency. This case study will focus on the fairing size specifically, as it will profoundly
impact satellite design in terms of mass, volume, and complexity.
The legacy of the Ariane family is aptly summarized by the phrase, “The target was to develop a flexible
launcher to put satellites into GTO/GEO at a competitive recurring cost (ESA, 1988).” This phrase is
manifested in every iteration of the Ariane from Ariane 1 to Ariane 5. The purpose of Ariane 1 was to
send 1700 kg to GTO, but this was far exceeded. In 1982 it proved it had a maximum lift performance
of 1850 kg (ESA, 1988). Ariane 1 was unique and could launch two satellites at once using the dualuse launch system, allowing for flexible payload launches. The first successful flight of Ariane 1 with
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this system carried two satellites: Meteosat 2 with a mass of 626 kg and Indian satellite ‘Apple’ with
a mass of 670 kg (ISRO, 1981; WMO, 2021). Moreover, the CAT 3 measurement system was fitted
and acquired data such as vibrations, acceleration, and launch environment. Ariane 1 showed it could
take satellites to GEO, but it still could not compete with the US prices for the same service. This
changed when Ariane 3 was developed, improving Ariane 1 with a larger fairing, a greater launch mass
to GTO, and a better dual launch system. In 1984, Ariane 3 launches were still more expensive than
the US vehicles, but the market was more competitive after the US government stipulated that launch
providers charge more for launches. This made Ariane 3 a more competitive force in the market, and
thus some satellite payloads were contracted to go to GTO with the rocket (Harvey, 2003). This sparked
the beginning of Ariane’s legacy of the go-to rocket for GEO launches. During this time, GEO was being
utilized for intercontinental communications by governments and intergovernmental agencies. Ariane
was competing against the US for launches and eventually became established as a comparatively
reliable launcher such that its insurance rates dropped below its US rivals (Harvey, 2003). The success
of Ariane 3 inspired the development of a heavyweight launcher and would later become Ariane 5. The
success of Ariane 3 was substantial, but Ariane had to continue to compete in the market before they
could build the Ariane 5. The Ariane 4 was built with increased fairing size and power, depicted in Table
11. The Ariane 4’s primary mission is to place unmanned payloads to GTO and to conduct dual launch
of communication satellites at a competitive price (ESA, 1988). Ariane 5 is the current, well-established
launcher for Arianespace. Ariane 6 will launch in 2022, and Ariane continues to target the market for
GEO and deep space science missions by increasing power and maintaining competitive prices.
Table 11: Summary of payload mass and size fairing for the Ariane family (CNES and ESA, 1996; CNES, 2020a; Arianespace,
2021; CNES, 2022; ESA, n.d.-a; ESA, n.d.-b; ESA, n.d.-c).

Ariane has evolved over a relatively long timescale, and since the early 1970s, it has increased in size
and flexibility. Almost every launch series has experienced similar trends; rockets and satellite payloads
have become larger and more massive. For example, the launch of TerreStar-1 by Ariane 5 in 2009 was,
at the time, the largest-ever satellite launched with a mass of 6910 kg (ESA, 2009). In an interview conducted on 26 January 2022, Daniel Biedermann, former mission manager and payload interface officer
at Arianespace, stated, “if the fairing space is available, it will be filled.” Over the Ariane series, fairing
sizes have increased, which has correlated with several changes in satellite design. For instance, satellites could become larger with larger antennas, solar panels, and increased redundancy, raising their
performance capacity. Another option is that more satellites could be launched at once, but this would
mean the integration of the spacecraft and the rocket would have to be addressed. Additionally, supply
can drive demand. Biedermann alluded that in terms of size technology, there has been a cyclical development pattern – first getting larger, then smaller, and larger again. A similar pattern has been seen
in phones - starting very large, then later miniaturized to fit in pockets, and now becoming larger once
again, with the development of cameras. According to Biedermann, there is a trend in the launching
community where providers generally have similar, if not equal, fairing sizes so that satellites can be
slightly more standardized and fit on many types of rockets. However, once one launcher is developed
with a greater fairing, creating a new precedent, the other launchers usually follow suit. Starship is
about to set a new precedent, and it seems competition capable of matching its disruptive capabilities
is scarce (Biedermann, 2022, personal communication, 26 January).
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Today, the market is preparing for the arrival of Starship, which could have a profound impact on satellite design and placement in orbit due to its massive fairing. It is safe to say GEO will continue to be
utilized for telecommunications for the foreseeable future. However, the growth of LEO telecommunications satellites is becoming saturated with more small satellites. Over the past 60 years, the cycle of
miniaturization and enlargement of satellites and other technologies has been visible in the analog-digital transition. There has been a rise in the number of small satellites launched into LEO in the past decade, but this could also be attributed to the emergence of new smaller launch companies. It remains
uncertain as to how satellite design will be impacted by Starship; Satellites could become larger and
less complex with greater performance, or tens or hundreds of satellites could be launched at a time.

3.2.2. Towards Falcon 9 Leadership
This case study examines the design of Boeing 702SP satellites, the first spacecraft in GEO to be fitted
solely with electric propulsion. This is relevant because electric propulsion systems (EPS) boast a lower
mass than their chemical counterparts. This gives a competitive advantage and allows two satellites
to be deployed at once by LVs such as Falcon 9, before moving into their respective orbits. Boeing is
influential in the space industry, with an enormous impact on both the telecommunication and satellite industries. The GEO family of Boeing satellites have been used internationally and have influenced
many recent satellite designs, including 702X satellites, ABS/Eutelsat satellites, AMOS-17 satellites,
Inmarsat-5 satellites, Intelsat satellites, JCSAT-Kacific satellites, Mexican Satellite System, O3b mPOWER
satellites, SES-15 satellites, Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS), ViaSat-2 satellites, ViaSat-3 satellites, Wideband Global SATCOM (Boeing, 2022).
When Falcon 9 first entered the market, it could take approximately four tons of payload to GTO, while
the other major customers (Inmarsat, Intelsat, and SES) were launching spacecraft in the five to six ton
range. This was within the capability of Ariane and Proton rockets, which were the dominant LVs at
the time. In parallel, electric propulsion had been deployed for GEO missions but reserved for station
keeping on commercial spacecraft at the time. The Falcon 9 launch is valued at approximately US $62
million versus the approximate US $165 million for an Atlas V or Ariane 5 launch (Sheetz, 2020a). This
made Falcon less expensive, but it could not carry the same payload mass to GTO.
The lower launch price was clearly attractive, but typically larger spacecraft are more cost-effective
since the platform is a smaller fraction of the overall budget. Boeing saw an opportunity with Falcon 9
and developed the 702SP satellites (Boeing, 2022). This allowed them to fly two spacecraft in a stack.
Each of the payloads was around 50% of the size of the larger spacecraft, meaning the whole stack was
equivalent. There may have been a cost-risk compromise for the two operators given the smaller platform. When Boeing announced the 702SP, with Eutelsat as one of the customers, there was massive
interest in its EPS as it allowed users to double the payload mass. Now, more commercial satellites like
Eutelsat 172B or SES-12 are based around the use of electric propulsion for orbit raising, taking advantage of the additional payload offered by this mechanism. The latest family member, the Boeing 702X
will be used for are the SES O3b mPower MEO constellation satellites to be launched in 2022. It will
provide multi-orbit communications with GEO satellites and ground stations.

3.3. The Evolution of LEO Constellations
Increased mass-to-orbit potential combined with larger payload fairing has enabled a new type of
satellite mission architecture in the form of LEO constellations. They involve cooperating systems of
tens to thousands of satellites in low altitude orbits. The following sections investigate some key case
studies of LEO constellations and provide analysis.
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3.3.1. Iridium - Genesis of Constellations
This case study examines the first private constellation and the evolution of its design and business
model. It provides a cautionary tale to companies, perhaps Starlink and Kuiper, who may be too ambitious in their LEO constellation business model expectations. This analysis also provides an insight
into how cost-reducing methods via economies of scale may be the most viable way forward to take
advantage of the evolution of LVs.
The Iridium constellation was conceived by Motorola in the early 1980s and was completely launched
by 1998. Its planned role was to provide voice phone services globally, especially targeting areas outside of the range of terrestrial networks (Smithsonian Magazine, 2004). Motorola seems to have been
short-sighted in its development of the constellation for several reasons. One was that the time between the planning of the constellation and its deployment was too long. The demand they expected
was based on a market with technology from 18 years prior; the service was completely nugatory by
the time it was ready for use. Furthermore, the service was expensive and inconvenient as it required
users to purchase a half kilogram, US $3,000 handset, as well as a US $6 - 30 per minute usage fee.
The constellation service peaked at around 20,000 users, a figure so low it forced the company into
bankruptcy just a year after launching (Smithsonian Magazine, 2004). The US $5 billion project was one
of the largest bankruptcies ever. It was bought by Dan Colussy along with his business partners for US
$25 million, a minuscule price compared to the amount spent originally (Smithsonian Magazine, 2004).
One of Iridium’s major failures was the massive infrastructure built for a market that did not exist and
the intention to wait for the customers later. This can be seen as a cautionary tale for new constellations like Starlink and Kuiper, where the initially targeted market may not manifest itself the way the
company expects. Iridium’s new owners of the constellation made the business profitable by looking
for other applications for the satellite’s service, a challenge since the original Iridium network used exceptionally low bandwidths. Nevertheless, Iridium found customer bases in oil companies that would
place sensors on remote pipelines, trucking and shipping companies using remote connections to keep
track of their fleet, and assorted government applications (SEC, 2010). One notable application the
constellation enabled was machine-to-machine (M2M) communication. For instance, an oil pipeline
could send a signal about its current pressure to another remote sensor, which would automatically
address the pressure issue (Weiss, 2007). This shows that satellite constellation business models could
be viable, even with low bandwidth.
The revival of Iridium was so successful that a second generation of Iridium satellites was planned and
launched. The name of the second-generation system is Iridium NEXT, and it is currently orbiting Earth
and providing services. Iridium NEXT features a higher bandwidth system. The system began its launch
in 2017 and finished launching all satellites in 2019. Iridium NEXT serves similar customers and some
additional applications since it enables higher bandwidth. The satellites in the constellation also have
physical space aboard for other payloads from other commercial or government actors, allowing them
to complete remote sensing (RS) or other missions aboard the constellation (Kramer, 2022). The first
generation of Iridium was launched using a remarkably diverse group of LVs, including Delta II rockets
from Boeing, Long March rockets from China, and Proton rockets from Russia (Iridium Museum, 2022).
Original Iridium satellites weighed 680 kg and benefitted from an optimized manufacturing process
using economies of scale. One satellite could be built in around 21 days. Iridium NEXT satellites were
launched with Falcon 9 rockets from SpaceX and weighed 800 kg each (Thales Group, 2018). Starship’s
large fairing and increased launch mass capacity will enable the future generation of satellite
constellations to be launched even faster.
Iridium NEXT’s revenues are relatively strong. Figures from their 2020 financial report are detailed in
Table 12 and Figures 12 and 13. Iridium NEXT’s revenue has consistently increased over the previous
five years, with a 10% Compound Annual Growth Weight (CAGR) in the last three years as well. Hosted
payload revenues are increasing while voice and data service revenues are decreasing. NEXT’s EBITDA
Margin is 60%, extremely impressive compared to margins of other companies (Iridium, 2020).
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Figure 12: Key operations in 2020 highlighted by Iridium in their financial report (Iridium, 2020).
Table 12: Financial highlights including revenue, debt, EBITDA, and customer breakdown from 2020 Iridium NEXT annual
financial report (Iridium, 2020).
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Figure 13: Combined annual growth rate of global subscribers, total revenue, and EBITDA of the constellation (Iridium, 2020).

3.3.2. OneWeb, a Competing Constellation
This case study examines the new business
plan and rationale for the OneWeb constellation. OneWeb is positioning itself as a direct
competitor to Iridium NEXT and Inmarsat
for business services. The OneWeb satellites
provide global Internet access, as illustrated in
Figure 14. While OneWeb has laid the path for
commercial broadband services, it remains to
be seen how its impact will resonate throughout the space industry. OneWeb’s case brings
key lessons and questions about the profitability of commercial broadband services and
the need for automatization in manufacturing.

Figure 14: Artistic rendering of the OneWeb constellation (Grush,
2018).

The company was founded in 2012, and its first
launch was in February 2019. It launched its
first six satellites on a Soyuz-ST vehicle (ESA,
2022). After the first satellites were launched,

73 more satellites followed before March 2020. The company then filed for bankruptcy because it
could not raise the necessary funding to complete the manufacturing and deployment of the remaining
satellites (Krebs, n.d.). The President of satellite consultancy firm TelAstra estimated a cost of US $7.5
billion for OneWeb to launch the remaining satellites (Henry, 2020b). OneWeb has planned to launch
and operate 648 minisatellites. According to the original plans, Arianespace would have provided 21
launches from French Guiana, complimented by a small number from Baikonur Cosmodrome, using
Soyuz. Each satellite has a mass of approximately 150 kg.
OneWeb filed for bankruptcy in 2020. The UK Government then bought OneWeb with the help of
Bharti Global, and the company has launched 358 satellites by October 2021 (Proud, 2020; Krebs,
n.d.). With Airbus redesigning the satellites, their manufacturing facilities can build two satellites per
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day (Airbus, 2021). To satisfy the plans to build 15 satellites per week, advanced automation and largescale production were established, and 394 satellites were launched into orbit by 2022 (Airbus, 2022).
OneWeb needed further investments to cover their costs or risked repeating their own mistakes. Using
the Soyuz launcher, OneWeb was progressing closer towards its goal of providing high-speed, low-latency communications to ships, trains, aircraft, and off-shore oil platforms (Airbus, 2021). Currently,
due to the volatile geopolitical climate, this progress has been halted, and OneWeb is looking for alternative launchers (Rainbow, 2022c). Global coverage is expected to be established by June 2022 (ESA,
2022). Several characteristics of OneWeb satellites and mega-constellations are detailed in Table 13.
Table 13: Comparison of OneWeb satellite to Iridium and Starlink (Kramer, 2022a; EO, n.d.; Spaceflight101, n.d).

The success and market share of Starlink will depend on the efficacy of its competition, and OneWeb
represents the closest challenge. If OneWeb fails to be profitable, questions will arise over Starlink’s
place in the industry and its profitability and viability of commercial constellations in LEO. Iridium
launched 95 original and 75 NEXT satellites into orbit. OneWeb will have 648 satellites, and SpaceX
already has 1700 Starlink satellites in orbit, with thousands still to be added. The criticality of costs and
timescales
raises interest in the generation of a customer base for Starlink. One Starship launch could be ten times
cheaper than the cost of a launch with Falcon 9. The quicker completion of the constellation could decrease the overall cost, and thus Starlink could be profitable as the satellites will be operational
quicker. Starship’s success is closely aligned with Starlink’s success as Starship may make a mega-constellation truly profitable and successful.
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3.4. Mega-Constellations: Providing Broadband Services
This case study examines the mega-constellation solution to broadband services. Currently, two nations plan to deploy these massive infrastructures, as global broadband connectivity is vital for a modern superpower and its military forces.

3.4.1. SatNet and the Chinese Market
The People’s Republic of China is a global player whose prominence is rapidly growing in the space
sector. In April 2020, the National Development and Reform Commission added satellite internet to a
list of new strategic infrastructures in line with China’s 14th Five-Year Plan (2021-2025) for national,
economic, and social development and long-range objectives. The State-owned Assets Supervision
and Administration Commission (SASAC) announced the creation of the China Satellite Network Group
Co. Ltd, or SatNet. This group will operate independently of the major Chinese space contractors, the
China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation, and the China Aerospace Science and Industry
Corporation. They call for building an integrated communication, Earth observation, and satellite navigation system with global coverage. This project also increases economic development and contributes to China’s soft-power diplomacy and regional leadership efforts. This is manifested in helping to
build communications and connectivity along the New Silk Road (Rainbow, 2021). The SASAC will be
responsible for developing two constellations with a combined total of 12,992 satellites. China filed a
spectrum application with the ITU in September 2020 for two constellations, with the names GW-A59
(with three sub-constellations) and GW-2 (with four sub-constellations), operating over 500 to 1,145
km in altitude with inclinations ranging between 30-85° (Press, 2021).
This project will be conducted from the Xichang New Area, a special economic zone established in
Hebei province in 2017. It is not yet clear which companies will be responsible for building these satellites currently still in the prototype phase. In June 2021, Oriental Space, a new Chinese commercial
launch company, was established with a founding plan of ¥ 400 million (US $63 million) (Su, 2021). They
should be able to provide reusable launchers to address several key themes: satellite launch, commercial crew flights, and eventually planetary exploration. This could be the main launch provider for the
deployment of the SatNet constellation (Jones, 2021).

3.4.2. Starlink Mega-constellation
This case study examines the mega-constellation Starlink, designed and operated by SpaceX. This is the
only mega-constellation with ongoing satellite design evolution and deployment. As of January 2022,
Starlink has already launched 1740 satellites. SpaceX is authorized to launch 4409 satellites, according
to recent approvals from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) (FCC, 2021a). Initially, SpaceX
was only permitted to operate 1,584 satellites at 550 km, with permission for 2,825 more in orbits of
1,100 to 1,300 km. In April 2021, the FCC approved a modification of SpaceX’s license for its Starlink
constellation, allowing the company to operate more than 2,800 additional satellites in lower orbits
(FCC, 2021b). SpaceX has now filed two additional requests to grow the constellation up to 41,493
satellites.
Starlink spacecraft design has evolved since the prototype V0.9, and the V1.0 design (Figure 15) includes (Kramer, 2022b):
•
•
•
•

Flat-panel design with multiple high-throughput antennas and a single solar array.
Ku/Ka-band communications links.
Bandwidth of 200Gbps (up and down aggregated).
Hall-effect thrusters using ionized krypton gas for position adjustment on orbit, altitude
maintenance, and deorbiting.
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•
•
•

Star tracker navigation system for precision pointing.
Autonomous collision avoidance using US DoD debris data.
Spacecraft mass of 260 kg.
The first launch of Starlink satellites
alarmed amateur and professional astronomers. Observers witnessed an unprecedented parade of bright objects. This
could be from V1 satellites whose design
includes white patch antennas reflecting
sunlight. SpaceX studied two options to
reduce luminosity and selected the Visorsat solution to hide the antenna from
Figure 15: Starlink V1 design (Teslarati, 2019).
Earth’s surface (Mallama, 2022).
The current V1.5 design shows a new larger form factor, new antenna position, and the addition of
inter-satellite links (ISL) through optical communication (Figure 16). This new laser addition allows
SpaceX to reduce the number of their Gateway deployments (Figure 17) because the data is
transmitted from one satellite to another directly in space. Gwynne Shotwell, the SpaceX Chief Operating Officer, said at the Space Symposium in August 2021 that its decision to add laser crosslinks to
reduce their reliance on ground stations has encountered complications (Kramer, 2022b). This system
would enable the satellites to communicate with each other in space, but the laser crosslink needed
to be developed further.

Figure 16: Starlink V1.5 design lasers (Teslarati, 2021).

Figure 17: Starlink gateway example (Arevalo, 2021).

SpaceX used Falcon 9 to launch satellites
for its sister company Starlink. SpaceX
lowered launch costs and increased
launch frequency by utilizing this semi-reusable launcher. As of January 2022, there
have been over 135 launches of Falcon 9,
with 95 successful landings and 76 re-uses of rockets, showing the efficiency of
the launching method (SpaceX, 2022a). In
January 2021, SpaceX broke the record for
the greatest number of satellites carried
by a single rocket, with Falcon 9 launching
approximately 143 satellites into space
as a part of the first SmallSat Rideshare
Program mission. As a result of their reliability and ever-strengthening reputation,
SpaceX with Falcon 9 is slowly becoming
the favorite launching option for companies that are part of the SatCom industry.
Starlink satellites are stacked for launch
without the need for a dispenser. Packaging of Starlink in Falcon 9 launcher
model V1.2 Block5 is as follows: 60 satellites with V1.0 version (Figure 18) or 51
satellites with V1.5 satellites (first launch
on September 13th, 2021). SpaceX has
already finalized the Starlink spacecraft
V2.0 design and has begun manufactur-
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ing. Initially planned to use Falcon 9 with a larger fairing equivalent to Falcon Heavy, V2.0 satellites
are now planned to be launched using Starship. The proposed Starlink configuration comprises 29,988
satellites between 340 km and 614 km across nine inclined orbits. The now abandoned Falcon 9 configuration would have spread 29,996 satellites across 12 orbital inclinations at altitudes between 328
km and 614 km (Rainbow, 2022a).
This section discussed the link between launcher and satellite design. The
Ariane case provides a general approach where the launcher is a significant driver for GEO satellites design. The Boeing case with full electrical
propulsion is driven by the same dual launch opportunity inside Falcon 9.
Regarding Iridium or OneWeb small satellites, the main driver is launcher
availability and cost. Satellites are designed to adapt to several launchers
with or without a dispenser.

3.4.3. Starship Business Strategy

Figure 18: Starlink satellites
in Falcon 9 fairings (Ralph,
2019).

This section will discuss Starship investment rationales and the associated business opportunities it presents. Starship’s stated principal goal is to
enable interplanetary civilization by allowing human travel to Mars. This
mission requires substantial financial investment, and SpaceX is studying
additional missions and assets to fund it. The Starlink constellation is one
of the main projects to fund this vision, but SpaceX is also studying the
utilization of Starship for other missions to support its development. The
first project granted by NASA to Starship is the Human Landing System for

the Artemis program. This project will use Starship to return astronauts to the lunar surface, a mission
planned for 2024. An additional project is the removal of space debris in LEO (Duffy, 2020). Starship
will lower the launch cost and accelerate the deployment of Starlink. This is a key business opportunity
for SpaceX, with US $885.5 million worth of federal subsidies to support rural broadband customers
in December 2020 (Sheetz, 2020b). They plan to answer a US Department of Defense tender in Spring
2022 for an estimated US $875 million for ten years (Erwin, 2022).
Falcon 9’s capacity to launch 60 V1.0 satellites at one time is already an advantage over their competition, the Russian Soyuz rocket, which can only hold 36 OneWeb satellites. It represents 74 Falcon 9
launches to deploy the currently authorized Starlink constellation versus 18 Soyuz launches for OneWeb’s smaller constellation. The production cadence of Starlink will have to adapt to Starship’s new
capabilities, and SpaceX is currently producing six Starlink satellites per day. As of early January 2022,
Starlink supplies 145,000 users in over 25 countries with satellite broadband, with a turnover higher
than US $1 million per month (IANS, 2022). SpaceX is facing an unexpected license delay in India (Rainbow, 2022b) and will have to manage competition in LEO for their second-generation constellation,
hoping that their supply is met with demand.

3.5. Conclusions
Within the analysis of the case studies, there are common themes present. Incentives and design drivers for satellites and LVs interact symbiotically and constantly affect each other. For LVs, payload mass
capabilities and payload fairing volume have continued to increase over time. Smaller satellites are being manufactured using economies of scale to hasten their production times and reduce costs. Smaller
satellite design, combined with more capable LVs, allows unprecedented numbers of satellites to be
launched at once. Over the course of forty years, the payload capacity of LVs has increased fifty-fold,
seen in Table 14. These changes indicate two likely directions of design driver evolution, focusing on
the volume of the payload fairing of newer rockets like Starship.
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The utilization of LEO for constellations is likely to continue by taking advantage of the larger payload
fairings of new rockets like Starship. It makes sense to launch their entire fleet for a lower price and
at a faster cadence. Since Starship will introduce a much larger payload fairing, satellites launched to
GEO can be manufactured much larger. They will be able to incorporate larger solar panels, high-power
computing components, stronger antennas, and less complicated folding structures to reduce costs.
Two trends can be identified from the case studies above, one in which a large fairing of Starship is used
for smaller LEO constellations, and another where the large fairing is used for extremely powerful and
large high orbiting satellites. This enables new satellite designs and manifests in research trends. Policy
makers can also shape the space sector playing a role in the development, set-up, and realization of
space projects. Their action in the regulatory framework, through changes of economic and technical
rules, impacts the competitive and market landscapes. The first industry establishing the features of a
specific market would serve as a benchmark for this whole market. This domination is directly linked
to another economic rule. The supply drives the demand, leading to the development of flexible LVs
meeting customers’ needs and expectations. Finally, Starship, and the increase of Starlink launches, can
be considered a concern for the whole industry as SpaceX’s constellation project would be achieved
faster and cheaper with Starship.
Table 14: LV Capabilities compared to Starship. Adapted from (Perez, 2011; Arianespace,2018; 2019; 2020; CNES, 2020b;
SpaceX, 2020a; SpaceXstats, 2022).
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This RPM section will consider some of the latest and ongoing
developments within the satellite communications sector. The
availability and readiness of novel satellite technologies will impact
the design and function of the spacecraft. While some components
may be designed with mass or volume reductions in mind, Starship
could render them redundant with its increased payload mass
and volume capacity. Telecommunications players, both new and
established, must monitor Starship’s development. Their research,
development, and expenditure on relevant technologies are closely
analyzed in this section, with a view to future satellite design in mind.

4.1. Developing Constellations

ESA, 2020

This section will discuss the development of satellite constellations.
Launchers must present specific features to deal with the launch
of various satellites at once. Satellites must also avoid creating
disturbances to the existing and ongoing in-orbit activities through
collision-avoidance systems.

4.1.1. Developing Reusable Launchers Today
Modern launchers are beginning to move away from the disposable trend, and instead, there is a greater
focus on reusability. The development and improvement of launchers are crucial, and, unsurprisingly,
it is preferable to find a minimal cost solution. Modern solutions seek to optimize sustainability to
establish cheaper launchers while ensuring the space environment remains operational.
SpaceX’s Starship poses problems for key public and private space players concerned with losing a
considerable share of the launch market. Even key launchers in the industry are facing an issue as their
technologies are not adapted to the current developments of the SatCom industry and remain expensive;
launching with Ariane 5 is estimated to cost around US $100 million (Barensky, 2017). National space
agencies, renowned space companies, and public institutions are conducting R&D studies to improve
their own launch industry to compete with SpaceX. In addition, the utilization of very-low Earth orbit
(VLEO) is a new and growing trend. Traditionally, orbits at these altitudes decay rapidly, and satellites
fall back into Earth’s atmosphere. The advent of NewSpace and the “faster, better, cheaper” mantra has
led to the consideration of cheap, disposable, and replaceable satellites, applicable to VLEO.
Pangea Aerospace, from Spain, is working on launchers dedicated to small satellites, an attractive new
element of the market. The Spanish company is developing a cost-effective small launcher that can
be reused at least ten times by virtue of a landing system akin to that used in drones (Ceurstemont,
2020). Regarding the French market, the Centre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES) is working with
Arianespace on a reusable launcher program. In January 2019, MP Jean-Luc Fugit shared his concern
about the French space market for Ariane launchers, concerning SpaceX with the Parliamentary Office
for Scientific and Technological Assessment (Fugit, 2019). More recently, in 2020, CNES organized a
Launcher R&D Challenge to design tomorrow’s launch system and long-term disruptive technologies.
The competition was opened to all: laboratories, start-ups, and large industrial groups, aiming to
imagine and design new launch systems involving sustainability, reusability, and new fuel types. In
October 2021, CNES announced that Pangea Aerospace was among the winners and invited further
development of their design (Messier, 2021). Some other European companies, such as RFA, Isar,
RocketLab, are developing reusable launchers to compete with Starship.
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4.1.2. Emerging Technologies for Constellation Management
As space continues to become increasingly accessible to satellite operators, the number of objects in
near-Earth space continues to grow. The growth of constellations in LEO falls largely in line with the
development of relatively new launchers such as SpaceX’s Falcon 9. Indeed, the growing development
of mega-constellations signals a change in the space sector, and therefore there is no longer a sole dependence upon terrestrial networks. While constellations offer unprecedented connectivity in remote
regions, lower latencies, and many other benefits, their presence in LEO represents a new challenge.
The growing population brings with it concerns over the sustainable use of a newly recognized finite
resource: orbits. Simply, only a certain number of objects can fit safely into an orbital plane before
technical implications must be considered. Section 4.3. of this report introduced the key players developing mega-constellations, for those already established and those taking their first steps into the
market. The presence of many different operators raises several implications.
The threat of satellite collisions in LEO continues to increase, and methods are under development to
mitigate this risk. While Starlink satellites are all equipped with autonomous collision avoidance capabilities (Starlink, 2022), the question remains as to how effective this technology will be in the future.
The technology utilizes the US Space Force’s catalog of space objects rather than on-board identification and analysis (SpaceX, 2021b). A key problem in space situational awareness (SSA) is the incomplete nature of space object catalogs. While many pieces of debris and active satellites are tracked,
events such as the Russian anti-satellite test in November 2021 create new debris of various sizes with
unknown orbital parameters (Office of the Spokesperson, US Department of State, 2021). This random
distribution of new debris presents a threat to all constellations. Moreover, only Starlink satellites are
currently equipped with thrusters and software explicitly designed for collision avoidance; other constellations may not be protected from the threat (FCC, 2021a). Satellite manufacturers and operators
must consider methods for mitigating these risks.
Physical threats are not the only concerns constellation operators need to consider. Co-channel interference refers to noise arising from radio systems operating in the same band. The electromagnetic
spectrum is a finite resource, and certain bands are better optimized for satellite communications. As
a result, spectrum re-use is becoming increasingly common and localized in constellations. Starlink,
OneWeb, Kuiper, and other constellations all utilize the Ka- or Ku-band (FCC, 2020; 2021b; Amazon,
2021). This means even if satellites within constellations are carefully distributed to avoid interference,
disruption can still occur from extra-constellation satellites. Despite strict ITU regulation of the spectrum, current allocations may not be sufficient to prevent interference. Traditionally, the look-aside
technique is deployed to mitigate interference, where some minimum angular separation between
link channels is imposed (Tonkin and De Vries, 2018). Alternatively, bandsplitting can devote certain
sections of the available bandwidth to each operator, although this is typically used as a last resort as
throughput is consequently reduced (Braun et al., 2019). The coexistence of multiple different constellations at varying altitudes and layouts means these methods will no longer be sufficient to avoid
interference (Liang, Chaudhry, and Yanikomeroglu, 2021). Spectral sharing is difficult due to the desire
of competitors to remain secretive about their operations and the subsequent lack of coordination.
However, there are several methods under development to combat co-channel interference. Beamforming is a traditional technique exploiting the principle of wave superposition. Waves within a beam
experience constructive or destructive interference at specific phase angles. New developments in AI
have allowed beamforming to become intelligent and adaptable. Novel algorithms are under development to set the locations in a communications system where interference occurs, avoiding destructive
interference at the receiver (Nithya, Arunachalaperumal, and Arun, 2014). AI-based computational
methods may be able to integrate these dynamically, varying parameters in accordance with the need,
all the while learning from previously processed data (Gacanin and Di Renzo, 2020).
Naturally, the desire for all constellation operators to be subject to consistent universal measures necessitates a means of standardization. Traditionally, the standardization of satellites has been challengSTARSHIP: IMPACT ON THE SATCOM INDUSTRY MSS22
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ing, except for CubeSats (NASA, 2017). Conformity may mean that the optimal performance of the
satellite is restricted, or it may require additional components on board. Particularly, network access
is an area in desperate need of universality to enable simple and equitable access to satellite services. Currently, the “survival-of-the-fittest” nature of the SatCom sector limits the number of pro bono
conversations between operators, meaning standardization is incredibly difficult. Furthermore, the
presence of mega-constellations in LEO presents additional challenges. Compared to traditional GEO
constellations, with a fixed altitude and orbital period, LEO constellations have wildly varying orbital
parameters (Liu, C. et al., 2021). Even the size of mega-constellations is not consistent between operators. Usually, launchers impose volume and mass thresholds for payloads. This, in turn, limits the power and complexity of satellites. Starship could be key to removing this limitation. Consider, for instance,
a standardization regime imposed by the mandatory installation of a specific communications
component. With less capable launchers, operators would have to sacrifice valuable mass and volume
for this component. With Starship, extra space is available, and therefore this does not negatively impact the rest of the platform. However, a logical concern arises if Starship is the key to universalization
– this greatly benefits SpaceX. Optimizing a standard for one particular architecture may inhibit the
performance of others. Thus, it becomes a race to set the regulatory precedent for LEO mega-constellations; the sooner the deployment of a constellation, the quicker a player may set the standards. Any
regulations developed regarding standardization are likely to be based on the properties of the existing
environment. Therefore, this race to LEO may lead to the launch of low-quality, mass-produced satellites, returning to the problems associated with over-population. The Constellation Standardization
Cycle is a concept proposed to visualize this process, detailed in Figure 19. Starship may well be simply
another step in this cycle, and other seemingly revolutionary innovations may follow in due course.

Increase in LEO objects

Figure 19: The Constellation Standardization Cycle, a proposed concept for visualizing the cyclical relationship between
regulations and innovations.

4.1.3. Multi-Orbit Satellite Networks and Inter-Satellite Links
A growing trend includes multi-orbit communication. This refers to communication between LEO,
MEO, and GEO satellites in different orbits. Constellations of this type can offer fiber-like low latency
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and multiple gigabits of throughput by being closer to Earth. Figure 20 shows the benefits of multiple
connections compared to a single connection. LEO or MEO low-latency connectivity supports realtime
data sharing through cloud connectivity. Significantly, multi-orbit communications improve reliability
by utilizing different frequencies over several orbits. Multi-orbit communication can benefit military
forces due to greater coverage and the ability to secure commercial satellite communications. Starship’s
technological capabilities to bring an increased number of satellites into space would accelerate the
creation of mega-constellations and, therefore, multi-orbit communication.

Figure 20: A multi-beam antenna illustration (Taylor, 2021).

A mesh-based satellite communications network topology, as opposed to a star topology, allows
network users to utilize the entire network capacity and forward spare capacity to the next user in
range of its terminals. Standards for the integration of 5G into non-terrestrial networks, such as the
Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), are currently under development (Gaber et al., 2020).
The mesh-based topology provides the backdrop for massive machine type communication (mMTC),
enabling many low-complexity and low-cost devices to communicate with one another in wide area
networks.
Satellite architecture consists of terminals, terrestrial gateways, service/feeder links, and satellites
stationed within various orbits. Satellites typically relay radio-wave signals between service links or user
terminals, known as bent-pipe configuration, and this involves signal modulation and filtering. More
advanced satellites feature on-board processing units performing demodulation and decoding, as well
as the inverse processes, after having manipulated the signal. Known as regenerative configuration, this
will allow satellites to conduct more complex signal-routing decisions, especially when these decisions
are made autonomously based on link-budget constraints (Gaber et al., 2020).
Following multi-orbit communication, inter-satellite communication can lead to relay satellite that can
increase the speed and efficiency of downlink communication, allowing spacecraft to communicate
with each other and Earth.
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4.1.4. From Inter-Satellite Links to Optical Inter-Satellite Communication
Inter-satellite communication, or crosslink, provides direct connectivity between two or more
satellites and has been an essential part of constellation design for Earth observation and
communication applications. Furthermore, signals do not experience atmospheric attenuation, so
operators have a greater choice of frequency bands.
Wireless inter-satellite communication through ISLs provides independence from ground networks and
increases the possibilities for data exchange between satellites (Motzigemba, Zech, and Biller, 2019).
ISLs facilitate communication between both intra-orbital and inter-orbital satellites. Traditionally,
ISLs use the Ka-and V- band, but the ever-increasing demand for high-speed data transmission led to
the development of optical inter-satellite links (OISLs), as in Figure 21. This next-generation technology
will play an essential role in the communications scheme since it offers increased bandwidth, high
data transmission (several orders of magnitude greater than RF), a small antenna diameter, and a
lower required transmission power (Maamar, 2016). Moreover, OISLs enable communications over
long distances, decrease the number of hops (up- and downlinks), and lower the transmission delay
(Heine et al., 2010). Three techniques are used in establishing connections between satellites. Firstly,
frequency bands in the terahertz (THz) range support a very high data rate. Secondly, multiple access
is a technique allowing several users to utilize the system simultaneously. Signal modulation is the
final method. Additionally, OISLs are also beneficial for information and data transmission security.
The narrow beamwidth of optical transmission lowers the probability of detecting, intercepting, or
jamming the signal. Furthermore, OISLs are low-cost, reliable, and sustainable because they allow
for the reuse of frequencies; several users can operate without interference over the same frequency
(Maamar, 2016). Another advantage of OISLs making the design and operation of a constellation
considerably easier is that frequency usage is not yet regulated by the ITU (Motzigemba, Zech, and
Biller, 2019).
GEO satellite
GEO satellites
LEO satellite

GEO-GEO

GEO-LEO

Figure 21: A depiction of an OISL between a) intra-orbital satellites and b) interorbital satellites (Maamar, 2016).

Two types of optical systems are being developed: the Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation (LASER) and the Light Emitting Diodes (LED). LASERs enable high-capacity data transmission
at lower power and traverse vast distances (Sindhubala and Vijayalakshmi, 2015). LEDs are used
between neighboring satellites for short-distance and low data rate inter-satellite communication
(Li et al., 2016). However, OISLs are not without their shortcomings. Figure 22 depicts the typical
classification of optical communications and some of the associated challenges with OISLs. Receiving
and pointing errors necessitate strict accuracy and precision requirements for optical links. Beam
divergence is a consequence of the properties of light in the optical spectrum and is related to the
aperture of the source being far greater than the wavelength. Beam divergence is a measure of the
spread of the beam far away from the source and presents challenges for communication over longer
distances (Kaushal and Kaddoum, 2017).
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Challenges

Beam Divergence
Figure 22: Classification of optical communication. Adapted from (Ahmad and Nazri, 2016).

The European Space Agency (ESA) established the first OISL using LASER light between an Artemis
satellite and a French Earth observation satellite, SPOT-4, using SILEX (Semiconductor LASER InterSatellite Link Experiment) (Maamar, 2016). Additional users include NASA’s TDRS constellation, ESA’s
European Data Relay System (EDRS), as well as Copernicus’ Sentinels, and the next-generation Galileo
Navigation System (ESA, 2019). Satellites in LEO have a short ground-station overpass time of around
ten minutes. As such, CubeSats and SmallSats have been limited in providing services for applications
requiring real-time data transmissions (Liu, H. et al., 2021). Addressing this, Inmarsat envisions
regenerative configurations of LEO and GEO satellites to communicate with one another, optimizing
signal-routing capabilities, as shown in Figure 23.
LEO coverage footprint
LEO to LEO inter-satellite link
GEO to LEO inter-satellite link
GEO to GS link
GEO coverage
GS to Core link

GEO SATELLITE

LEO SATELLITES

CORE
GROUND STATION
Figure 23: LEO-GEO hybrid network. Adapted from (Furqan and Goswami, 2022).

To facilitate communication between satellites in different orbits, Inmarsat partnered with Addvalue
to create the Inter-Satellite Data Relay System (IDRS) (Addvalue, 2022). IDRS outfits LEO satellites with
modified Broadband Global Area Network terminals. The terminals connect over L-band frequencies
with other Inmarsat-operated satellites in GEO. Inmarsat has begun developing and launching the
ORCHESTRA network in 2020, a series of GEO satellites communicating with a mesh of 150 to 175 LEO
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satellites creating the ‘dynamic mesh network’ (Inmarsat, 2020a). The network re-routes data traffic
beyond the range of 5G terrestrial towers in high-demand areas, removing the industry challenge
of congested network hot-spots. Investing 100 million USD over five years until 2024, the company
envisions targeted LEO constellations to service the maritime and aviation mobility markets (ESPI,
2021). A low-risk transition for telecommunications customers, the network leverages GEO satellites
and targeted LEO constellations to deliver higher network speeds and lower latencies at full global
coverage (Inmarsat, 2020a). These benefits are achieved without the need for costly investments in
terrestrial infrastructure and ground stations through the power of IDRS.
The Inmarsat I-6 F1 communications satellite was launched by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries aboard the
H-IIA LV No. 45 (H-IIA F45) in Japan (MHI, 2021). The vehicle marks the first of its kind to feature both
L- and Ka-band transmission and reception capabilities. The joint frequencies power the continuously
transmitting ELERA spectra and high-speed broadband Global Express network (Inmarsat, 2020b). In
December 2021, Inmarsat announced its milestone for testing a 5G payload on a LEO satellite. Another
step towards realizing the ORCHESTRA strategy, the satellite has conducted tests for LEO-to-ground and
LEO-to-GEO communications (Inmarsat, 2021b). Critically, SpaceX seems to be considerably ahead of
the curve, with its Starlink constellation quickly taking up valuable LEO real estate (Satellitemap, 2021).
The second generation of Starlink is quickly developing and is planned to launch via SpaceX’s Starship
(FCC, 2021a). Starship is said to boost SpaceX’s number of satellites inserted to orbit from 60 to 400
satellites per launch (Wiltshire, 2022), accelerating the rate of LEO occupation.

4.1.5. Multipurpose Satellites
A multipurpose satellite has multiple functions managing several missions such as military, astrophysics,
scientific observation, and communication in both active and passive modes. In other words, a single
multifunctional satellite system can meet the needs of rapid responses to natural disasters and
requirements of RS, communication, and data transmission (Guo, He, and Liu, 2019). In LEO and MEO,
“space-based users” can access network telecommunications satellites, with GEO satellites will act as
the backbone network for ISL.
NASA has developed
the TDRS, similar to the
EDRS. It is a constellation
of ten relay satellites in
a geosynchronous orbit
that relays data from
satellites to ground
stations. TDRS satellites
contain
transceivers
always to communicate
data from the three
stations
(Campbell,
2015). TDRS comprises
the space segment of
NASA’s Deep Space
Network that supports
communication services
for missions in deep
space, as shown in
Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Tracking and data relay satellite communications between the ground and
space. Adapted from (Campbell, 2015).
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Figure 25: EDRS Copernicus Sentinel services. Adapted from (ESA, 2021).
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Satellites
can
communicate
and
relay
information
between each other,
to spacecraft, and to
ground stations on
Earth. ISLs optimize
latency because the
end-user does not
need the satellite to be
within range of a ground
station, only another
satellite is needed
(Campbell,
2015).
In addition, ESA has
developed the EDRS, an
independent satellite
system in geostationary

orbit operational since 2019, aiming to relay data to and from non-GEO satellites, as shown in Figure
25. This system can offer a data rate of up to 1.8 Gbit/s over optical bands and up to 300 Mbits/s with
the Ka-band (ESA, 2021).
It is uncertain how satellites could change in the future, but satellites may begin to have multiple
purposes. Technologies such as multipurpose, multifunction, or integrated application satellites are
evolving into a fully integrated space system with a “space integrated computing network” introduced
by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) and SKY Perfect JSAT in May 2021 in Figure 26 (NTT, 2021). This
new integrated space system will be a multi-layer and multi-orbit system which provides all Integrated
applications interconnected in space with RS, navigation, a data center with AI analysis capabilities,
and connectivity as a service for all users. Regarding telecommunications, a hybrid approach with high
altitude platform systems (HAPS) and LEO satellites access forms the space radio access network to
provide a high-reliability messaging service and ultra-wide-area service coverage (NTT, 2021).

Figure 26: “Space Integrated Computing Network” as introduced by NTT and SKY Perfect JSAT (NTT, 2021).
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4.2. Contemporary Telecommunications
This section will discuss telecommunications as a critical infrastructure in modern society. Data flow
and satellite communications are crucial to keeping the world connected. This is relevant because
improvements are essential to enhance connectivity while having optimal data flows and storage to
match the growing demand for global connectivity.

4.2.1. Access to the Internet and 5G
The culminant point of all the previous technologies is undoubtedly universal access to the internet.
The real impact could then be highlighted via 5G or 6G. 5G will bring significant changes in important
market segments such as automotive and transportation, media and entertainment, e-health, and industry by providing better broadband capability. The ITU-R defines three major groups of 5G use cases
as shown in (Table 15) for international mobile telecommunications (Liolis et al., 2018).
Table 15: Three major 5G use cases, ITU-R for international mobile telecommunications (Kodheli et al., 2021).
Group
of 5G

eMBB

mMTC

URLLC

Use cases

More applications will appear with the transition from devices such as smartphones, with memory
and central processing unit power, to supercomputers, virtualization of the infrastructure, real-time
communication, cloud computing, real-world user interfaces of cyber-physical systems (Stamatis et
al., n.d.). Future Internet applications are linked to emerging visions for a smarter world, logistics, and
mobility.
5G refers to the fifth generation of mobile networks. Each successive generation, beginning from the
early 1990s, is aimed to deliver new capabilities and services. This began with the introduction of voice
communications with 2G to the transmission of multimedia content at a high data rate for the 4G. The
evolution of mobile networks is detailed in Figure 27. The primary services and capabilities 5G intends
to deliver are higher network performance, reliability, energy savings, cost efficiency, and connectivity
to many devices.
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Figure 27: Evolution of mobile communication technologies and services (NTT DOCOMO, 2020).

For 5G satellites, the available bands are the Ka-band at 28 GHz, Q/V band ranging from 37 to 53 GHz,
and sub 6 GHz band. The feeder link from terrestrial GW to the satellite can use the optical band.
In 2019, the US FCC allowed the use of millimeter waves above 24 GHZ for next-generation wireless
services. However, there is a higher risk of attenuation with higher frequency, and the signal becomes
more sensitive to meteorological events. 5G introduced the cloud RAN approach narrowing down the
separation between access and core network. Multiple virtual networks can be created by a provider
using only one physical infrastructure.
There are three main use cases for 5G: enhanced mobile broadband, mMTC, and mission critical machine type communications (MC-MTC). The MC-MTC use case predicts the connection of a massive
number of devices and sensors to the 5G network, characterized by low volume traffic. The traffic
over an MC-MTC is less sensitive to latency delays and requires a lower transmission power. However, they require coverage in urban areas as well as in remote areas. The network is required to have
a flexible capacity in case larger amounts of data are sent from devices connecting intermittently to
the network. The most important application to be enabled by MC-MTC is the IoT, an extension of the
internet intending to connect billions of devices through gateways and communication infrastructure.
IoT will make smart cities and buildings a reality by deploying sensors in relevant areas. In cities, the
detection of pedestrian movement could turn on lighting. Inside buildings, Bluetooth technology can
be used to track activity and locations. Hospital beds could automatically report patients’ vital signs to
doctors from afar (Baccelli, 2021). There exists a growing trend toward telemedicine, made crucial by
the Covid-19 pandemic, and can be underpinned by a robust IoT infrastructure. The realization of 5G
use cases will rely on wireless infrastructures that are part of the radio access and transport networks
of 5G architecture. This means 5G must embrace 3GPP and non-3GPP technologies, including 4G LTE,
Wi-Fi, and space-based systems (Eutelsat, 2020) to ensure standardization and smooth interconnectivity between devices and protocols.
Space-based platforms have already been utilized in 5G by 3GPP. Satellite networks will be vital to
the global communication infrastructure and have the advantage of providing ubiquitous coverage
by using a small constellation of satellites to cover the whole planet. This also provides mobility and
redundancy by connecting customers in nomadic or vehicular environments. Space-based platforms
are also capable of broadcasting and multicasting. This is required by applications like caching and local
distribution, necessitating the broadcast of data to the edge of the network. This characteristic allows
network operators to scale their services and network capacity more efficiently. These spacebased
platforms can include GEO, MEO, and LEO systems where a trade-off between coverage and connection speed must occur. To improve space-based services, high-throughput satellites can increase the
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throughput up to an order of magnitude greater or exceeding 100 Mbps. It also has the advantage of
lowering the cost per bit for delivering services. New, more mobile antenna designs which are smaller,
easier to install, and more powerful are being developed (Eutelsat, 2020). Phase array antennas are an
excellent example of this.

4.2.2. The Move Toward 6G
While 5G already provides several applications, the development of 6G is expected to broaden networking horizons. 6G is expected to follow in the footsteps of 5G by delivering services for vertical
industries, moving away from early consumer-centric services. Growing concerns over cybersecurity
necessitate privacy enablement to keep terminal locations private. Furthermore, 6G systems must integrate trustworthiness by design, ensuring all the network functions, including operating systems and
hardware platforms, are continuously verified to build a trusted 6G network. In tackling one of the
United Nations’ global megatrends (UNEN, 2020), access to 6G in remote areas is important, and the
total 6G infrastructure’s energy consumption must remain at existing levels despite the growing number of user terminals (The 5G Infrastructure Association, 2021).
The key technologies involved in the development of 6G are detailed in Figure 28 and include system
network architecture control, edge and ubiquitous computing, radio technologies and signal
processing, optical networks, networks and service security, NTN, and communication satellite-based
platforms.
RequirementsA

I/ML assisted

KPIs

Network Architecture & Control
Programmable
Determinism

Throughput (e.g., Tbps)
Radio Technology & Signal Processing

Latency (e.g., sub-ms)

Integrated Sensing
Sustainable

Reliability (e.g., 1-10-8)

Network & Service Security

Density
Coverage

Trustworthiness

Privacy
Devices & Components

Cost

Figure 28: Technology areas with a strong impact on different 6G requirements and key parameters (The 5G Infrastructure
Association, 2021).

Among these technologies, the NTN is the most important structure for the space sector. The NTN architecture vision is described in the Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda, and its integration into
6G networks requires further development in the regimes detailed in Table 16.
6G is expected to become the basis of future societies, integrating devices and machines into a global
network. With further focus on reliability and access in remote areas, 6G will enable evolution into a
human-centric society by considering human factors and end-user engagement during its development and deployment (The 5G Infrastructure Association, 2021).
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Table 16: A description of progress required in certain areas to realize the 6G vision (The 5G Infrastructure Association, 2021).

4.2.3.

Data in Space

As part of the Integrated Space Computing Network (ISCN) proposed by NTT and Sky Perfect JSAT
(Nikkei, 2021), space data centers play a key role in supporting the novel system. Planned for launch in
2025, NTT’s space data center will act as a data processing unit in orbit. Traditionally, satellite data is
processed in central locations on Earth, requiring large amounts of power and cooling for servers. The
ISCN will negate the need for massive amounts of energy for data processing on Earth. The network is
a prime example of terrestrial integration, posing several inherent challenges before it can be realized.
Innovation in the form of space data centers is not restricted to Japan. Hewlett-Packard Enterprise
(HPE) has already flown computers onboard the International Space Station (ISS). Complete with AI
integration and data processing capabilities, the Spaceborne Computer-2 is currently acting as a proofof-concept demonstration of conventional hardware in space (Hewlett-Packard Enterprise, 2021). With
early iterations of computers in space, the limit of bandwidth for data transmission impeded their
functionality. Nowadays, improvements in software and fewer constraints on mass and power have led
to high-functioning spaceborne computers. ESA, working alongside Intel and Ubotica, is working on the
PhiSat-1 CubeSat, albeit for the processing of RS data (ESA, 2020). The premises remain that there is a
growing trend in favor of space-based data processing.
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The nature of the space environment has always threatened Space-based computer systems. Galactic
cosmic rays can induce single event phenomena in microchips, resulting in errors and data corruption.
Traditionally, computers in space are protected from radiation with shielding measures, taking up valuable mass. The Spaceborne Computer series from HPE instead utilizes a software-based approach for
mitigating the damaging effects of space radiation. The SBC-1 performed over one trillion calculations
per second for 207 days in succession – an unprecedented feat. The error correction and recovery techniques deployed were developed through open-source software, a shining example of collaboration in
space (Dansberry and Panjwani, 2018).
As a result of launcher mass limitations, alternative solutions to computer systems in space are currently preferred over hard shielding. The need to develop flexible and adaptable software to protect data
and systems from space radiation has only recently begun to be realized. As Starship enters the market
with its unmatched payload mass capacity, the developments in software-based solutions will slow.
Instead, manufacturers may look to implement new hard shielding solutions once more. Additionally, developments in microbiology have encouraged proposals to use melanin-based shielding against
space radiation, offering a more lightweight solution (Jemison and Olabisi, 2021). It seems unlikely that
software alone can sufficiently manage radiation mitigation, at least for the near future.

4.2.4. Direct-to-device and Mobile Backhauling
Not limited to home, direct-to-device (D2D) satellite communication links satellites directly with existing mobile devices by using constellations with global coverage to supplement the services of mobile
network operators (MNOs) when devices are out of range from terrestrial towers (Lynk, 2021). Importantly, D2D communication is a technique used for fast multimedia-rich data exchange and can be
integrated into existing cellular networks (Kar and Sanyal, 2018). It transfers data (files, videos, audios)
with high rates between mobile devices near supporting local services through unicast, group cast,
and broadcast transmissions. Another key point in 5G MNOs via satellites is its ability to enable cellular
backhaul in most rural areas. Connectivity has the power to stimulate socio-economic activity throughout regions providing access to high-demand applications such as internet and video streaming. It is
also the fastest method to provide rapid connectivity following a disruption such as a cable failure or
natural disaster (AXESS Networks, 2021). In today’s day and age, humans and machines are communicating with the help of IoT.
In 2021, the first 5G satellite backhauling demonstrations were made. While the satellite is not only a
complement to terrestrial 5G networks but also fully integrated into it, receiving 5G transmissions from
Earth and then returning them to remote areas where traditional backhauling technologies are not
suitable. Sharing connections is a terrific way to provide access to remote areas. New technologies like
5G and 6G will help make these systems even more reliable, removing the need for terrestrial systems.
While mobile backhauling is moving telecommunications into the future, modern technologies like
quantum communications could make communications more secure and even faster.

4.2.5. Connecting Everything: The Internet of Things
IoT serves as a network of physical things that are immersed with software, sensors, and other technologies to connect and exchange data with other devices and systems of the internet. Nowadays, there
are over 7 million connected IoT devices ranging from ordinary household objects to sophisticated
industrial tools. It is expected that this number will grow to 22 billion by 2025. (Oracle, 2022). Mobile
backhauling makes this concept more of a reality. IoT was used for the first time in 1999. Devices like
microcontrollers and single-board computers can implement IoT connections. It has been aligned with
Weiser’s concept of ubiquitous computing in 1990 (Ibarra-Esquer et al., 2017). Other technologies also
contribute indirectly to IoT development like nanotechnology, big data, and cloud technologies. The
rate of connected devices is continuously growing. It can provide internet access to many uncovered
regions of the world. Some authors support that the gaps in space technologies can be filled with IoT
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(Davis, 2019). The issue is that the traffic trends are growing between devices, and all kinds of “things”
are creating a much broader and more complex IoT since the 2000s (ITU, 2005). The web of how things
connect in this process is described in Figure 29.

On the move
Outdoors and
indoors

On the move

Night

Outdoors
Indoors (away from the PC)
At the PC

Between PCs
Human-to-Human, not using a PC
Human-to-Thing, using generic equipment
Thing-to-Thing
Figure 29: “Ubiquitous Networking: Business Opportunities and Strategic Issues” (ITU, adapted from the Nomura Research Institute, 2004).

The IoT allows both humans and machines to communicate using several sensors based on application
requirements. IoT-compatible devices can be linked through remote communication nodes like
satellites and high-altitude communication systems (Hussein and Routray, 2019). LEO satellite
constellations are preferred over GEO for IoT-based applications due to their lower latency and power
efficiency. However, even if a LEO satellite constellation-based IoT system is possible, the service
requirements
cannot
be
satisfied with current satellite
standards and IoT protocol.
electricity

Smart Metering
º

water

Maintenance

Monitoring control

Another key fact to remember
is that location-based devices
are the most common
products for direct satelliteto-device connections. IoT has
the potential to guarantee
connections
for
airports,
public transportation, retail,
healthcare, amongst many
more (Cisco, 2020). In the
digital world, AI and machine
learning will benefit from
digital transformation and have
several applications. These are
displayed in Figure 30.

Figure 30: IoT and interconnected objects with functions. Adapted from (Elkhodr,
Shahrestani, and Cheung, 2016).
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Some of the areas for IoT expansion are recent advances in RF identification, low-cost wireless sensor
devices, and web-based technologies. This will integrate digital and physical entities (Qin et al., 2016).
Kua (2021a) presents some active research areas in IoT with significant potential impact:
• Engineering optimized internet connectivity, data backups, and fewer dropped packets, facilitating the rise of 5G/6G mobile technologies and greater support for reliable M2M communications with advanced cryptography protocols.
• Improved hardware technologies for low-power and long-range data transmission and processing.
• Localization technologies for humans, robots, and “things,” including satellite-based methods.
• Midstream data processing and platforms for IoT applications.
• IoT standards and semantic technologies.
• Socio-technical issues of security, privacy, and ethics concerning the deployment of IoT systems,
use and business of IoT devices and services.

4.2.6. Quantum Communication for Information Transfer
Quantum communication offers a secure means of information transfer via a technique called
quantum key distribution. This technique employs principles of quantum mechanics to notify users of
an intruder in the communication channel (Scarani et al., 2009). The two users can detect a change in
the system and determine if their communication is compromised (Gisin and Thew, 2007). It relies on
the principles of superposition, the collapse of the wavefunction, and quantum entanglement. Most
importantly, the collapse of the wavefunction is a quantum principle where, upon observation, a superposition of quantum states will collapse into a well-defined observable state (von Neumann and Beyer,
1955). In satellite communications, the introduction of quantum technology could represent real progress, especially since highly sensitive data could be transmitted without fear of interception. Moreover,
the telecommunication sector could improve Internet access for satellites by creating a global quantum
Internet provided by satellites. Satellites can support such a system and can be used as a form of a
quantum repeater to enable communication over more considerable distances (Pfennigbauer et al.,
2005). In the future, dense networks of constellations may be able to interact with unprecedented
speed and security via quantum techniques in space and on Earth.
China is, undoubtedly, the world leader in space-based quantum communication. The development
of the Chinese Quantum Experiments at Space Scale (QUESS) program has facilitated many advances
in space quantum technology. China has already launched a satellite, Micius, in 2016, dedicated to
quantum information science, including quantum cryptography (Kwon, 2020). Additional Micius
satellites are planned to join the prototype as China looks to establish a global quantum network
before 2030 (Chen et al., 2021). The Chen (2021) study highlights progress in supporting higher
data rates and minimizing noise and losses in quantum communication systems. With distances of
up to 4600 km already traversed by quantum signals, technology is beginning to show its potential
and application. However, challenges remain in implementing quantum communication for non-fixed
nodes, as it has only been used in satellites as a relay for ground station communication. Based on the
QUESS experiments, quantum technology could potentially be implemented in the future generation
of data exchange for secure communication between satellites in space, on Earth, and interplanetary
internet protocols. Starship could incorporate quantum technologies to deploy new types of SatCom
architectures, and would benefit from more partnerships with governmental entities such as the DoD,
which have a strong need for secure communication (Zafar, 2020). Furthermore, future endeavors
beyond Earth, such as the Artemis missions, are likely to involve Starship, which itself may be able to
utilize quantum communication technology for safe and secure communication with home. Quantum
technologies can benefit all space technologies by making them more reliable, effective, and secure.
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4.3. Smart Networks and their Role in the Future
The rapid and exponential growth of satellite constellations provides an opportunity for the SatCom
industry to offer service continuity in remote areas. The increased number of satellites in space will
inevitably pose technical challenges such as network management, control, security, and energy usage.
However, there are also opportunities in research and development areas to enhance the services
of satellite communications constellations. These technological advances can provide solutions to
mitigate risks and technical challenges. These technologies include AI, cognitive networks, as well as
new techniques in constellation management. Moreover, the technological innovations derived from
these opportunities will drive new business opportunities and could have far-reaching social, economic,
sustainability impacts, amongst others.

4.3.1. Artificial Intelligence: Why it is Necessary for the Future
Artificial Intelligence is becoming a more relevant and realistic technology already used in fields such
as medicine and business, but its application in satellite communications is becoming more apparent.
Among other learning-based solutions such as machine learning, deep learning, and reinforcement
learning, AI is the ability of a machine to use algorithms and learn how to process data efficiently with
the best result or performance output. AI is unique in that as it continues to gather more information,
it begins to build algorithms based on a predefined set of rules or context. It will become better and
better at building these algorithms to find the best solution. Essentially, the technology learns how to
navigate data to produce a more precise and reliable outcome each time. In complex systems such
as satellite constellations, the number of mobile services provided and the amount of data collected,
produced, and stored will increase exponentially. This may lead to challenges in managing data,
mitigating interference, and maintaining network security. Moreover, data transmission and analysis
will require more resources and time to manage and compute data and therefore provide these services
at an optimal level (Kua et al., 2021b; Liu et al., 2019). AI provides a potential solution to control more
complex systems.

4.3.2. Cognitive Networks, Machine Reasoning, and AI
Future network realization will require higher levels of cost and complexity. To overcome this issue,
the level of the network’s intelligence must be raised; this is what cognitive networks aim to deliver.
These networks will help to improve energy efficiency and ensure service availability. The evolution is
expected to occur in two ways:
•
Optimizations: It will be difficult to achieve with traditional algorithms, but AI machine learning
will be supported.
•
Evolving the operations systems: aiming to handle most system management tasks
autonomously using AI machine reasoning.
There are several areas of interest for the development of cognitive networks. Intent-based management
focuses on controlling systems by stating operational goals in the form of intents. This requires a high
level of abstraction in the human-machine interface and the ability of the system to understand such
goals. Machine reasoning techniques aim to derive conclusions from existing knowledge and data sets.
The data sets will be gathered from humans and analytics algorithms. A cognitive network will then use
these elements to identify the different situations, find the suitable measure, and plan to fit each one
with the best actions to implement in the network.
Autonomous systems are required for infrastructure to operate independently of human input. The
cognitive system will need to adjust to its environment by constantly observing and learning from
its previous actions. Operations and service are fed back in short cycles or near real-time to improve
configurations and software. This will continuously improve the algorithms, and optimization will make
the system more dynamic than today’s systems. With this, intelligence will be available in different
forms all over a distributed network.
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Explainable and trustworthy AI is vital in ensuring the success of the autonomous system. Most
effective when it is trusted by humans, AI needs to have the ability to explain its actions and how
it ended up in its current state. Secondly, the system should act lawfully by respecting all laws and
regulations, including ethical rules and values. Technically it must be robust while considering the social
environment. The system may also need to involve humans in certain tasks, necessitating a usable and
trustworthy interface.
The more data available, the better decisions can be made by intelligent systems, thus data-driven
architecture is an essential infrastructure for AI algorithms. These infrastructures take care of moving,
storing, processing, visualizing, and exposing data from inside service provider networks in an adapted
format for the consumers (Ericsson, 2020).

4.3.3. Development of Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Networks
Early research in AI and Cognitive Networks has found potential successful applications in beam
hopping, anti-jamming, and network traffic (Fourati and Alouini, 2021; Garau-Luis et al., 2022).
Satellite systems and constellations are now more responsible for covering a wider area and providing
high-speed communication. Beam-hopping is a technique allowing greater flexibility over a particular
coverage area. This is time, space, and demand dependent. Essentially, a cell, meaning the area
covered, is illuminated by several active beams. All the resources of the onboard satellite will only go
to those subsets of beams (Fourati and Alouini, 2021). This demand fluctuates over time, and there
may be some transmission delays. AI can decrease this delay by learning algorithms and patterns to
transmit these resources and beams efficiently. It is given an optimization problem and then solves
the illumination design to provide the best design (Fourati and Alouini, 2021). As it relates to beam
hopping, AI algorithms can be used to autonomously choose power allocations for each beam while
respecting the overall power constraints of the systems (Garau-Luis et al., 2022).
With the increase in demand for these capabilities, communications need to be secure and reliable.
AI can be used to harmfully disrupt and jam a system by learning approaches of attacks, but can
also provide anti-jamming methods by using a learning approach to block smart jamming and deal
with the interplay between satellites to essentially “dodge” the jammed path and suggest a new
one (Fourati and Alouini, 2021). In this scenario, reinforcement learning can be used. Several signals
and communication strategies would also need to navigate network traffic to deal with congestion,
dynamic routing, allocation, and security. As the number of satellites and constellations continues to
grow, high computational complexity will be required, and current systems may not have the capacity
to forecast traffic jamming reliably. Specifically, AI may be able to achieve higher accuracy in forecasting
a LEO satellite network through learning machines. They could then have the ability to “decompose
the traffic,” decrease complexity, and increase speed. Furthermore, the integration of quantum
communication techniques with AI-based network management may represent a form of ultra-secure
and reliable network (Fourati and Alouini, 2021).
Satellites in LEO move with extremely high orbital velocities. With the number of satellites set to increase
in LEO orbits, satellite-terrestrial networks need to be precise in tracking the significant amounts of
targets accurately. This is yet another advantage that AI can bring. In this scenario, input data of the
target, such as speed, location, and information, is obtained, and a value of importance on the specific
variable is applied. This data is then put through unsupervised learning until the threshold or criteria
is met. The parameter and paths can be used as the decision-making vector in future encounters of
these inputs (Liu et al., 2019). In terms of tracking satellites, AI can search for a strong peak signal
through reinforcement learning. This method maps the environmental state, and the AI system will
navigate and interact with the environment seeking the best “reward.” Essentially, it learns the optimal
strategy to reach a desired outcome. Using AI, satellite tracking systems can now more accurately
assess the environment, take measurements of their targets (satellites), and predict the distribution of
stations and terminals. Through reinforcement learning, AI-based systems can search for the location
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of the peak signal to find the direction of the azimuth, elevation, and polarization to precisely point the
antenna, minimizing communication interference (Liu et al., 2019).
Another important aspect to consider is dynamic communications between space, air, ground, and sea
(SAGS) networks, alongside the role of IoT and future 6G ambitions. For instance, dynamic traffic from
SAGS may be prone to attacks (Kua et al., 2021b). Deep learning techniques can handle the dynamic
communications between these three components. Certain schemes of deep learning have been
shown to learn the data unsupervised, have better long-term memory, and take less time to learn (AlHawawreh et al., 2021).
These technical capabilities of AI can provide several solutions for managing data in large satellite
constellations. It can reduce the time and resources spent collecting and processing data, offering solutions for technical complexities to reduce communication pressure (Liu et al., 2019). AI techniques can
extend to have ground, air, and space-based applications and indirect effects on society, including real-time data access, use cases, and even business applications. For instance, Integrated System Health
Management is a promising technology, integrating sensor data and historical state-of-health information of components and subsystems (Ranasinghe et al., 2021). AI can be used for decision-making on
the operation and maintenance of aerospace systems. This can have implications for GNSS where an
end-user, in real-time, can track their position anywhere on Earth. This will also have implications in RS,
especially in detection and recognition applications (Fourati and Alouini, 2021). The growing industry
of IoT will also find the need for the use of AI in their systems since it enables faster connectivity and
large-scale data processing capabilities. If satellite constellations provide the means for sending signals
and increasing connectivity, AI can help overcome data processing challenges. AI will likely become a
viable solution in providing connectivity and benefits to end-users. Additionally, AI would introduce
new business plans for companies, aside from technological advantages. Businesses would need
to adapt to the innovations of AI to provide their services with the most up-to-date technology. When
it comes to AI, there are potential threats to be de-bugged, tested, and analyzed for efficacy before it
becomes a regular and accepted aspect of satellite communications. Indeed, cybersecurity and privacy
issues must also be addressed. Additionally, the technical advances would mean companies need to
adapt quickly and acquire resources to enable AI and stay competitive within the satellite communications industry. A summary of what AI can do and the benefits to society are described in Figure 31.

,
Figure 31: The capabilities of AI coupled with the societal benefits it may bring.
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Several actors are involved in the AI trend: commercial companies, technology companies, and startups, as well as traditional research institutions like universities. Even space agencies are realizing AI’s
potential application in secure communication. Given the future with more satellites in space and more
LEO satellite constellations, there will be a need for increased speed of connectivity and fast access to
information. As the trend of AI research and development continues, private and commercial companies that can leverage AI may find themselves in a secure and competitive spot in the market. They
would be able to provide a faster and more reliable service than competing companies. Other companies not using AI, or who are slower to react and adapt to changes, may fall behind. Their business
plans may be out of date, and they would be unable to provide the same services in terms of connectivity and fast communication. Technically, they would also fall behind as their current resources
may not fit the demand or have the capacity to process large amounts of data. Space agencies would
also benefit from AI, especially when keeping communication networks secure for government purposes. SpaceX, particularly, could integrate AI into its systems, especially with its ambitions of future
generations of Starlink. Starship is projected to have the capabilities to launch many satellites into
space with every launch. Again, the increase of satellites in space would result in vast amounts of
data needing to be processed. Enabling AI would mean high-performance output from the company’s
constellation. Now, not only would they have a reusable launcher, one of the first of its kind, but their
satellite information processing systems would also be superior. AI is certainly an avenue of research
and development to explore.
However, AI is still in the early phases of research and development for use in space. While AI has been
validated for isolated communication tasks, there is still no clear path for fully autonomous satellite systems. Most studies of AI have been done in simpler systems with simpler problems. It will take time for
this to be applied to more complex systems like satellite mega-constellations. Areas of future research
include new prediction models, considerations of multi-orbit systems, and multiagent systems where
resource control is decentralized. AI is, however, still a promising field of development in satellite communications. Larger amounts of data will require more time and resources to be computed. AI provides
solutions in beam hopping, networking, anti-jamming techniques, and accurately targeting fast-flying
satellites in LEO. It can do this by learning over time the correct algorithms to apply in finding the
optimal solution. Its applications extend to RS, the health of system components and implications in
business plans, and further indirect social effects. Companies, especially SpaceX, will need to consider
AI as a viable solution to the increased demands sure to come with the large amounts of satellites they
are looking to launch into space.

4.4. Future Research and Development Areas
The future is notoriously difficult to predict, and the direction of new technology and research trends
are no exception. This final part of Section 4. will discuss some of the developments in more futuristic
technologies, from the near- to the far future. This section begins with the approach to the problem of
space debris, a threat to all existing and future satellite communications missions.

4.4.1. Space Debris Remediations and Space Situational Awareness
Historical data about sustainability in the telecommunications sector is primarily concerned with space
debris. Space debris has been accumulating in Earth’s orbit since the first steps into space and consists
of defunct satellites, leftover rocket boosters, detached fairings, debris from previous collisions, and
aftermaths of anti-satellite tests. Considering this issue, in 2019, ESA estimated there are 34,000 space
debris objects larger than ten centimeters, nearly 900,000 objects in between one and ten centimeters,
and 128 million objects between one millimeter and one centimeter currently in orbit around Earth
(Stewardson, 2021). Moreover, in 2002, the Inter-Agency Debris Committee published its space mitigation guideline. Many operators are now failing to register their satellites as their respective States
are not parties to the 1975 Registration Convention nor accept their obligations and rights under the
Convention (Jakhu, Jasani, and McDowell, 2018). Understanding the location of debris and objects in
space is extremely important to keep Earth’s orbits functional. SSA could be the answer.
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SSA generally includes artificial satellites and debris. Anti-satellites tests by the US (Pardini and Anselmo, 2009) and China (BBC News, 2007) preceded the first satellite-satellite collision in 2009. The Iridium-Kosmos collision generated thousands of individual pieces of debris and put numerous spacecraft
at risk (Marks, 2009). A Russian anti-satellite test generated over 1,500 pieces of debris and forced the
ISS occupants to take shelter (US Department of State, 2021). Starship’s potential impacts on Space
Debris and SSA must be discussed. For instance, the on-orbit refueling operation between two Starship
spacecraft could cause catastrophic levels of space debris if a failure led to an explosion mid-refueling
(Park, 2018). Despite this, the risk of collision is currently mitigated through active communication
between satellite providers.
Space debris can be either natural meteoroid or artificial debris. The difference is that meteoroids
orbit around the sun, whereas human-made debris orbits Earth. Any non-functional object, such as
spacecraft components, spent stages, and fragments, are considered debris. While over 23,000 pieces
of debris greater than nine centimeters are tracked in Earth orbit, millions of smaller pieces cannot be
tracked or follow unknown trajectories (Garcia, 2021). Even debris a millimeter in size poses a threat to
spacecraft when traveling at orbital velocities.
International regulations have long protected the most valuable regions of space. Early this century,
legislation extended into LEO regions (COPUOS, 2007). To prevent the next generation of space debris,
ESA has recently partnered with Airbus Defense & Space, Thales Alenia Space, and OHB to develop the
CleanSat program. This program aims to ensure new objects launched into space de-orbit or remove
themselves from areas of interest at the end of their operational life. The use of propulsion systems
or passive drag-inducing deployable components for de-orbiting is compliant with the “design for demise” concept. This ensures satellites are capable of burning up during atmospheric re-entry (ESA,
2015). Another initiative, the British satellite Remove DEBRIS, launched in 2018 and deployed from the
ISS, tested two different technologies for active space debris removal: harpoon and net capture methods (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2022).
In January 2020, Tethers Unlimited announced it successfully operated on-orbit the Terminator Tape, a
lightweight solution for space orbital debris removal. The Terminator Tape Deorbit Module is designed
to rapidly drag a satellite out of orbit (Tethers Unlimited, 2020). Tethers Unlimited had also developed
a deployable net technology called Grapple, Retrieve, and Secure Payload, or GRASP. This technology
was tested in microgravity on commercial parabolic aircraft flights. Unfortunately, GRASP was never
funded for demonstration due to concerns about it being perceived as a space weapon; thus, Tethers
ceased development on it. This represents a new and significant implication for space debris mitigation
technologies in that dual-use applications are now considered by governmental authorities.
The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) has demonstrated exemplary progress in developing
space debris technologies, currently focusing on technologies for safe rendezvous with space debris.
The Commercial Removal of Debris Demonstration 2, described in Yamamoto et al. (2021), was applied
to a rendezvous between the ISS and the resupply spacecraft H-2A Transfer Vehicle. However, there
are several challenges relating to capturing space debris. Since their operational lifetime is complete,
they do not have laser reflectors or operational communication devices, nor do they have attitude control capability to facilitate an encounter. For these reasons, debris removal spacecraft need navigation
technology to estimate the accurate position and attitude of debris. Another big challenge is rotating
debris. Rotating debris is much more difficult to capture than a stable target. JAXA uses three debris
removal approaches, the first being “image-based navigation in which a camera captures an optical
image. This is then used to determine an object’s position and attitude through image processing.” A
second method is a safe approach implemented through trajectory design with minimal risk of collision. The third applies to rotating debris and is the rate damping approach without mechanical contact
(JAXA, n.d.). With this technique, the spacecraft exerts a force to counteract the rotation of the target,
detailed in Figure 32.
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Thruster plume (Rate damp)

Rocket upper stage body (Debris)
Thruster plume (Counter-thrust)

Figure 32: Rate damp by thruster plume impingement (JAXA, n.d.).

Other technologies are being developed by Obruta Space Solutions and are focused on extending the
satellite’s operational mission lifetime by providing on-orbit services. They are developing a range of
services, including refueling, life-extension, orbit relocation, hardware replacement, battery recharging, data transfer, orbital maneuvers, hardware replacement, and end-of-life deorbiting
(Obruta, n.d.). There are other methods still in early-stage developments regarding the removal of
large orbital debris, including electrodynamic tethers, ion beam shepherding, and robotic arm capture
(Hakima and Emami, 2018).
There are several different trends in space debris technologies. The first concerns building new satellites to be programmed to deorbit themselves by the end of their operational lifetime thus never
becoming orbital debris. Alternatively, and already applicable, is the offering of on-orbit services to
extend the operational life of the satellites right before they become debris. The most challenging approach to achieve is catching the existing debris and removing them from Earth’s orbit. Starship may
offer a service that would have a positive impact, but this is still just a theory.
On-orbit repair and even satellite capture may once again be a viable solution with the combination of
disruptors that Starship offer. Starship may prove to be an advantage in efforts of space debris removal
by launching not only new technologically advanced and more sustainable satellites but also deploying
multiple of the aforementioned new technologies for orbital debris elimination (i.e., net and robotic
arm capture or spacecraft for challenging rendezvous with space debris) with a single launch, given its
increased payload capacity. It has also been suggested that Starship itself may be able to collect space
debris due to the nature of its fairing (Musk, 2021).

4.4.2. Interplanetary Internet
Delay, or disruption, tolerant networking (DTN) is the technological solution for long-distance
communication. This technology is based on investigating and solving the problem of extreme distance
and interruption when it comes to sending data. This may occur due to interference in the signal arising
from constant orbital motion, link deliveries, and discontinuous vehicle operations (Wang, 2011). The
DTN protocol focuses on the design, construction, performance evaluation, and application of architectures, services, and protocols to solve these challenges. This could allow it to operate as if there were
only one link between the spacecraft and the mission operations center instead of multiple.
The technological basis of DTN is the communication architecture, consisting of various nodes. During
a data exchange, nodes are classified into source nodes that generate data, and destination nodes that
consume data, see Figure 33. Nodes communicate through links or ‘’jumps’’. There are also cases of
multiple hops where intermediate nodes appear, forwarding data to the source and destination nodes.
The DTN architecture provides this delivery of data based on the multi-hop scenario using packet inSTARSHIP: IMPACT ON THE SATCOM INDUSTRY MSS22
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formation, utilizing all existing networks available through the use of bundle protocol (Wegner,
Pöttner, and Wolf, 2015). DTN nodes can store data if another node is not immediately available. This
means they can be operated in scenarios with complex communication factors in the same way communication from node to node is favorable. The data packets that make up a message from the source
node can reach the destination node through multiple links. DTN protocols provide transport and network layer functionality (Alessi et al., 2018).

Figure 33: A depiction of the delay-tolerant network protocol (Monaghan, 2021a).

There are benefits across several regimes with the potential to be realized by introducing DTN,
summarized in Table 17.
Table 17: A description of the benefits of DTN protocol for future space travel (Israel et al., 2019).

The DTN project is a collaborative work between more than 50 institutions working on protocol refinement, software development, prototyping, and operational use. These developments are shown in Figure 34. The main funding is given by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency for NASA as the
main developer of this protocol. In addition, several collaborative applications between NASA, JAXA,
and CU-Boulder have been tested on the ISS to deploy a DTN node at the JAXA mission control center
in Tsukuba. The node will communicate via DTN with the CGBA5 payload (Jenkins et al., 2010). ESA
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also has its own experimental module, Columbus, where DTN investigations similar to the NASA-JAXA
DTN experiment are carried out. Another example is the Mars End-To-End Robotic Operations Network
(METERON) project, using DTN as the base network for Mars rover exploration.
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Figure 34: DTN source success stories (Monaghan, 2021b).

The potential applications expected from this communications architecture have direct implications
with space missions and interplanetary networks, as well as in military and tactical systems, disaster recovery networks, wildlife tracking/monitoring sensor networks, vehicular communication, and
communication in remote and rural areas, and developing countries. The relevance of this protocol
in mission support is fundamental to the relationship between the new communications arising in
interplanetary travel. Currently in coordination with SMD, the Space Communications and Navigation
program is implementing the necessary infrastructure to support communication with upcoming DTNenabled missions, such as Plankton, Aerosol, Cloud, ocean Ecosystem, the Artemis Program Gateway,
and several CubeSats. In the case of Starship, the immediate incorporation of this technology is not
foreseen, but the impact on the communication capacity of the payload and in the future trip to Mars
will be a necessary element to provide the necessary communication with Earth (Keesey, 2018). DTN
enables science and exploration through interoperability and the use of efficient links. It also allows
communication between celestial objects without direct view of Earth and within constellations that
would otherwise be impossible. Additionally, it can facilitate expensive missions, active research, and
science through various platforms in our solar system, Figure 35.
Just as this technology has clear benefits, there are also unresolved issues such as DTN protocol security, browsing performance, data overload, regulation, and network management. Currently, two DTN
standards have been recognized internationally; Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems package specification and specifications developed by the DTN working group of the Internet Engineering
Working Group (NASA, 2019). DTN has also been used by lunar and deep space missions, demonstrating success in its usefulness for complex future missions in which a high network of variables must
work at the same time. The technological, scientific, and social impact it provides is enormous. Not only
is DTN vital for future Mars missions, but it goes hand-in-hand with Starship in realizing the launcher’s
true purpose. The establishment of consistent and reliable communications from Mars is crucial for astronaut well-being and the safety of surface operations. The Interplanetary Overlay Network software
distribution is an implementation of DTN architecture (Koo and Kim, 2020; Idris, Selmy, and Lopes,
2021). This is the current method of communication under development for space missions, a critical
step into establishing an internet to span across the solar system.
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Figure 35: A concept for a solar system DTN (Gou et al., 2016).

4.5. Conclusions
Through the identification of technological trends, it can be seen that technologies quickly become
outdated and are constantly being redeveloped in a bid to increase efficiency. A race to develop more
efficient and environmentally friendly launchers is ongoing, while the integration of futuristic technologies, such as AI, 6G, and quantum communication will enable more reliable telecommunication
applications and offer improved space-based services. In addition, the introduction of data handling
centers in space will allow for better data transmission directly from space, but specific software is
needed to realize such activities. Beyond planning improvements for telecommunications services offered on Earth, research on interplanetary Internet coverage is already under development through the
DTN protocol. Such technologies focused on a specific communication architecture that could store,
use, and transfer data in near-real-time. The rise of constellations underlined in Sections 3.3., 3.4.,
4.1., and 4.4., suggests a need to rethink launcher and satellite designs by focusing on more efficiency
and accuracy while finding ways to avoid collisions and other physical threats. Satellite architecture
must adopt future technologies as low complexity and cost remains an industry priority. Thus, ISL and
communication is an area of particular focus. In terms of research, Starship may accelerate the development of novel elements as satellite operators desire business enhancement, realized through new
technologies. The lowered cost to launch by Starship can enable the addition of novel technologies
onto satellites with little consequence for their failure. Starship’s leap in fairing size enables more satellites per launch to be sent into orbit. Thus, increased traffic in LEO is expected, pushing developments
into constellation management and space debris remedies. Once again, the first commercial space
player who will successfully launch a space technology will be a benchmark for the whole market concerned. Space-based data centers are a new technological trend now economically feasible due to
the reduced cost of launching infrastructure to higher energy orbits. Starship’s proposed launch cost
reduction to US $1 million may accelerate the launch of space-based infrastructure to support deepspace communication.
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As companies are leveraging communication links between GEO and LEO satellites by developing ISL,
they are improving uplink time and latency simultaneously. They also rely on other communication
technologies to revamp better connectivity. Many industrial projects are developed in LEO and VLEO
but faced with the increasing development of Starlink, SatCom players will have concerns for their own
projects as orbital slots are limited and the risk of communication interferences increases. There are
also many concerns regarding the increased risk of co-channel interference and space debris increasing, leading to beam-splitting, AI development, and work on active-debris removal methodologies to
tackle such issues. Such developments are realized through public and private partnerships for deeptech initiatives and deep-space communication, such as DTN and optical intersatellite links, and other
experimental communication missions, namely quantum communication projects. In addition, some
technologies under development, such as optical inter-satellite links, optical laser, AI, active space debris removal technologies, and 5G are not, or at least partly not, regulated.
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This chapter draws upon Starship’s main satellite design drivers and
disruptive aspects, specifically the increased payload volume and
mass to orbit capabilities. Findings from Chapters 1 and 2 provide
guidance on how launcher developments influence satellite design.
In parallel, business models for the SatCom industry have been defined based on the technological trends identified in previous sections. This chapter begins the groundwork upon which the recommendations to the SatCom industry and its players are generated.

5.1. GEO Satellite Design and Business Planning
To assess the influence of Starship on satellite design, research on
technical trends and economic evaluation is conducted in the following sections. The study focuses on the future technologies that
will be integrated into GEO satellites and their impact on the size
and mass of the satellites. The study also concerns the strategy to be
adopted by ground stations to adjust to the latest technological and
regulatory trends. Finally, the market and the source of capital are
introduced in the context of Starship’s disruption.

5.1.1. High Altitude Growth: Larger GEO Satellites
The payload volume and launchable mass of a launcher are two of the most important drivers for satellite design. GEO satellites play a crucial role in the SatCom market. The design of GEO satellites may
change in two distinct manners: manufactured larger or smaller. This section discusses both prospects
and delivers ideas on the impact of Starship on GEO satellite design. The report will discuss possible
design and components of larger satellites, before exploring the current trend of GEO satellites decreasing in mass and volume.
Future satellites will require more sensors and a higher data handling capability to support higher resolutions and reliable data flow. This requires new bus designs. Currently, Thales group and Boeing are
two major players who built buses for satellites with a mass greater than 6000 kg. New buses need a
modular and simple design. For example, Boeing 702 bus mounts the payload at only four locations
with only six electrical connectors (Boeing, n.d.). This design simplicity offers major advantages. Firstly,
overall program costs are reduced as the bus does not need to be changed for every payload, and payloads can be freely tailored without affecting the bus. Secondly, the design permits significantly faster
parallel bus and payload processing. This leads to another advantage of short production schedules
(Boeing, n.d.).
Another significant parameter for telecommunication satellites is the bandwidth it uses. Most communication satellites use Ku- and lower frequency bands. These frequency bands are becoming increasingly congested. Laser communication, a new type of communication, is under development to allow
communication between satellites and the ground. NASA is currently developing two projects, the Lunar Laser Communication Demonstration and The Laser Communications Relay Demonstration. Laser
communication will allow users to use a new and less crowded section of the electromagnetic spectrum. This method is simple to deploy, small, and above all, it avoids interference between RF (Zhou,
2014). The goal is to use infrared light instead of microwaves, allowing transmission at an increased
data rate. For example, to transmit a complete map of Mars currently takes about nine weeks. The
task could be accomplished with laser communication technology in just nine days (NASA, 2021). Laser
communication is one of the significant changes for the future; it allows the acquisition and transfer of
more data while reducing the size, the mass, and the power demand.
Newly designed GEO satellites are equipped with more spot beams to cover wider areas and are aligned
with dynamic customer growth opportunities. SES-17 uses 200 spot beams capable of maintaining up
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to two Gbps per connection, and power can be adjusted with the customers’ changing requirements
(SES, 2021). Adding more beams necessitates more power. Power generation, distribution, and storage are critical in any satellite. All GEO satellites use solar panels for power generation. There are two
ways to increase power generation. The first method is by increasing the number of solar panels used.
This dramatically increases the size, but this is not a problem given Starship’s high payload volume capacity. The second method is by improving the existing solar panel technology to enhance efficiency.
Thus, for the same size, more power can be generated. Modern solar cells based on semiconductor
materials like gallium-arsenide are now becoming available, with an efficiency nearly double that of
photovoltaic silicon cells (Oba and Kumagai, 2018). Gallium-arsenide produces 160-180 W/m2 at a 2540 W/kg (Bradhorst Jr, n.d.).
GEO satellites typically have a mission timespan ranging between 15 to 20 years. These satellites need
to adjust the position and orbit during this period, thus requiring onboard propulsion. Most GEO satellites use mono- or bi-propellant chemical propulsion systems. Now, there is a shift towards the EPS.
EPS is more fuel-efficient, lightweight, and takes up less volume, although it has the disadvantage of
having less thrust (Boeing, n.d.).

5.1.2. Satellite Clusters: Smaller GEO Satellite Alternatives
Future GEO satellites with advanced sensors, electronics, and other subsystems require sophisticated
onboard computers and data handling systems. On-board data systems encompass many functional
blocks, including telecommand and telemetry modules, onboard computers, data storage and mass
memories, remote terminal units, communication protocols, and buses (ESA, 2003). SpaceBelt, a private company from the US, is looking to create a space data center for commercial use (SpaceBelt,
2022). This data center would only store and secure the data, not communicating with Earth-based
ground stations. The data center would be in LEO and communicate only with a wider GEO constellation. Then, the GEO satellites
will communicate with the
ground stations. Larger GEO
satellites with a data center
capability enable a new market to store and process large
quantities of data without the
need for other relay satellites.

Figure 36: Size of Hispasat, Astranis, and Intelsat compared to a human and each
other (Alén Space, 2022; Finley, 2018).

The previous paragraphs highlighted the various possibilities to create larger GEO satellites. Despite this possibility,
current trends indicate that
new GEO satellites tend to be
a similar size or smaller. The
trends also show that GEO
satellites could be replaced
with a series of smaller satellites in the form of a cluster.
The trend of decreasing the
size of GEO satellites is already
underway, but this change
may be accelerated due to the
larger payload bay of Starship,
enabling entire GEO clusters
to be launched at once. ESA
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has developed a small GEO satellite with the help of OHB System AG, the Hispasat 36W-1, with characteristics detailed in Table 18. Astranis has also started manufacturing small communication satellites, MicroGEO, to launch into GEO (Astranis, 2022). Figure 36 above illustrates the size differences of
a common GEO satellite, a smaller GEO satellite, and the MicroGEO communication satellite.
Similar to ESA’s Hispasat 36W-1, a satellite with two reflective and deployable antennas has also been
proposed. The 36W-1 Small GEO operates over the increasingly congested Ka-band and Ku-band frequencies, so an alternative V-band frequency (40-75 GHz) is proposed. According to Audrey Allison,
senior project leader at Aerospace’s center for space policy and strategy, in an interview on 20 February 2022, this frequency is also referred to as “green field” by the ITU as it has minimal operation now.
V-band can be shared between services much easier than the Ka-band and Ku-band. However, atmospheric attenuation is more problematic since oxygen causes high absorption at these frequencies
(Chakraborty, 1986). The frequency could be used between the GEO constellation and the LEO constellation to avoid this issue. Higher frequencies allow for a smaller antenna, so V-band satellites would
result in even smaller communication payloads.
Besides the V-band, optical links can also be used for data transfer. This would not only increase transmission speeds, but laser communication does not require frequency allocations and is less affected
by frequency interference. Up to 100 times more data can be packed into an infrared light, and the
narrower beams correspond to smaller footprints (NASA, 2021). NASA states that it is difficult to intercept a communications link, increasing the security of inter-satellite communication considerably
(NASA, 2021). However, laser beams must be precise, as tiny deviations would mean that the beam
could miss the intended target. Furthermore, integrating onboard AI processing would also result in
elevated power consumption but would be highly beneficial. AI could handle huge data quantities, provide the necessary cybersecurity, manage coordination between satellites in multi-orbit constellations,
and monitor the satellites’ health.
Table 18: Some of the characteristics of the example and proposed satellite. Adapted from (Hispasat, 2021; Arianespace,
2017; Astranis, 2022).

Hispasat 36W-1 (2017)

New proposed Small
GEO satellite

Astranis MicroGEO

35736 km

36000 km

35796 km

V-band and laser link

Ku-band and Ka-band

Transponders
Two antennas in Ku and one
in Ka band

Astranis SDR and shaped
beam antenna

Onboard
processor
Dry Mass

RedSAT

TBC

N/A

1700 kg

>1700 kg

350 kg

Launch Mass

3.2 tonnes

>3.2 tonnes

N/A

3-axis

3-axis

N/A

Payload power

> 3.4 kW

> 3.5 kW

N/A

Available power
Lifespan

> 6 kW

> 6 kW

N/A

15 years

20 years

10 years

With the addition of novel technologies, the mass and volume of the satellite are expected to increase.
However, the development of these added technologies and new materials might be lighter and smaller than their predecessors. Therefore, the characteristics of the new small geostationary satellites
cannot be accurately predicted. The trend to launch smaller GEO satellites for the provision of global
communications began around five years ago, and the use of laser links and V-band instead of traditional bands will provide the opportunity to decrease the mass of these satellites further if required.
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In conclusion, GEO telecommunications satellites will offer increased performance due to advanced
technology and components. This will further reduce the mass of the satellites, although the required
power to operate them and higher data handling capacity could lead to larger satellites with extra solar
panels and batteries. However, the trend suggests that currently, these satellites are getting smaller;
thus, Starship could dominate the GEO market because of its higher payload capacity and frequent
launches compared to other big launchers available in the market. It would also speed up the completion of these small clusters in geostationary orbit and allow them to start operating sooner.

5.1.3.

Generating Profit: New GEO Business Models

New GEO satellites will maintain current broadcast roles, as well as fixed and MSS with the benefit of
fixed location and large area coverage. GEO business models will need to evolve in flexibility to enable
GEO space data centers to act as a network node. Table 19 introduces new GEO satellite value propositions and business model evolution. Figure 37 details the relationship between the main elements of
GEO satellites, detailing the key drivers behind business models and satellite design.
Table 19: GEO space data center business model canvas.
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Figure 37: GEO space data center causal diagram.

5.2. LEO Satellite Designs and Business Plan Trends
This section continues the assessment on satellite design, now in the context of LEO satellites. Research
on technical trends and economic evaluations focuses on future technologies integrated into LEO satellites. These will also have implications on the emerging technologies and the impact on the size and
mass of the satellites.

5.2.1. Larger LEO Satellite Design with Additional Capabilities
In keeping with the disruptive increase in mass and volume that Starship offers, there exist several new
possibilities for LEO operators to increase the size of their satellites. There are several regimes under
which certain components may provide better functionality with a greater volume. The introduction of Starship could lead to an increase in satellite mass and size to improve performance. Improving
performance could affect many aspects of a communications satellite, but one of the most important
includes EPS. The changes in the LEO satellite ecosystem are calling for increased demand in coverage
and data handling, as well as decreased latency. Increasing the power of a spacecraft allows for further
improvement in these areas. “The EPS of a satellite is a heavy and expensive subsystem. It is often
about 25% of the weight and 25% of the cost of a spacecraft (Sebestyen et al., 2018).” An increase in
power could come through the integration of larger solar panels and larger, more powerful batteries.
With the available fairing size of the Starship, it is possible that satellites could have much larger solar
panels that do not need to be folded in complex configurations, resulting in fewer failures upon deployment. Larger solar panels and batteries would lead to increased power, improving the overall performance of LEO satellite communications. With weight and cost drastically reduced by Starship, adding
to the power system is a logical next step in satellite design.
The rise of LEO mega-constellations raises questions about how Starship might affect individual constituent satellites. The link between constellation deployment and Starship development can be made
clear by considering the case of the Starlink Gen2 mega-constellation. In response to several concerns
raised by the FCC, SpaceX confirmed that Starship’s unprecedented rate of development has allowed
them to refine designs proposed over 18 months prior (Wiltshire, 2022). Indeed, the use of Starship
to launch Gen2 satellites means that the aligning of orbital planes is significantly reduced in complexity due to the sheer amount of delta-V available for direct orbital insertion. Starship will allow for
“direct-to-station” satellite placement without the need for a transitional parking orbit, and SpaceX is
developing its future Starlink plans accordingly. That is not to say, however, that insertion into lower
orbits will not still occur, as SpaceX confirms they will continue to test and calibrate their satellites before they enter full operation (Wiltshire, 2022). Thus, it is likely that satellite operators will leverage the
power and capacity of Starship to assemble constellations by entire planes at a time. Several launches,
combined with on-board propulsion systems, will no longer be essential for those wishing to deploy
mega-constellations. So, despite the increased launch cadence facilitated by Starship, it may be more
beneficial for operators to deploy constellations in their entirety with a single launch. Much of this depends on the price-point that SpaceX set for Starship, as well as the mass of the constellation satellites.
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There will exist a critical number of satellites at which it becomes cheaper to launch an entire constellation with just one launch. This could create a problem for Starship in the sense that it could launch
whole constellations for one company in a single launch. So, whether demand for this service will be
significant enough to satisfy the supply Starship plans to bring is still uncertain.
In February 2022, 40 newly deployed Starlink satellites were lost because of a geomagnetic solar storm
induced by a coronal mass ejection (CME) (SpaceX, 2022b). Solar storms greatly increase the density
of the thermosphere, which exists in the range of 90 km to 500 km in altitude (Emmert, Dhadly, and
Segerman, 2021). As the force of drag is directly proportional to the density of the traveling medium,
the Starlink orbits quickly decayed and burned up in the atmosphere. This represents a significant issue for LEO constellations; although the Starlink satellites had not yet reached operational altitudes,
more powerful CMEs can threaten both the functionality and orbital integrity of satellites at greater
altitudes. Solar maximum, the period of highest solar activity, is expected to occur in the mid-part of
this decade, bringing more frequent flares and CMEs (Chowdhury et al., 2021). As atmospheric drag is
also proportional to the cross-sectional area and drag coefficient, which describes the drag effect
caused by the shape of the object, satellite operators may wish to vary these parameters in a bid to
increase resistance to solar storms. Particularly, if Starship facilitates an increase in the size of LEO
satellites, operators may look to decrease the value of the drag coefficient by streamlining the leading
face. Typically, satellites are not streamlined as they operate in a vacuum environment, but as the use
of LEO and VLEO increases, the variability of atmospheric density may pose novel problems. Perhaps
the leading edge of solar panels could become streamlined, akin to the airfoil of aircraft wings. Indeed,
the use of an airfoil could help to generate a small amount of lift for the satellites, counteracting the
adverse effects of increased atmospheric density. Deployable components also represent an opportunity to reduce the drag coefficient and cross-sectional area only when this is needed to maintain
orbital integrity.

5.2.2. Smaller LEO Satellite Design Scenario
An increase in small satellite launches is expected through the ever-growing start-up sector. This could
bring a more prominent role for larger 6U and 12U CubeSats that will enable better transmission capacity, data processing, improved propulsion systems, and synchronization of artificial intelligence. There
exists a trend of CubeSats increasing in size and constellations increasing in number. While CubeSats
are already slightly standardized by unit size, this may further unify standardization and the adoption
of new regulations (NASA, 2017). Starship can contribute to fitting more larger CubeSats or constellations for a larger deployment batch. Piggybacking while placing satellites in the proper orbit might be
an option for CubeSat constellation deployment when Starship is serving an entirely different mission.
LEO telecommunications satellite design could trend toward boosting performance and subsequently
increasing in size due to the introduction of Starship. The push for better performance is driven by market necessity, but there is still demand for SmallSats, CubeSats, and MicroSats. The need for increased
performance stems from the demand for higher quality communication which requires more power.
Other smaller launch providers will most likely fly low-cost small satellites unless a constellation or
large group is launched. Starship could create a supply to put larger satellites in space that are more
powerful, less expensive, and less complex than today’s CubeSats. SpaceX has already adjusted their
own plans for the Starlink Gen2 constellation, and it seems likely future operators may do similar. It
may be cheaper for small- to mid-sized mega-constellations to utilize Starship’s payload capacity to
launch entire orbital planes at once. It seems unlikely the increased launch cadence will have a significant impact in this area, with the need for better performance driving satellite design. In fact, it may
be more economically viable to minimize the number of launches to insert a constellation into orbit.
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5.3. LEO Satellite Business Model Evolution
The future of satellite business models will be heavily intertwined with the rising multiplicity of satellites in LEO. There are two symbiotic business models in which satellites in LEO play a key role. The first
of these business models is a focus on IoT, part of the satellite broadband segment expected to grow
to US $2.7 billion by 2030 (Euroconsult, 2022). IoT is the concept in which any piece of technology in
any location will have internet access if it has a transceiver (Qu et al., 2017). These constellations will
supply the connection needed for mMTC systems that multiple companies are proposing for the development of smart cities and other intelligent systems. The other business model to be enabled by
LEO constellations is a multi-orbit system in which LEO satellites are connected to and transmit data
between GEO and MEO satellites, as well as newer HAPS which will provide even lower latency and
higher throughput services (Le Maistre, 2018). The ITU defines HAPS systems as a radio station above
Earth at an altitude of 20-50 km (ITU, 2019). Some of these stations are already being tested, usually in
the form of large, light, solar-powered airships.

5.3.1. The SpaceRAN Business Model
The SpaceRAN is a communications system in which LEO constellation satellites are connected to MEO
and GEO satellites, as well as HAPS and low altitude systems. This collection of connections will allow
for optimized data processing for specific applications like RS and cloud computing. If there are high
computing power GEO satellites or data centers to which RS satellites can send their data, those high
resource processing centers in space can apply algorithms to optimize the data before it is sent back
to Earth. It can remove unusable data and complete other computational tasks that are inefficient to
complete on the ground.

Figure 38: Satellite RAN architecture (eMBB scenario) (Giambene, Kota, and Pillai., 2018).

D-Orbit has already demonstrated a cloud computing and storage platform in orbit (D-Orbit, 2021).
Cloud computing integration with LEO constellations involves sending the data between the user, the
satellite, and a ground station. In the future, the computing potential will exist entirely in space and
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remove the latency associated with ground station communication (Qu et al., 2017). The system will
also enable customers with smaller and cheaper terminals to access the resources of GEO satellites and
new space data centers at a much lower price. Companies like SES and Isotropic are already beginning
to experiment with this technology with their own satellite systems (Baumgartner, 2020). The transfer
of data handling could help bring down costs of ground stations.
Table 20: LEO spaceRAN business model canvas.

5.3.2. LEO Constellation Business Models for IoT and Worldwide Internet Applications
LEO constellations serve an important role in providing internet connectivity services around the globe
to places where terrestrial networks encounter engineering challenges. Locations like cruise ships,
mountains, steep slopes, valleys, remote islands, and places without funding for infrastructure are
excellent examples in which LEO constellations are planning to provide services. Euroconsult estimates
LEO and MEO satellites constellations to meet 77% of projected broadband demand (Euroconsult,
2022). GEO satellites have never been the optimal choice for providing internet coverage worldwide
due to their distance and the locations they are typically placed. GEO satellites orbit much farther
away than LEO satellites, which means that a significantly larger ground receiving dish is needed for
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a ground user to take advantage of the service. This is expensive and impractical in a topographically
complicated, remote, or impoverished area. Furthermore, GEO satellites are typically stationed above
highly populated areas. Most GEO satellites are not pointed at the remote areas to which LEO satellites
and IoT can provide service. Since LEO satellites are so close to the surface of Earth, they allow the use
of smaller transceivers for satellite communication. The proximity of the satellites also reduces delay
when signals are transferred between the satellite and the sensor on the ground. In addition, LEO
satellites are not hampered by topographical limitations like tree cover, mountains, or other natural
features that may prevent contact with a GEO satellite. Satellite IoT services are not yet completely
integrated with the same protocols as terrestrial networks at this time. Therefore, this is a space for
exploration in the future (Qu et al., 2017).
Table 21: LEO RS and IoT evolution business model canvas.

The satellite communication market is
evolving and developing new business
models which involve an increasing multiplicity of satellites in LEO. These satellites are providing two new unique services, SpaceRAN and IoT. In the future,
there will be well-integrated multi-orbit
networks of satellites that will optimize
data gathering, processing, and delivery.
These networks will also provide worldwide coverage and a backbone for smart
M2M communication and other intelligent technologies.
Figure 39: LEO RAN and IoT causal diagram.
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5.4. Ground Segment and Policy Impacts
The following section discusses the ongoing development of SatCom ground segments. Valued at US $4
billion (Euroconsult, 2022), the ground segment remains one of the largest and most expensive parts of
a SatCom system. New private actors are entering the industry, and space-based telecommunications
is more prevalent than ever. Because ground segments are costly, many new players will not have the
capability to establish their own ground stations, so they must rely on the developing Ground Station
as a Service (GSaaS) concept. Due to the increase in SatCom players, the market is becoming larger,
necessitating the implementation of AI in data management.

5.4.1. New Actors and Ground Segment as a Service
The space industry is witnessing the introduction of new actors, indicating that more space vehicles will
be sent into orbit in the upcoming years. This growth implies the necessity to create new ground station networks to monitor and control all these vehicles with the same quality of today’s service. Most
of the new services proposed by these companies (LeafSpace and Infostellar) concern non-GEO constellations that can offer low latency communications, ubiquitous IoT connectivity, and near realtime
Earth observation. Ground stations need to be globally dispersed to achieve real-time data download
from LEO and MEO satellites (Waterman, 2021).
The delivery phase of these companies begins as their constellations come online. The choice of ground
stations results in a difference in the service quality delivered to the clients. However, most startup
companies do not have the time or resources to build ground infrastructures, so they rely increasingly
on GSaaS (Waterman, 2021).
GSaaS is based on the principle of renting what is needed of command-and-control links on the ground
to companies that cannot afford to build their own ground infrastructure. This new approach is seen as
the evolution of the traditional ground stations and is attracting new companies like LeafSpace and Infostellar to invest (Waterman, 2021). Moreover, cloud computing giants like Amazon web services and
Microsoft Azure seek to leverage their global networks of data centers by adding antennas and signal
amplifiers that cannot be virtualized to partner with the existing ground stations. They are also targeting the satellite market because of its potential to redefine broadband connectivity (Waterman, 2021).
GSaaS must adapt its services to the customers by implementing new technologies encompassing optical communication, flat panel antennas (FPA), and AI. Optical communication offers various benefits compared to traditional RF communications, providing higher data rates and increased security.
They work by pointing optical beams between Earth and the spacecraft; however, they are dependent
on weather conditions, and their performance can be affected negatively by atmospheric turbulence.
To overcome these challenges, GEO satellites will serve as relays to communicate with LEO satellites
through OISLs, enabling constant satellite coverage and limiting the number of ground stations needed. This technology will make GSaaS more profitable, especially for Earth observation applications requiring the transfer of large amounts of data, although less applicable for telecommunication satellites
due to their potential unavailability in case of weather disturbance (PwC, 2020).
FPA – also called Phased Array Antennas or electronically steered antenna - are computer-controlled
arrays of antennas that create a beam of radio waves. These are electronically steered without moving
the antennas. Even though this is not a recent technology, it is considered promising for applications in
maritime and aviation, as well as for communication with multiple satellites simultaneously due to its
capacity to switch from one satellite to another very quickly. These antennas are currently being developed by GSaaS providers like Ksat, who are planning to install them on the remote island of Svalbard in
Norway. The main downside of FPAs is their high price and the complexity of their design, and, consequently, some experts estimate they will not be heavily adopted within the next ten years. (PwC, 2020)
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AI is expected to be an important technology for ground stations due to the increase of data downlink
on Earth. It will be used mainly to automate data handling, processing, and analysis, which is an opportunity for GSaaS providers to add these operations to provide a better end-to-end service (PwC, 2020).
The integration of AI is an opportunity for investment in ground stations, but it must satisfy and respect
some of the regulations described in the upcoming sections.

5.4.2. Regulatory Impacts
In the interview with Allison (9 February 2022), it was highlighted that when a space environment
issue disrupts the services of a satellite for six months, the mission and company’s access to their allocated frequency will be at risk. First, the notifying administration has to inform the Bureau. Then, the
operator is given three years to solve the suspension from the date on which the use of the frequency
assignment stopped being exploited; otherwise, the company would lose its license for that RF. Even
if this happens, the company reserves its right to appeal the query and get a waiver. Most companies
usually have a spare satellite ready to launch in case of failure.
The Ka- and Ku- bands are becoming congested since they are widely used. The 5G network additionally uses the V-band, i.e., the green field, facilitating multiple access. Because of the high throughput,
some bandwidth in the GHz part of the spectrum has been proposed for satellite usage. Beam forming
requires high-precision techniques, but new ways of using the spectrum are being developed. RF band
allocation and usage are also a diplomatic problem as there are already appropriate legal obligations.
The ITU Development Bureau is dedicated to capacity building worldwide and enabling connectivity.
The current regulations for RF band allocation are constantly updated as new innovations present new
challenges. Currently, companies have seven years to coordinate and launch a satellite into orbit. Slot
access limitation requires the country in which the company resides to protect the integrity of the
registry. The World Radiocommunication Conference reviews regulation and procedure surrounding
the registry every three to four years. The final decision and licensing weighs upon the country, not the
ITU. The rule “first come, first served” applies to companies and those with higher statuses having the
lead between competing claims. As suggested by Alison in the interview (20 February 2022), the ITU
would be the ideal place to introduce the debate about the fourth region in space to build the basis
of in space communication that will contribute to sustaining all the frequency and telecommunication
infrastructure in space within the next ten years. Competition is increasing with the introduction of
5G as companies request larger parts of the spectrum, and some have been started to see potential
forging new arrangements.

5.4.3. Artificial Intelligence Considerations
AI is one of the largest investment areas, with around US $77.5 billion invested worldwide in 2021, and
the US leads the sector with around US $50 billion invested (Venture Beat, 2021). Several dedicated
space agencies, such as ESA, NASA, and JAXA, run AI space applications programs. Other private actors,
including Arianespace and Planet, invest in AI space applications through partnerships with specialized
companies.
AI would serve the space sector by improving downstream flows from satellite to ground station; the
data collected by the satellites would be directly sorted onboard the satellite, so the data sent back to
Earth will be the useful one only. It would also serve the launcher industry as launchers could deploy
launching and cruise strategies, saving propellant and increasing efficiency. Thus, using AI technologies
in the space sector would lead to autonomous and semi-autonomous activities, as well as data analysis
(Taylor, n.d.). Even though these projects could create new market opportunities for both the space
and AI sectors, the lack of regulation framing the use of AI is a challenge to overcome.
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There are no regulations specifically addressing AI yet. Regulation of AI development and use is possible through other texts dealing with data protection matters, market competition laws, or consumer
protections. In recent years, some countries have been considering the development of dedicated rules
for AI. The USA Ten Principles proposal aims to regulate AI, while China has developed a political strategy to lead the AI area (Vought, 2019). Other organizations interested in AI are also working on rules
framing the extensive application areas. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) and the World Economic Forum are working on ethical guidelines regulating AI and aim to release an AI Act.
Clearly, there is an offset between AI technologies and the regulatory framework. Such difference is
already impacting the development of AI for terrestrial applications, presenting significant issues for
space technologies if AI is integrated. Even if the regulatory framework is under development, incoherent or incomplete rules could impact the use of AI in space.

5.5. Markets and Funding Evolutions
The following section outlines the market value and growth of three telecommunications segments:
5G/IoT, SpaceRAN, and space-based cloud computing/data centers. This section also summarizes how
respective projects are primarily funded. This section supports upcoming recommendations on potential business practices following the development of Starship.
In 2022, the market value of 5G services is estimated to be between US $48.8 - 58.8 billion (GVR, 2022;
Fact.MR 2022). With a CAGR of 52% between 2022 and 2030, projected revenue estimates enter into
US $1.6 trillion range. SatCom players may consider leveraging their strength in dominating the eMBB
segment or focus on riskier but faster-growing opportunities in the mMTC segment.
The RAN segment is growing to meet the increased amount of data and connectivity requirements
spawned by the rise of 5G and increasing investment into smart city developments (ABI Research,
2021). These developments are pushing the market value from US $17.8 billion in 2018 to a projected
US $44.78 billion by 2026, with a CAGR of 11.3% over this period (Savekar and Patil, 2020). As such,
SatCom giants are sizing up opportunities to expand into the space-RAN sector.
Microsoft’s Azure and Amazon’s AWS Ground Station have elevated the cloud computing market to
space. The global cloud computing market is expected to grow close to US $950 billion by 2026 from
US $445 billion in 2021 (MarketsAndMarkets, 2021). CAGR is estimated to be at around 16.3% during
this period (MarketsAndMarkets, 2021). Although no concrete data on the space-based cloud solutions
and storage segments are available, SatCom providers aim to shift computing power to orbital planes
with space-based optical data relay initiatives such as SpaceBelt and Lyteloop.
These business segments offer various established methods to gather financing. Regarding 5G and IoT,
ESA’s ARTES program, which focuses on developing advanced SatCom products and services, has initiated a call to develop 5G services in space. Industry giants such as Thales Alenia Space, Airbus Defence
and Space, Nokia, EURESCOM, SES TechCom, and others are developing integrated satelliteterrestrial
network architectures using primarily LEO constellations (ESA, 2017). These industry partners primarily
gather funding for such initiatives through government contracts and national space funds, usually in
the realm of tens of millions of US dollars.
Equity financing is the primary method used to raise funds for SpaceRAN developments. Inmarsat will
invest US $100 million over five years into developing its ORCHESTRA network, utilizing GEO and LEO
satellites to offer 5G connectivity to airline and maritime industries (Inmarsat, 2020a). SES has helped
raise US $40 million in equity and grant funding for Isotropic Systems, the technical developer for its
broadband system that will enable O3B satellites in MEO to communicate with GEO and LEO satellites
(SES, 2018). Similar equity-based funding was secured by OneWeb, with Eutelsat, Hanwha, SoftBank,
and Bharti committing over US $1.9 billion cumulatively (OneWeb, 2021).
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Arguably the newest market segment in space-based telecommunications infrastructure, space data
center developments are primarily undertaken by high-tech start-ups. SpaceBelt is looking to provide
space-based storage and data forwarding, leveraging ground-based secure terminals, GEO satellites
for global forwarding, and LEO satellites for fast global data retrieval (SpaceBelt, 2018). SpaceBelt is
primarily funded through private equity investment rounds, and notably US $100 million by Hong Kong
accelerator HCH Group (SpaceBelt, 2018). LyteLoop, a start-up with a similar goal of providing spacebased data solutions over OISLs, has raised US $40 million through a follow-on financing round (Wong,
2021). The higher risk profile to investors of new, unproven markets means that in Europe, small- and
medium-sized companies in the SatCom sector have limited financing opportunities. The European
Investment Bank (2019) report ascertains that the preferred financing source for NewSpace activities
remains private venture capital. The ease of access, speed of acquiring funding, and correct volume
at favorable conditions far outweigh the alternatives. Problems arise when considering the flow of
European investors when compared to US investors; US investors are far more risk-tolerant than their
European counterparts and thus invest in far more ventures with larger ticket sizes.
In summary, this section defined three business segments that SatCom developers are pursuing and
the primary funding sources. This is also summarized in Table 22. The recent rise in space-based telecommunications infrastructure initiatives coincides with the persistently reducing launch cost to orbit.
All companies mentioned in this section have launched satellites onboard Falcon 9 rideshare missions
(Stringfixer, 2022).
Table 22: Highlighted SatCom market segments, market size, and typical funding (GVR, 2022; Fact.MR 2022; Savekar and
Patil, 2020; MarketsAndMarkets, 2021).

Segment

Market size (US $/
Expected CAGR)

5G/IoT

48.8 billion in
2022 / 52% over
2022-2030

SpaceRAN

17.8 billion in
2018 / 11.3% over
2018-2026

Space Data
Centers

Typical source of
funding

Growing/New
market
Growing market

Equity funding

Growing market

Venture capital

New market
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5.6. Conclusions
The space industry will witness an increased number of satellites entering orbit, and Starship could
enable this trend by offering the capability to launch them frequently with lower prices. This growth
represents a unique opportunity for ground stations to expand their business, improve their technology, and adopt a strategy to help them manage the vast amount of data flux. GSaaS offers the best
solution to address this challenge by reducing the complexity of ground infrastructure and implying a
global collaboration with multiple ground segments to ensure continuous service delivery.
Starship can disrupt not only the SatCom sector but also the entire space sector. The cost reduction
offered by Starship will permit competitive business models. Starship would allow companies to invest
more in R&D for state-of-the-art technologies due to the lower cost. As Starship allows larger payload
volumes and a greater mass launched into orbit, GEO satellite design could be improved with more
sensors and higher data handling. This would allow for higher resolution and more reliable data. In
keeping with these advancements, LEO satellites could be improved as some key component volumes
increase, such as EPS, solar panels, and batteries. Finally, the ongoing development of satellite constellations will require a higher launch frequency and a launcher supporting more mass; Starship could be
the answer for these technical obstacles.
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“SpaceX is
challenging any
preconceived
notion of what is
possible.
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To evaluate the socio-economic and political impacts of Starship’s
development, this chapter uses the PESTEL tool. PESTEL provides a
framework to highlight and evaluate specific areas of impact, risk,
and benefit to the SatCom industry generated from Starship. This approach is particularly beneficial to explore the far-reaching impacts
often propagated by space applications. An additional category,
“outer space,” was integrated into the PESTEL approach to highlight
specific changes in the space industry. This is represented in Figure
40.
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Figure 40: PESTEL key components (PowerSlides, 2022).

6.1. Multicausal and Multidimensional Impact Analysis of SatCom
This section considers the main impacts of the growing SatCom industry under PESTEL criteria. Therefore, this section is important to highlight the lessons learned through research by examining the possible disruptive capabilities of Starship and further supporting the recommendation.

6.1.1. Politics: National and International Regulation
In the existing telecommunications market, Section 2.1.2., rationales for national space activities were
shown to focus on national security and deal with socio-technical issues of security. As commercial
space grows, competition between national and commercial providers will become more apparent.
With a growing telecommunications sector, benefits can arise from increased privatization. Privatization is one of the most effective routes to sustained institutional cohesion, increased societal connectivity, and the minimization of negative externalities (Warf, 2006). The ITU already confronts a dilemma
between states currently occupying slots and newer entrants, typically developing countries,
where there is an unfair advantage and calls for abolishing the “first come, first served” policy. The
same concept can also be applied to orbital slots where there could be an “era of privately-owned
domestic commercial satellites” (Warf, 2017). In an interview on the 9 February 2022, Audrey Allison
emphasized the growing jamming problem for commercial operators and the importance of finding a
diplomatic solution. Space threats include, but are not restricted to, tracking and monitoring satellites
and their transmissions, electronic attacks against space-based services, the satellite, and the user’s
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equipment, physical attacks against spacecraft, and the use of space for adversary force enhancement
and intelligence preparation. These threats will have implications in planning timelines and could also
result in the loss of valuable assets.
There are various strategies for regulatory frameworks in telecommunications law. China, for instance,
does not have one inclusive telecommunications law, but instead has several separate regulations, the
most recent of which is the Telecommunications Regulations of September 2020 (GlobeNewsWire,
2021). India has a dedicated regulatory authority, the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI).
Their regulations address the establishment, political and economic functioning, powers, and role of
the TRAI. The African Telecommunications Union formulates policies and strategies to improve access
to information, infrastructure, and services. In the EU, the regulatory landscape is more established.
The European Electronic Communications Code establishes a common electronic regulatory framework
for electronic communications networks and services, distributing out the power of national regulatory
authorities for such tasks (Directive (EU) 2018/1972, 2018). These varying strategies for managing satellite telecommunications highlight the importance that, as more satellite constellations are created,
there is a greater need for a cohesive and comprehensive regulatory framework.

6.1.2. Economic: Markets and Services
As consumer and industrial demand for data continued to grow, telecommunication providers began
deploying 5G networks in 2018. 5G networks enable providers to extend consumer services and connect devices. However, it is likely to simultaneously face national security, personal privacy, and spectrum allocation issues. Due to the deployment of 5G network through satellites, there could be more
lucrative opportunities in the future (GlobeNewsWire, 2021). In addition, an information- intensive
and hyper-mobile world economy could impact the global media for data transmission, telephone traffic, and broadcasting of television and radio programs that will benefit industries such as maritime,
aerospace, defense, government, transportation coordination, and media (Warf, 2006). NewSpace entrepreneurship was discussed in an interview with Juan de Dalmau (10 February 2022), former Head of
the Communication Office at ESA-European Space Research and Technology Centre. The investments
of private SatCom actors are leading to the decrease of public costs of user services and products.
Additionally, increased launch frequency, new services, and increased performance, attracting more investor-customer cooperation will also impact business models. Furthermore, the return on investment
and cost-to-service ratio will change as a result of this, leading to a more cost-effective space industry.
In-space services are also expected to provide more business opportunities, including refueling, data
transfer, recharging of batteries, orbital maneuvering, hardware replacement, or deorbiting at the
end of life. These market developments are illustrated in Figure 41 (Obruta Space Solutions, n.d).
The growing market, available funding, and stakeholders justify the increasing number of public-private partnerships as the Satcom industry continues to develop. In a report by NATO, an increase in
China’s space budget is shown to be directly proportional to the number of launches (Brunner, 2021).
The growing space capabilities are then supported by the increasing investment rate, partnership, and
available infrastructures. France, Japan, India, and many other space-faring countries are investing in
the next generation of satellites. Regional entities like NATO could also influence information exchange for interoperability, standards, policy consultations, capability development, and science and
technology activities (Brunner, 2021). Still, the current conflict between Russia and Ukraine has the potential to impact the entire space industry from the potential disruption to the ISS, and the suspension
of Soyuz launches from the European spaceport in French Guiana (Amos, 2022; Bender, 2022).
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Figure 41: A depiction of the ThinkOrbital 2040 roadmap. Adapted from (Asprella, 2022).

6.1.3. Social and Ethics: Upcoming Challenges and Opportunities
An increase in connectivity enabled by technological developments in the SatCom industry will have
indirect social impacts. An impact assessment of the GOVSATCOM project, led by the European Union,
predicts the most positive social impact of its development will be civil security (European
Commission, 2017). Improved connectivity in underserved broadband populations could promote
good health and well-being, increased public safety, and quality education – strongly in-line with the
United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals. This may also lead to the development of smart-city
infrastructure, as depicted in Figure 42. Technologies such as voice-over-Internet and videoconferencing
will allow students and educators to conceive virtual classrooms regardless of their physical locations.
The emergence of more high-skilled jobs, a vibrant technological industry, and economic growth can
improve overall lifestyle and social interaction, leading to increased social networking, virtual libraries,
and worldwide knowledge sharing. There may also be some ethical considerations. Jacques Arnould (in
an interview on 14 February 2022), the ethics adviser in the communication office of CNES, postulated
that “what the public can think and accept, remains to the most external aspects: the development
process, the obstinacy of Musk and SpaceX, [and] the retro-futuristic aspect.” The standardization
cycle, presented in Section 4.1., supports the idea that a modern launcher can be designed to optimize
sustainability. A more positive impact of increased connectivity is its relationship with digitalization,
which presents an opportunity for areas like telemedicine to develop further. Telemedicine offers
quicker and better services in real-time, crucial for customers and users in the healthcare sector
because of the potential increase in competency among telemedicine service providers.
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Figure 42: Infrastructure and smart cities. Adapted from (ESA, 2019).

6.1.4. Technology: Use Cases and Threats
Technological leadership can impact the economic, political, and commercial sectors in various
manners. Many SatCom technologies are predicted to become more accessible in the future. The reduced reliance on RF in space due to OISLs drives more joint space capabilities, necessary for the urgent
need to make space-based infrastructure more resilient. Furthermore, the future 5G NTN Radio Access
Technology can enable connectivity in rural regions (Thales, 2021a; 2021b). By using satellite communications, Earth observation, and navigation data, virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) experiences could be extended beyond the terrestrial network with the help of immersive technologies for
a 3D, high-definition VR bringing together new business opportunities (Reinow et al., 2020). Machine
learning applications combined with mega-constellations will enable advanced weather monitoring,
Earth observation applications, satellite operations, and sensor fusion for navigation (Rajendran et al.,
2018). However, in a growing SatCom industry, some difficulties will be encountered, such as (Brunner,
2021):
•

Direct attack (kinetic and cyber),

•
•
•

Electronic attack (jamming and spoofing),
Laser blinding,
Electromagnetic pulse attack.

Specifically, given the volatile geopolitical landscape at the time of writing, these threats are more
critical, most notably where modern militaries are increasingly dependent on satellite and GNSS infrastructure. Starlink terminals were recently sent into Ukraine to facilitate internet access, and allegedly
encountered jamming problems before a software update increased the system’s resilience to such an
attack (Musk, 2022).
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6.1.5. Environment: Modern Space Problems
Current environmental challenges in Earth orbit include pollution caused by hazardous substances
with clouds of debris dispersal, collisional cascading, and decommissioned spacecraft. The method
for approaching some of these environmental challenges is summarized in Figure 43. The predicted
developments in the SatCom industry can be leveraged to provide novel solutions in monitoring the
environment and thus take a proactive approach in mitigating environmental and climate risks.

Figure 43: An Image of environmental issues. Adapted from (Sala, Cerruti, and Pant, 2018).

The trend of more satellites in LEO comes with problems in other sectors. For instance, Starlink plans
to populate LEO with satellites, resulting in problems such as bright trails of reflected sunlight in telescope images or serious interference for radio telescopes. The denser the population of LEO satellites
gets, the bigger the problem for ground-based observatories becomes (McDowell, 2020). Therefore,
LEO satellites will harm optical astronomy by contaminating images with their dense orbital presence
(Tyson et al., 2020). Artificial space objects, both operational and decommissioned, also cause sunlight
to reflect and scatter, manifesting as streaks in ground-based astronomical observations (Kocifaj et
al., 2021). Furthermore, some issues linked to space traffic management and collision risks were raised
during the interview with Audrey Allison (20 February 2022). The ITU is not responsible for collisions
in space, and therefore states or UN-COPUOS, the authorities overlooking the ITU’s work, will have a
more significant role. Additionally, the increased number of satellites in space will increase the likelihood of infrastructure being impacted by solar events. In February 2022, a geomagnetic storm damaged 40 of the new Starlink satellites and forced them to re-enter Earth’s atmosphere (SpaceX, 2022b).

6.1.6. Legal: Implications and Solutions
The increased number of satellites in space enabled by Starship’s launch frequency and payload mass
capabilities will also have parallel increased legal implications. The satellite communications industry
has had an enormous influence on the change and development of the international regulatory structure. The aforementioned NATO report emphasizes the need for more international cooperation to
establish long-lasting norms (Brunner, 2021). More consideration could be expected for better transparency on the allocation of geostationary orbits. Some legal issues may emerge due to the non-limitation of the allocations to companies or agencies within the same region or country (Interview with
Audrey Allison, 2022). The seven-year limitation to use ITU allocated slots should have more concrete
follow-up procedures and mechanisms with the increased number of small satellites. Additionally,
cloud computing in space may soon be a reality. Although the service has its own pros and cons, as
presented in Section 5.5., from a legal perspective, it is vital to consider some specific slots for disaster
management or medical emergencies in the conception of a space web architecture. Cybersecurity
and privacy issues are also becoming more prevalent. This, along with the expectation for information
and telecommunication technologies, requires more resilient infrastructure and policies contrary to
ITU’s trust provisioning framework in communication systems, as shown in Figure 44 (Roshanaei and
Duan, 2021).
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Figure 44: ITU’s trust categories (Roshanaei and Duan, 2021).

A new SatCom infrastructure enabled by Starship’s capabilities and future disruptive technologies could
change the paradigm. More solutions for harmful interference should be considered and include new
topics such as AI, laser technologies, and intelligent signaling. As it is not part of the ITU mandate, local
investment in infrastructure for equitable frequency access and affordability will be required (Kaspar,
2012). The ITU does not rely on a transparent multi-stakeholder process, which is critical in ensuring
commitment by all relevant stakeholders. The growing extent of in-space communication may provide
opportunities to operate in new frequency bands. Lastly, the use of both partially and fully reusable
launchers could change the access to the space legal framework with more integration of the 3R values
(Reuse-Reduce-Recycle).
The race to improve and advance LEO constellations and be a primary service provider necessitates
a more cohesive legal precedent in LEO. For example, Viasat, the acquiring company of Inmarsat, attempted to delay the rapid launch of Starlink with an appeal to the FCC in May 2021 (Viasat v FCC,
2021). They cite concerns over orbital collisions, night sky occlusion, and accuse the FCC and SpaceX
of not complying with the National Environmental Policy Act. In July of the same year, judges rejected
this (Rainbow, 2021). This example shows how the increasing prevalence of mega-constellations will
challenge current legislation and highlights the importance of developing a cohesive and inclusive legal
framework to regulate the growing SatCom industry. Most of these challenges might be addressed
within international fora through direct ones such as UN-COPUOS, UNIDROIT, and indirectly through
the International Standardization Organization.

6.2. Multicausal and Multidimensional Impact Analysis of Starship
This section investigates the direct impact of Starship following the PESTEL approach. As has been
shown, improvements in telecommunications have far-reaching effects beyond just the users, operators, and customers. The advantages bought by Starship may accelerate the development of globalization and secure connectivity, alongside many other areas. This section aims to evaluate and assess
these impacts, with a constant focus on the role of Starship.

6.2.1. Political: SpaceX and Government Partnerships
SpaceX has become one of the leading actors of the new space generation due to its redesigned launchers. Currently, they offer industry-leading solutions for astronaut transportation to the ISS (Howell,
2021). In this way, it is clear that industry players and government space companies continue to rely
on each other to achieve common goals. In recent years, SpaceX has acquired contracts for the ComSTARSHIP: IMPACT ON THE SATCOM INDUSTRY MSS22
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mercial Orbital Transportation Services to organize cargo delivery to the ISS, the human-rated lunar
lander for the Artemis missions, and the launch of the Europa Clipper. This may prompt subsequent
public-private partnership efforts to compete with SpaceX.

6.2.2. Economic: Investments and Returns
The main target of Starship is “to allow civilization to become multi-planetary by allowing humans to
go to Mars,” as cited in Section 3.4.3. of this report. This will require significant investment, and, therefore, SpaceX has extended the number of missions where Starship will be used to acquire additional
capital to achieve its goals. These expectations have made SpaceX one of the world’s most valuable
private companies. Morgan Stanley analyst Adam Jonas said, “This technological development has the
potential to transform investor expectations around the space industry.” (Sheetz, 2021). Essentially,
SpaceX is challenging any preconceived notion of what is possible and the time frame in which it can
be achieved (Sheetz, 2021). Therefore, the economic reaction may be that other companies will look to
reduce the costs of their own launch services compared to Starship. Regarding indirect socio-economic
benefits, the launch site of Starship in Boca Chica, Texas is expected to bring an economic benefit to the
local area, with a relatively low income index, with job opportunities and infrastructure growth (FAA,
2021b).

6.2.3. Social: Starship and the Public
The emergence of NewSpace companies has extended ethical arguments from fund allocation to the
ethics of space colonization, global warming, and beyond. In a recent study featured in Space Policy (Platt, Jason, and Sullivan, 2020), the authors discovered an overwhelming theme of caution and
skepticism related to these developments. Most of the participants did not see themselves as part of
the first generation of colonists of Mars. The public opinion on space tourism was difficult to quantify.
Not all people believe in sending people to other planets to be justified or ethical since there are both
short- and long-term health consequences to consider: physiological changes, radiation, and cell damage, issues with sleep cycles, psychological stress, and fatalities (Kahn, Liverman, and McCoy, 2014;
Shelhamer, 2019). NASA has already defined a set of risks, countermeasures, and research ethics for
humans in space, and these will continue to develop for future and longer-duration missions (Kahn, Liverman, and McCoy, 2014). While space exploration has always been a controversial topic in the eyes of
the public, the introduction of private space players like SpaceX and new emerging technologies could
sway public perception. This could result in even more demand from agencies and the general public
for space-based technologies to help address global problems like climate change.

6.2.4. Technology: Starship and Customer Innovation
Starship has the potential to expand the market for bigger satellites, with the possibility of adding more
components, such as a bigger battery or more solar panels. These solutions could spark a new reaction
in private SatCom players and investors to open a new market for GEO. SpaceX offers two options for
launch configuration in terms of the customer base: they can either launch exclusively or rideshare
with other customers. Adding these features offers more flexibility and positive reactivity for the customer. The customer can use a standard payload adaptor for Starship or design their own following
a reasonable number of requirements. Additionally, Starship can support the deployment of complex
LEO constellations in a short amount of time, allowing the earlier initiation of activities and commencement of services, thereby presenting a positive benefit for end-users.

6.2.5. Environment: Starship and the Launch Site
For SpaceX’s Starship operations to proceed, they must first acquire the necessary licensing and environmental approval from the FAA. Between October and December of 2021, the FAA completed a
Draft Programmatic Environmental Assessment, with the areas of potential impact to the environment
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outlined in Table 23 (FAA, 2021b). Additional time was allotted to allow the public to comment on the
project and the assessment. After receiving over 18,000 public comments, Starship’s orbital launch is
still pending approval (FAA, 2021b). Seemingly, the public has not fully accepted the environmental
assessment, and the time to implement some of the proposed actions may not have been enough.
SpaceX has chosen Boca Chica, Texas as its launch site, and, in general, the population in this location
supports SpaceX’s goal to create reusable LVs. However, there are concerns regarding the impact on
protected species and habitat, the closure of public areas, the safety around the launch operations,
and the potential impacts on airspace, minority, low-income residents, agriculture, and cultural sites.
There are 18 historical sites around the launch site that the domain’s integrity could impact via ground
vibrations. (FAA, 2021c). Depending on the spaceport activity, some land areas will not be accessible
by the locals, as shown in Figure 45.
BLAST DANGER AREA
CHECK POINT
VERTICAL LAUNCH AREA
LANDOWNER AND
SPACEX PERSONNEL
SPACE X PERSONNEL
ONLY
NO PERSONNEL

ALL HARD CHECKPOINT
PUB
PUBLIC HARD CHECKPOINT 1
PUBLIC HARD CHECKPOINT 2
SOFT CHECK POINT
03
miles

Figure 45: Impact of Boca Chica spaceport on the access to the land.
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Table 23: The FAA’s areas of potential environmental impact (FAA, 2021b).
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In response to some of the environmental concerns, SpaceX plans to:
•
•
•
•
•

Implement a Spill Prevention, Countermeasures and Control plan to reduce the release of pollutants.
Submit a Notice of Intent to TCEQ for a permit on activities near water.
Develop a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan.
Comply with the standards and criteria specified by the TCEQ.
Have retention actions in case of accidental release.

These measures will be implemented throughout the duration of Starship’s activities. In terms of public
benefit and risk, there will be an influx of SpaceX employees to relocate near the Boca Chica launch
site. SpaceX, through the FAA, predicts this will have an indirect effect in terms of job generation and
positive economic growth. The report did mention Boca Chica as an area of lower income and minority
demographics compared to other Texas areas, although it did not detail specific impacts to the public
(FAA, 2021b). On the contrary, the operations of SpaceX, and specifically launch operations, may decrease property value in some locations, thus sparking some negative reactions in the local community.

6.2.6. Outer Space: Legislation and Impact
SpaceX has proposed a solution for repairing satellites in space or potentially bringing them back down
to Earth, as depicted in Figure 46. Indirectly, Starship could benefit the state of suborbital and orbital
science by bringing space debris back down to Earth. Both public and private entities are concerned
about the spread of space junk related to Starship and Starlink. In response to this, Elon Musk tried
to end concerns about space debris, saying it would be possible for Starship to grab debris with the
moving fairing door in space and then return to Earth (Musk, 2021). The space debris issues are also
fueled by increased media sharing bringing more awareness to the issue (Wall, 2021). This has put
pressure on other space companies to consider technologies and methods to reduce space debris. It
has prompted further conversation among regulatory bodies to create a legal framework to manage
the issue proactively.

6.3. Beyond Satellite Communications

Figure 46: Starship collecting space junk (Ralph, 2021).

By revolutionizing its launch capabilities
with reusable materials, increasing
the volume for payload capacity, and
facilitating the increase in payload mass,
Starship will challenge traditional means
of launching satellites and business
operations. This has been described in
detail throughout this report. While this
report focuses on Starship’s impact on
the SatCom industry, the impact on other
space segments is also relevant.

6.3.1. Impacts of Starship on Earth Observation & Remote Sensing Satellites
Commercial companies and agencies offering services in Earth observation and RS services may now
need to re-think, re-design, and manufacture their satellites to take advantage of Starship’s increased
capabilities. An increase in the number of navigation satellites could facilitate access to more remote
locations and increase temporal resolution. This might also encourage more ambitious satellite projects
such as enabling technologies for video surveillance from space. More capabilities for RS satellites in
space could allow for increased real-time data exchange. These potential changes through Starship’s
capabilities could be advantageous in areas of emergency services and disaster response. Starship’s
capabilities will allow other satellite service companies to map out their own progression with the
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design of their satellites. Thus, companies and agencies themselves will be able to decide what is best
to deliver their services because Starship can deliver on multiple fronts.

6.3.2. Other Starship Impacts
A greater number of satellites will quicken the evolution of advanced networks such as 6G and cognitive
networks. This can have several implications for the development of AI and interplanetary Internet,
for example. This brings several societal impacts, including applications in telemedicine; increased
connectivity in rural areas or remote areas can allow easier access to healthcare through telemedicine
consultation and patient care. Additionally, increased connectivity alongside faster and more efficient
satellite communication can assist emergency services to reach remote disaster areas and supply aid
to people in distress.
Starship’s projected engineering feats can also be applied to other potential payloads. Starship’s
capabilities may provide a pathway for the development of life support systems. Currently, a closedloop or regenerative system is the most common method of life support and is used on the ISS. This
system can save on launch costs and mass but will need consistent repair and maintenance (Jones,
2017; Miyajima, 2017). An open-loop system or a resupply method can be advantageous in that a fresh
supply of water and oxygen can be provided (Jones, 2017; Miyajima, 2017). An open-loop system may
be more feasible and perhaps even favorable with Starship.

6.3.3. Starship and Business Developments
Starship can help develop several technologies, as seen previously in the report. However, their
involvement and interest in the SatCom industry may be more of a lucrative business strategy to
acquire the funding they need to enable travel to Mars. NewSpace players, agencies, and governments
might want to consider further research on how to adapt to new technical and business methods
based on Starship. Companies themselves can look to leverage Starship’s capabilities and use Starship
as the platform to launch their own satellites and payloads. It may be worthwhile for other companies
pursuing mega-constellations in LEO to consider using Starship as the primary launcher, although
SpaceX may have their own reservations in helping potential competition to Starlink.
Overall, Starship’s impact will extend beyond just the SatCom industry. All companies, agencies, and
other space players must be aware of the ongoing progression of Starship. While some of Starship’s
technological capabilities remain confidential, it is essential to remain adaptable. Even from what
is known of Starship’s capabilities - renewable materials for launches allowing an increased launch
cadence, the size of Starship’s faring facilitating a greater mass and greater payload volume - space
players can take this knowledge and begin exploring and analyzing ways to enhance their own mission
objectives and operations.

6.4. Risk identification
This section summarizes some important factors and the potential risk generated by Starship’s
disruptive effect on the SatCom industry. The scale for the risk assessment is illustrated in the table 24.
Risk Level

Code

Color Code

-+
++
Table 24: Legend for PESTEL analysis of Starship on the SatCom industry.
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6.5. Conclusions
Starship’s disruptive technological capabilities will have an impact in the SatCom industry. Its disruptive
technologies may also indirectly reach beyond satellite communications to have social and humanitarian
benefits. To assess the potential risks in these areas, a PESTEL approach was used to provide an
understanding of the potential impacts to politics, economy, social, technological, environment and
legal domains. This multicausal and multidimensional analysis of the possible impacts of Starship on
the SatCom industry provided an understanding of the policy impact and political reactions. To maintain
a balance on ownership and information management within countries, greater cooperation and
framework would be required. The growth of space-based services and technologies will also impact
the national regulatory landscape. The economic impacts are primarily due to new communication
opportunities for consumers and industrial users. There are many social and ethical impacts to be
considered, such as secure connectivity and networking, data privacy and highly skilled jobs. In terms
of Earth based complications, there could be a negative impact on optical astronomy and radiation due
to the expansion of the increased number of objects in space. This would require additional efforts in
space traffic management and safety.
In terms of Starship as a LV, its unique capabilities will in turn prompt reactions from other space sector
players. Starship’s proposed ability to offer a higher payload capacity in terms of mass and volume, could
open the market for bigger or less complex satellites. Additionally, there are environmental impacts of
SpaceX’s operations with Starship to consider, namely to water resources and the surrounding wildlife
due to hazardous substances. This has sparked a concerned reaction from the public based on the
environmental report released by the FAA. The indirect social impacts were considered in terms of the
environmental and economic impact to communities surrounding the launch area. Finally, there may
also be legal concerns in terms of the number of satellites Starship can hold and its impact on space
debris.
In conclusion, Starship remains an important topic of discussion both in and out of the SatCom
industry. However, the true impact from Starship has may not be fully realized until Starship becomes
operational.
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Table 25: PESTEL analysis of Starship on the SatCom industry.
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7.1. Conclusion
This report has undertaken a comprehensive, interdisciplinary analysis of the possible impact that
Starship might have on the satellite communications industry. Utilizing the framework of the four-step
RTA tool (Guston and Sarewitz, 2002), in Chapter 1, analysis and findings have been underpinned by the
four disrupting pillars that Starship is projected to deliver:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Increase the payload mass to orbit by ten times.
Increase the payload volume by four times.
Increase the launch frequency by up to four times.
Offer a reduction in launch cost of 10% compared to the market standards.

The impact of Starship is multi-faceted, extending far beyond just the SatCom industry. Care was
taken to limit the report’s scope based on the critical points highlighted by an earlier literature review.
This report provides researched guidance to industry, agencies, and policymakers on the identified
potential impacts of Starship`s development on the SatCom industry. From business models to enduser applications and services to satellite design drivers. Throughout, the four disrupting pillars have
been used as guideposts for quantifying and categorizing the potential future impact of Starship on the
SatCom Industry.
Chapter 1 gave an overview of the telecommunications industry covering telecommunications history,
the current condition of the SatCom market, and satellite design drivers. The telecommunications
industry is shown to be dynamic and continually growing. The introduction of new actors has changed
the role of government, from solely a role of leadership to a role of fostering new development in the
commercial sector.
Chapter 2 outlined Starship’s planned capabilities in the context of its currently known mission profile,
relationship with the payload, and projected pricing.
Chapter 3, the first step of the RTA methodology, provided a historical case-by-case study conceptualizing
how Starship could affect satellite design. The report identified several case studies around LV
developments and described how SatCom industry participants reacted to these changes at the time.
The trends showed that if fairing space were available, it would be filled. Two trends in the symbiotic
relationship between satellite and LV design were identified: the future large fairing of Starship is used
for numerous satellites in smaller LEO constellations, or the large fairing is used for extremely powerful
and large, but fewer, GEO satellites.
Chapter 4 focused upon the newest aspects in SatCom-related R&D. Growth in 5G, 6G, constellation
management, and deep-space communications is evident. Developments in AI in support of constellation
management are also spurred as a result.
Additionally, the issue of space debris is continually addressed through new technological and legal
innovations, safeguarding existing and future satellite operations. SatCom operators are leveraging
ISL in multi-orbit constellations to mitigate the shortcomings of LEO-centric architectures. With these
technological identified, Chapter 5 considered the potential/different business models that result from
these technologies. In parallel, from the bottom-up, clean sheet satellite design drivers have been
uncovered. The former includes the space RAN, GSaaS, and IoT, supporting existing and new spacebased telecommunications architecture. Starship’s frequent launch cadence is likely to contribute to the
overall size reduction of GEO satellites.
In contrast, increased constellation management and data throughput requirements have seen
LEO satellite updates display larger form factors. Finally, evaluating the social impacts of SatCom
development, Chapter 6 utilized the PESTEL tool to highlight and evaluate specific areas of risk and
benefit to the SatCom industry and the impacts generated from Starship as a LV. To maintain a balance
on ownership and information management within countries, greater cooperation and framework are
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required. Economic findings include new communication opportunities for consumers and industrial
users. More lucrative business models will impact the market and lead to more smart applications across
medicine, maritime, aerospace, defense, transportation, and media. Environmental impacts of SpaceX’s
operations with Starship were considered, namely water resources and the surrounding wildlife due
to pollution from the by-products of propellant combustion. Legal and ethical concerns regarding the
number of satellites Starship can hold and its impact on space debris were also uncovered.
It is clear that if Starship is utilized to its full extent, carrying the maximum payload with a regular
launch cadence and fast reusability, its impact on the satellite communications industry could be drastic.
The sheer number of applications that Starship could benefit from or enable will make it an important
development in the SatCom industry. With the age of mega-constellations and global interconnectivity
looming, Starship may be vital in its unique capability to deploy such a high payload mass for a lower
price. Already, the plans to use Starship to launch the next generation of Starlink satellites, numbering
up to 40,000, represent an impact. Starlink’s dense population in LEO will affect other operators, both
in terms of constellations and standalone satellites, and has already negatively impacted ground-based
astronomy. While Starlink is inevitable in its deployment, Starship is likely to accelerate this and could
cause sudden, unexpected impacts in the SatCom industry.
7.2. Discussion
Starship is entering an already-unpredictable space domain due to the on-going transformation of
the sector, and it promises to bring even more questions surrounding the direction of the SatCom
industry. The most significant impact that Starship is expected to have on the SatCom industry is the
acceleration of the deployment of the Starlink mega-constellation. The degree to which the Starlink
mega-constellation will impact the SatCom industry remains unclear due to the lack of competition on
such a scale. Starlink will consist of over 40,000 satellites to provide high-speed broadband internet.
However, the extent of the customer base for this application may not generate the necessary revenue
for its economic sustainability. If Starship facilitates a rapid rate of Starlink deployment, then the
constellation could dominate satellite broadband communication around the world. The sheer scale of
Starlink could decimate the competition and lead to a severe monopoly in the space-based broadband
market. Additionally, SpaceX shows that they keep abreast of developments in SatCom technology,
already refitting successive Starlink generations with improved components. The rapid rate of Starlink
deployment, coupled with the use of state-of-the-art components, suggests that SpaceX’s constellation
is ahead of competitors – especially given OneWeb’s recent troubles with finding a launch partner due
to the Ukraine crisis. Starship’s four disruptive pillars give hope to the SatCom industry that is already
looking to migrate to a new reliable and sustainable space infrastructure, with concerns such as space
debris and equitable access more prevalent than ever before.
Starship could launch new satellites for customers in the industry, but existing launchers can already do
this. One of the primary expected advantages of Starship lies in its planned ability to launch many satellites
quickly, with the high payload volume and cadence. However, SpaceX may be averse to facilitating the
launch of competing constellations. Starship, however, was designed for human exploration and for
settling Mars. SpaceX needs to finance this and thus targets the most extensive possible customer
bases across a range of services: providing satellite broadband internet, cargo launching, and human
space transportation. The deployment of Starlink and the contracts undertaken by SpaceX from various
customers may be just another step in SpaceX’s goal in getting to Mars. However, this innovative wave
will leave a wake in the SatCom industry. Which scenarios will manifest significantly depends on Starlink’s
services in a market that has not yet reached maximum demand.
To conclude, Starship’s introduction into the satellite communications industry is driven by the need
to acquire funds to create a settlement on Mars. Motivated by this grand mission, SpaceX designed
the largest, most powerful launch vehicle to date, which is expected to launch on, at least, a biweekly
basis at a reduced cost. Starship’s four disruptive pillars and indirect causalities, like the acceleration of
Starlink deployment, require agencies, policymakers, and industry players to consider the effects that
Starship could have on the SatCom segment.
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7.3. Recommendations
The RTA method analysis conducted in the context of this report has provided the building blocks for the
following recommendations addressed to industry, agency, and regulators of the SatCom industry. The
recommendations are grouped in no particular order.
The graphics in each recommendation represent the player(s) that are discuss in the specific
recommendation. The black pillars beneath the written recommendation represent the pillars of
disruption that are discussed in the recommendation.
7.3.1. Integrated Space Computing Network
Satellite telecommunication architecture is deepening its integration across Earth and space domains.
The sector is leveraging developments in cross-link improvements between terrestrial and NTN,
providing increased (over 100 times more) service bandwidth coverage to end-users as illustrated in
Section 5.1.2.

INDUSTRY
1.

REGULATORS

SatCom Industry players should look to collaborate with national and regional space agencies
and invest in establishing a universal multi-orbit Integrated Space Computing Network
(ISCN) to harmonize the next generation of SatCom infrastructure. Launching such a massive
infrastructure with thousands of satellites may necessitate the use of Starship’s increased mass
and volume, akin to the Space Shuttle’s vital role in constructing the ISS. The ISCN will eliminate
the demand for massive amounts of energy for data processing on Earth. A network such as
Inmarsat’s ORCHESTRA, as highlighted in Section 4.1.4., has some inherent challenges prior to
realization but serves as a paragon of terrestrial integration. With improvements in both hardware
and software and fewer constraints on power and mass imposed by Starship, the possibility of
high-functioning spaceborne computers is likely. Furthermore, ITU members should promote
partnerships with NewSpace companies with relevant expertise, so those deep space projects
become a rapid reality, increasing equitable access to space-based communication assets.
Agencies should also look to disseminate knowledge related to such a network, reducing the
risk of monopoly and providing a framework for private actors to play a role.
Mass

INDUSTRY
2.

AGENCIES

Volume

Cadence

AGENCIES

Cost

REGULATORS

The ITU should consider space as a new additional region for regulation in the next ten years
and allocate new space-based assignments appropriately. The three existing regions alone are
unlikely to be sufficient, especially given the difference in both scale and complexity of spacebased and terrestrial networks, as discussed in Section 4.1.2. Overpopulation in LEO and GEO
orbits could become prevalent due to the planned increased launch cadence and reduction in
price offered by Starship, facilitating ease of access to space. Highlighted in Sections 4.4.2. and
4.1.5., improvements in satellites could improve the management of multi-orbit layers, communication between multi-purpose satellites, field of view, and frequency. Operators must exhibit
responsible conduct and operations in space, and regulators must manage space communications appropriately.
Mass

Volume

Cadence

Cost
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7.3.2. Future Satellites
Starship’s disruptive aspects are expected to be influencing satellite design drivers. Larger mass-toorbit capabilities at reduced launch price enable more capable satellites in LEO and GEO. Increased
launch cadence is reducing the mantra of high reliability.
INDUSTRY
1.

AGENCIES

REGULATORS

Industry players planning on utilizing Starship should consider developing larger satellite
buses to ease LEO satellites’ improvement, adding lasers for OISLs and more solar panels for
increased power requirements. Starship’s unprecedented power, massive fairing, and reduced
launch price could enable the accelerated deployment of satellite. Starship is expected to be
able to launch 400 Starlink satellites at once, where Falcon 9 launches around 60. Sections 4.1.4.
and 5.2.1. show that LEO satellite designs are trending towards higher-powered satellites with
OISLs, reducing interference, improving data rates, and providing lower latencies. The ITU does
not yet regulate OISL, so it is an opportunity to push policy with innovation. Multistakeholder
dialogue can offer a solution, as it aims to gather actors from different backgrounds to discuss
a single technical issue and implement recommendations.
18

Figure 47: Fairing and satellite design (Arianespace, 2018; 2019; 2020; CNES, 2020b; SpaceX, 2020a).
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Agencies should drive international fora to harmonize satellite constellations design directly
via UN-COPUOS and indirectly through the International Standardization Organization to
limit orbital crowding and space debris, such that no satellites exhibit anomalous behavior
such as unexpected failure or loss of contact. An operator testing a novel technology in a
densely populated region of space presents an overwhelming risk to other operators and
infrastructures. Harmonization efforts may be disrupted by the introduction of new innovations
into the space landscape, as highlighted by the Constellation Standardization Cycle in Section
4.1.2.
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Industry players should conduct further research and tests into the use of VLEO for
communications satellites to mitigate the risk of crowding in LEO. Adding more powerful
propulsion systems to and streamlining VLEO satellites can increase their resilience when
encountering space weather events; the increase in thermospheric density induced by a
geomagnetic storm can be negated through orbit-raising and reducing drag on the satellites.
Researchers should use Starship’s increased launch cadence and cheaper launch cost to
conduct such R&D activities for the use of novel orbits.
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Both international and national regulators must continue the growing trend of developing
spectrum interference checks and frequency allocation procedures for non-GSO satellites.
As the increased launch cadence of Starship is expected to increase Starlink’s deployment rate,
and possibly other LEO constellations, the risk of interference will continue to grow. Multiorbit constellations are also beginning to enter the landscape, highlighted in Section 4.1.3.,
and so regulators must also consider the risk of interference between different orbital planes.
This has largely been understudied, and any possible negative consequences have seldom
been considered.
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By offering a higher payload mass and volume, Starship has the potential to open the market
for bigger satellites deployed at any orbital altitude that require less complex integration into
the fairing and deployment systems. The development of such technologies implies thinking
about new regulatory solutions to frame and facilitate the use of new frequencies.
Cooperation between industry and policymakers would be needed to replace old GEO satellites
with new, improved satellites.
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Figure 48: GEO launchers: payload volume vs. mass. (Arianespace, 2018; 2019; 2020; CNES, 2020b; SpaceX, 2020a)
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7.3.3. Enabling Technologies
Denser commercial constellations are driving developments into constellation management technologies. AI and OISL are two examples of advancing space technologies outpacing regulatory policy. Interference considerations are continually growing; thus, regulatory bodies should be proactive in practices and policies to catch up with those developments and manage these advancing technologies.
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Industries should look to use lunar orbit to demonstrate novel technologies such as ESA’s
Moonlight (creating a constellation of satellites around the Moon to provide navigation and
telecommunication services). Starship is already deeply integrated with the Artemis missions,
and its increased payload mass and capacity will enable large-scale deployments in lunar
space. Leading national space agencies should look to showcase optical communications in
future missions to encourage use by private actors. Optical communications will support a
continuous human presence on and around the Moon.
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The impact of all four of the disrupting launch pillars entering play will likely lead to an increased number of satellites in orbit. To manage the higher quantities of data used and collected by these satellites, industry members should thus leverage new technologies to store,
process, and transfer higher quantities of data efficiently. To do so quickly, the best solution
would be to use optical communication known for enabling high data rate transfer. AI is expected to solve the difficulty of communicating with fast-moving, low-altitude satellites. The
increased launch mass of Starship could also improve data handling by launching heavier satellites with improved data processing capabilities.
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The increased launch cadence and mass and volume payload capacity of Starship might enable rapid mass deployment of constellations, many of which will undoubtedly look to use
OISLS. Regulators should investigate the impacts of densely populated space-based optical
communication links in pre-emption of the growing use of these constellations, both singleand multi-orbit. Not yet on the 2023 World Radio Conference agenda, the rise of OISLs in
constellations may continue largely unchecked. Currently, as highlighted in Section 4.1.4., the
ITU does not regulate optical frequency bands, and operators can utilize them as they wish.
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A trend of reduced launch price across the industry, coupled with higher launch frequency, is
expected to increase the amount of space debris and the need for space situational awareness. Policymakers need to enforce basic compliance with Space Sustainability Rating (SSR)
to ensure that more satellites have collision avoidance systems, integrated identification and
tracking methods, and the capability to deorbit at end-of-life.
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7.3.4. SatCom Market Developments
To facilitate the development and deployment of cost-effective constellations, satellite manufacturers
are advised to vertically integrate, standardize, and accelerate production schedules to reduce per-unit
costs. This will represent a shift away from the sunk cost associated with historical single unit orders
and a more risk-tolerant model which can withstand the loss of several satellites.
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As discussed in Section 2.2.2., Starship is planned to introduce a rapidly reusable rocket capable of an increased launch cadence. This is expected to enable a business model where satellite companies can invest in one LEO satellite design, focus on vertical integration, reduce manufacturing costs and reduce costs in their supply chain. Now, there is an increased capability
for LEO constellation manufacturers to mass manufacture LEO satellites (expecting them to be
replaceable) and thus have constellations to capture market areas where terrestrial solutions
are not possible. Additionally, LEO constellation manufacturers planning on producing thousands of satellites will reduce their costs per satellite by filling the Starship fairing to release an
entire orbital inclination of the constellation in one launch. LEO Constellation manufacturers
should consider vertically integrating their supply chains and standardizing and speeding up
their production timelines to reduce cost per satellite with economies of scale.
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Figure 49: LEO : Launchers’ payload mass and satellite mass over the years (Krebs, n.d.; Arianespace, 2018; 2019; 2020; Thales
Group, 2018; CNES, 2020b; SpaceX, 2020a; Kramer, 2022a,b).
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As introduced in Section 4.1., Starship threatens to disrupt the entire launch market, with
better capacities concerning payload mass, volume, and launch cadence for a reduced price.
As Figure 49 shows, launchers seem to be growing in mass capacity, which means there is a
gap in the market for micro-launchers. Competition, both public and private, is concerned
about losing their share of the launch market. To avoid this threat, they should concentrate
their effort on developing small/micro reusable launchers and perfecting manufacturing
processes to cover the market share Starship cannot have. Industries should improve the
performance of small/micro launchers to meet the needs of future markets and remain competitive with Starship once it is launched regularly. For that, private companies are developing reusable launchers to be able to cover the market. Additionally, agencies should support
the industry’s growth and development to bring more reusable micro-launcher services to
the market.
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With Starship’s capabilities for increased mass and payload volume, SpaceX can now become
a significant player influencing the design, manufacturing, and business models of future
satellite constellations, as referenced in Section 3.3.1. This will have an impact on competing
players in the SatCom industry. New actors may find it difficult to enter the already populated private sector made of SpaceX, OneWeb, Amazon, and the public sector due to existing
competition. Therefore, new and existing SatCom operators must consider Starlink’s rapid
deployment in their strategic decision to compete in LEO constellations.
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7.3.5. New Applications, Regulatory Considerations, and Data Privacy
Reduced latency, full coverage, and higher bandwidths are driving new applications on Earth and human space exploration developments. To ensure sustainable developments, regulators must monitor
and address the environmental and social impacts of frequent, powerful launches.
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Starship’s capabilities will have far-reaching effects in other future applications, as referenced
in Section 6.3. This will include applications in telemedicine and future life support systems
with regards to increased payload mass and volume capabilities. More satellites in LEO constellations will enable better connectivity in remote locations. This will allow greater access to
healthcare experts and services. Regulators need to consider how an increased amount of
signal and data from satellites could interfere with transmissions dealing with medical care.
Additionally, regulators need to discuss how these constellations facilitated by Starship can
boost smart applications, provide universal internet access, and provide telemedicine services. Lastly, industry players should consider how they can utilize Starship’s capabilities in
terms of increased payload mass to redesign, manufacture and launch more complex, larger
life support systems. This can support future, more extensive missions to deep space.
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In Section 6.1. one of the most significant changes to the SatCom industry will be the increased
launch cadence. Regulators must consider how this development implies an expected growth
of the number of satellites into orbit and adjustments on policies and the regulatory framework managing the allocation of orbital slots are required. This will carry further implications
in space debris management. An increased number of satellites in space must drive regulating
bodies such as the ITU and UNOOSA to consider how to regulate and standardize direct-to-device, device-to-device, artificial intelligence, and internet systems that will be rapidly deployed
because there is a need to mitigate the unknown like privacy and security. The implication
on the terminal, end-users integrated systems, and the cost is substantial, especially for new
services.
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As discussed in Section 6.2.5, Starship’s manufacturing operations and the subsequent capability to have an increased launch cadence will have an impact on the surrounding environment
at the Boca Chica launch site. This will include an impact on biological and water resources and
the surrounding population/communities. An increased launch cadence will produce pollutants and hazardous materials at an increased rate. To minimize the environmental impacts,
regulating bodies such as the FAA should continue monitoring, managing, and updating the
regulations needed to protect the environment around the launch site and atmosphere. This
could be limiting the number of launches in a specific time period or scheduling launches
around migration patterns of biological species. This will be important since Starship could
inspire future rockets with similar capabilities.
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As described in Sections 4.2., 4.2.2., and 6.4., Starship’s enhanced technological framework
must be well defined. Starship’s price reduction could lead to more complex gaps due to end
users’ services. Therefore, regulators should address the increased ethical and regulatory
issues of data privacy, cybersecurity, and space traffic management to mitigate the risk of
increased interconnectivity. This can facilitate the management of the various space segments and ensure the benefits for society.
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